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ABSTRACT 

The cytoarchitecture and cellular morphology of the 

nucleus locus coeruleus (locus coeruleus or LC) have been 

examined in the laboratory mouse with a wide range of ana

tomical techniques: traditional dye stains and silver 

methods, Golgi impregnation, glyoxylic acid-induced fluores

cence of endogenous monoamines, and electron microscopy. 

To place the locus coeruleus in perspective, a brief 

history of neuroscientific thought, from antiquity to the 

current multifaceted ideology of neural structure and 

function, is presented. Other brain regions containing bio

genic amines are discussed, and LC placed within the frame

work of central monoamine systems. And previous studies of 

LC are critically reviewed. 

The composition of LC does not appear homogeneous in 

Nissl-stained paraffin sections. Although their appearance 

varies with the plane of section, there seem to be at least 

three varieties of coerulean cells: fusiform, polygonal, 

and small pleomorphic elements. It is suggested that an 

enveloping framework is present in LC, formed by fusiform 

cells running in a caudodorsolateral to rostroventromedial 

direction. The body of LC, composed of the polygonal and 

small cells, lies medial to that framework. 
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The length of LC is about 500 ym, its width approxi

mately 150 ym, and its height 300 ym. In fluorescent 

material, the caudal half of LC corresponds well to that 

half as defined by Nissl stains. For the rostral half, 

however, correlation between fluorescence and dye-stained 

material is not as good. This noncorrespondence becomes 

increasingly evident as LC is followed forward. 

In both fluorescence and conventional material, LC 

is clearly seen to be composed of two parts: a larger, 

longer dorsal one and a smaller, ventral component. The 

ventral part extends about 100 ym rostrocaudally, lies be

neath the caudal half of the dorsal part, and is composed of 

polygonal neurons. 

This study confirms the presence of the spiny fusi

form, multipolar medium-sized, and small leptodendritic 

neurons reported in other species. In addition, three new 

varieties have been visualized by one or another of the 

several types of Golgi methods used. A bipolar cell 

(identifiable in fluorescence preparations as well), a 

multipolar cell without spine (closely related to blood 

vessels), and a small, rounded cell (also evident in fluor

escent material) are described. Moreover, very small 

"beaded processes" of indefinite affiliation are frequently 

impregnated; these often run parallel to blood vessels, 

particularly those of larger than capillary size. Vascular 
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elements are also impregnated, and their intimate 

scaffolding for coerulean neurons is described. 

Ultrastructurally, at least two types of coerulean 

neurons could be discerned. Type A neurons are limited by 

an irregular plasma membrane which may extend into the sur

rounding neuropil in the form of somatic spines. Their 

nuclei, in contrast, are oval and generally regular. These 

neurons show a well-developed Golgi complex, many free ribo-

somes, and much granular endoplasmic reticulum. Type B 

neurons have a more regular plasmalemma, but their nuclei 

are pleomorphic. Organelles are smaller and fewer than 

those in Type A. Occasionally, neuronal profiles similar to 

Type B but smaller in size were observed. These may repre

sent a third type of neuron. 

A characteristic feature of coerulean neurons is a 

nucleolus-like body (nematosome) within the cytoplasm. 

Furthermore, a wide variety of synaptic contacts is made 

upon these cells: axodendritic, axosomatic, axoaxonic, 

dendrodendritic, and, possibly, dendroaxonic. 

Coerulean capillaries are consistently observed in 

two forms: one with a dense, compact cytoplasm and nucleo

plasm; another with these components apparently dilated and 

electron-translucent. Coerulean neurons are frequently seen 

apposed to elements of its plethora of small vessels, sug

gesting chemoreceptive and/or chemoregulatory roles over and 
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above the undisputed widespread connectivity of the locus 

coeruleus in the neural network of the brain. 



INTRODUCTION 

Above all, the nervous system integrates. But to 

integrate, its cellular units must transmit. Transmission 

of information is basic to communication, to neural 

function. Although sensory and motor neurons are neces

sary for perception and effectuation, these irreplaceable 

cells account for only a small fraction of the total 

neuronal population. The central nervous system uses most 

of its cellular elements to talk to itself. Thus to even 

begin to understand the brain we cannot content ourselves 

with observations of bodily sensations and responses but 

must look at how the brain communicates internally. 

Neurons communicate primarily by releasing chemicals 

on their neighbors, although electronic coupling is also 

recognized. Two of these chemicals have been positively 

identified: acetylcholine and noradrenaline. They were 

both discovered outside the central nervous system. It was 

first guessed, and later proven, that these two chemicals 

serve as messenger substances—neurotransmitters—within 

the brain and spinal cord. Much information about 

noradrenaline-containing nerve cells has been obtained 

through the use of an explicit histochemical technique 

which makes it possible to visualize those neurons directly 

through fluorescence. Moreover, the use of this technique 

1 
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has led to the discovery of central neurons containing 

other biogenic monoamines, in fact to the delineation of 

previously unknown aminergic systems within the brain. 

These pathways course principally, but not exclusively, in 

the phylogenetically ancient and stable reticular forma

tion. Furthermore, this fluorescent method has given us 

at last the means to observe simultaneously all those nerve 

cells which contain the same neurotransmitter. And in 

noting their patterns of organization we are, for the first 

time, looking at the intrinsic communication subsystems of 

the central nervous system. 

There is one drawback in any attempt to study such 

subsystems: the nerve cell bodies involved are scattered 

up and down the neuraxis. In one outstanding exception, 

however, the aminergic cell bodies are clustered—in the 

pontine nucleus locus coeruleus. The neurons there come 

the closest to a homogeneous concentration of central nor

adrenergic neurons yet defined. Because of this distinc

tion, the locus predictably has been the object of many 

varied investigations. But despite a number of morpho

logical studies on the locus coeruleus of several common 

laboratory animals, no comprehensive light and electron 

microscopic description of this nucleus exists for any 

species. 

Indeed, the extremely popular laboratory mouse has 

been almost completely overlooked except for a short paper 
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that has just come from workers in Moscow (see DISCUSSION). 

But no detailed morphological account of its locus 

coeruleus has been published, though it has been reported 

that "the nucleus locus coeruleus • . . [is] similar in 

appearance, except for its smaller size, to that of the 

rat" (Landis et al. 1975:262). Thus, while the mouse locus 

coeruleus is known to be as prominent a collection of 

noradrenaline-containing neurons as it is in the rat, cat, 

and monkey, it has not been studied. My study aims at pre

senting for the first time its comprehensive morphological 

description. And with regard to ultrastructural details, 

the small size of the mouse and of its locus coeruleus are 

certainly technical advantages. 

To date, important questions about the locus 

coeruleus have not been answered; these questions are 

addressed in the present study. To begin with, are its 

neurons absolutely homogeneous with respect to neurotrans

mitter? In the cat the locus coeruleus is made up of 

several constituents, and in the monkey serotonergic cell 

bodies have been reported in it. Furthermore, in all 

cytoarchitectonic descriptions of the locus at least two 

distinct neuronal types have been observed. 

If there are, as the above indicates, more than 

one variety of coerulean neuron, several additional ques

tions arise: 



1. Are several cell types recognizable at the ultra-

structural level? 

2. Are such cell types set off by cytoarchitectonic 

boundaries? 

3. Are such cell types different functionally, as 

structural variation frequently implies? 

4. Since we know at the outset that most neurons of 

the locus coeruleus are noradrenergic, will we be 

able to define a noradrenergic nerve cell body on 

purely morphological grounds at the electron micro

scopic level? 

In any philosophical discussion it is wise to be 

mindful of preceding ideas, as well as current data perti

nent to the dissertation. Accordingly, a brief historical 

perspective is provided along with a review of current 

literature bearing on the important matter at hand: the 

fabric of the central nervous system. Following that, the 

methodologies used in the present study will be explained. 



HISTORICAL REVIEW 

Evolution of Neuroscientific Thought 

The vertebrate central nervous system (CNS) is a 

fabric of unimaginable complexity. Its unraveling has 

called upon many sciences and proceeded by major steps, 

indeed in quantum jumps. Closely preceding many of these 

jumps has been the advent of some new technique for exam

ining the nervous system. Moreover, setbacks in neural 

ideation have often occurred when anatomical data were 

ignored. 

Garrison's History of Neurology (McHenry 1969) gives 

the date of the first written use of the word brain as about 

3500 B.C. by the ancient Egyptians. They described the 

human brain, together with its meninges and associated 

fluids—structures which had been exposed by war injuries. 

Later on, the pre-Hippocratic Greeks recognized symptoms of 

brain illness, but believed that epilepsy, insanity, and 

hysteria were inflicted by chthonian gods. In the sixth 

century B.C., Pythagoras expounded that the brain was the 

center of reason. Shortly thereafter, his student, 

Alcmaeon, described the optic nerves in the first recorded 

dissection of the human body. A century later, Anaxagoras 

of Athens noticed the relationship between central and 

peripheral nervous systems and wrote that it was the brain 
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which housed the mind and further served as the seat of the 

soul. The latter assertion caused much interest in the 

brain, and such high service was its first widely accepted 

function. It was not, however, a universal tenet. Other 

ancients, such as Aristotle, thought the soul lay within 

the heart. Nevertheless, the great desire to find the soul 

served to foster an interest in brain anatomy. In time, 

the fourth ventricle was accepted as the precise location 

of the soul. 

Hippocrates (460-370 B.C.) considered the brain a 

gland--a gland associated with thoughts and dreams. The 

first major description of the brain, spinal cord, 

ventricles, and venous sinuses was by Herophilus of 

Chalcedon (circa 300 B.C.), reputed to be the true founder 

of the science of human anatomy. 

The major ancient contributor to the neurological 

anatomy was Galen (131-201 A.D.). He described and named 

a number of major brain structures, including the ven

tricular system, corpus callosum, fornix, and cranial 

nerves. Galen disagreed with the Hippocratic notion that 

the brain was glandular. He considered it analogous to 

bone marrow and moved the seat of the soul from the fourth 

ventricle into the frontal lobes. He was responsible for 

two additional concepts of brain function. First, he 

taught that "vital spirits" were changed into "animal 

spirits" in the rete mirabile (see below), described 
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earlier by Herophilus. Second, the animal spirits, or 

spiritual principle of life, were transported in the nerves 

which were thought to be hollow. These spirits were thus 

responsible for both motor and sensory activities. Inter

estingly, the concept of the rete mirabile, a network of 

fine arteries fed by the internal carotids, was accepted for 

about 1400 years. In his description of this structure, 

Galen had used the brain of a pig or an ox; for centuries it 

was incorrectly assumed that he had based his description of 

the rete on humans, where the rete is absent. 

After Galen, little happened of neuroscientific 

significance for the next ten or twelve centuries. Philoso

phers and theologians replaced anatomists and physiologists. 

Together, they formulated the "Cell Doctrine of Brain 

Function" (Clarke and Dewhurst 1972). This theory, credited 

in large part to Nemesius, Bishop of Emesia (circa 390 A.D.) 

and St. Augustine (354-430 A.D.), conceived of the brain 

ventricles as cells holding various processes of the mind: 

common sense, imagination, memory, and so forth. This 

theory was accepted by even the great Renaissance figure, 

Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519 A.D.). 

In the sixteenth century, the error of the rete 

mirabile was corrected by Giacomo Berengario da Capri (c. 

1460-c. 1530) in his Isagogae Breves. He was one of the 

first anatomists to depict his dissections rather clearly. 

Charles Estienne (Stephanus), another Renaissance anatomist, 
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also used increased detail in his drawings, although often 

adding elaborate but unnecessary background settings. 

It was, however, Andreas Vesalius (1514-1564) who 

brought gross anatomy of the brain to its modern level of 

definition. To do this, he followed two simple procedures. 

First, he was a consummate dissector. Second, he insisted 

that his drawings reflect observations made in the dis

sections. To accomplish the second task, he enlisted the 

services of a remarkable artist, Jan Stephen Kalkar, a 

student of Titian. 

In the seventeenth century, the traditions estab

lished by Vesalius were carried on by Thomas Willis (1621-

1675), whose prints were prepared by the artist and archi

tect, Christopher Wren. But Willis, along with Franciscus 

de le Boe or Sylvius (1614-16 72) made more important con

tributions. Separately, these two scientists questioned the 

concepts which had stressed the importance of the ventricles 

and proposed that the heretofore unnoticed cerebral cortex 

had some specific function. These ideas were at odds with 

the teachings put forth by the contemporary philosopher, 

Rene Descartes. Descartes continued to believe that the 

ventricles, not the substance of the brain, were responsible 

for brain function. Additionally, he felt that because of 

its position the pineal gland controlled the flow of 

animal spirits in the ventricles and served as the seat of 

the soul. He believed that images formed on the retina 
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made their way into the ventricles through hollow tubes in 

the optic nerve. Such messages were then passed somehow 

through the fluid to the pineal, from which they were sent 

down the hollow tube of another nerve to a muscle, which 

in turn inflated to produce motion. Thus, Descartes en

larged the basis of the reflex theory. 

The morphological study of the nervous system took 

a giant stride forward with the development of the micro

scope by Antonj van Leeuwenhoek (1632-1723). Indeed, one 

of Leeuwenhoek's initial objectives was to locate micro

scopically the hollow tubes subscribed to by Descartes. He 

thought he had found them when he observed canals in nerves, 

but these in fact were probably myelin sheaths (Clarke and 

O'Malley 1968). Similarly, Marcello Malpighi (1928-1694) 

misinterpreted the microscopic picture and depicted white 

matter as composed of fine excretory ducts. 

The first chemical analysis of the brain was re

ported in 1719 by Thomas Hensing, who isolated phosphorus in 

the grain. Later in that century Luigi Galvani (1737-1798) 

made two critically important observations. He noted that 

when two dissimilar metals were touched together an electric 

current was generated; this fundamental concept he left for 

Alessandro Volta C1745-1827) to exploit. With regard to the 

nervous system, however, he laid the foundation for modern 

electrophysiology through his demonstration of "animal elec

tricity. " The nervous system now emerged as a collection of 
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wires conducting electrical impulses; this interpretation 

contradicted the dominating theories of soul, spirits, and 

nerve fluids of the time. Thus, after the discovery of 

brain electricity soon came another quantum jump in the 

understanding of brain function. 

In contrast, however, the development of the micro

scope did not bring about the immediate elucidation of 

neural structure, for techniques with which to prepare 

tissues for examination were lacking. Instead, interest 

turned toward the structure of the cerebral cortex. In the 

late 1790's, Franz Joseph Gall (1758-1828) introduced a new 

science, phrenology. In some respects, phrenology simply 

predated modern attempts at cerebral localization of 

functions. Unfortunately, it was widely accepted as a more 

definitive form of physiognomy. Nevertheless, this public 

acceptance did rapidly force neurology away from the tenets 

of Descartes, and placed emphasis on demonstrable nerve 

function. 

The quantum jumps is neuroanatomy did not come until 

the beginning of the nineteenth century, when fixatives and 

preservatives were at last developed. These technical ad

vances were promoted initially by Johann Christian Reil 

(1759-1813); however, formaldehyde was not used until 

Ferdinand Blum suggested it as a fixative in 1893. Even so, 

microscopic anatomy began to gain prominence in the 1820' s 

with the introduction of the achromatic compound microscope 
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and the microtome. The ancient and poor embedding media 

such as tallow and lard were replaced with paraffin and 

collodion. 

In 1833, Christian Gottfried Ehrenberg published 

the first description of neural fine structure: the 

cellular structure of the unstained dorsal root ganglion. 

The first description of nerve cells in the brain came four 

years later when Johannes Evangelista Purkinje described 

the large neurons of the cerebellum which still bear his 

name. The following year, Schleiden and Schwann presented 

the cell theory. 

Others began adapting the many new staining tech

niques for neurohistology. Otto Friedrich Karl Deiters 

gave a full description of the nerve cell in 1865. By 

1885, Vittorio Marchi had used "osmic acid" to stain de

generating myelin, a technique which led to many studies in 

which lesions were used to induce observable degeneration. 

In that regard, Augustus Volney Waller had shown in 1850 

that the nerve cell body is responsible for continued 

nourishment of the axon. The field of neuroembryology was 

pioneered by Wilhelm His (1831-1904); the breadth and depth 

of his contributions may been seen in the lexicon of terms 

he gave us--dendrite and neuropil, among a host of others. 

Possibly the most important of all the light micro

scopic techniques developed for neuroanatomy was presented 

first in 1873 by Camillo Golgi (1843-1926). After graduating 



from medical school at the University of Pavia in 1865, he 

began to study the microscopic fabric of the nervous system. 

When his financial situation forced him to leave proper 

research facilities and assume responsibilities as chief 

resident surgeon at a hospital for incurable patients (Ham 

1969), he set up a laboratory in the kitchen of his home. 

There he left some tissue in a potassium dichromate fixative 

a long time. He removed this tissue from the solution and 

placed it in silver nitrate. This procedure yielded a 

preparation in which random neural elements were silhou

etted against a yellow background. In such preparations he 

was often able to see whole nerve cells—neurons stained in 

their entirety. Sadly, however, we see in retrospect that 

Golgi used his method, so suited to the delineation of 

individual cellular units, to support the continuous nerve 

network or reticular theory put forth by Gerlach in the 

middle of the nineteenth century. 

Ironically, the correct and consummate utilization 

of Golgi's technique was by one of his major protagonists. 

Santiago Ram6n y Cajal (May 1, 1852-October 17, 1934) first 

discovered Golgi's method in 1887. He immediately practiced 

and perfected it, and through its tireless and painstaking 

application published what is still the central edifice of 

neurohistological literature. 



Chemical Transmission of 
Nerve Impulses 

Galvani1s concept of electrical transmission, 

introduced toward the end of the eighteenth century, raised 

a number of questions. For one, it was known that a nerve, 

innervating different organs, might excite one organ's 

function but inhibit that of another. Thus, a different, 

nonelectrical form of transmission was suspected. 

The evolution of the theory of chemical transmis

sion is based in large part on the happy coincidence that 

one group of transmitter substances, the catecholamines, 

serve a double function: not only are they neurotrans

mitters, they are important hormones. Adrenaline and nor

adrenaline are found in great quantities in the adrenal 

medulla. At the turn of the century endocrinologists were 

grinding up organs and injecting extracts of them into 

experimental animals. They found that ground-up adrenal 

glands produced effects similar to those obtained by stimu

lation of the recently identified sympathetic nervous 

system. 

According to Oliver and Schafer (1895), Pellacani 

was the first (in 1874) to inject subcutaneous extracts of 

adrenal glands. Oliver and Schafer noted that laboratory 

animals so treated would be unaffected for a while but 

would be found dead the following morning. Brown and 

Sequard had also noted that the removal of adrenal glands 



resulted in death. But it was Oliver and Schafer who per

formed the first detailed study of the adrenal glands. 

Using extracts of sheep, guinea pig, dog, and human glands, 

they reported physiological effects in many different 

systems: contraction of arterioles, shallowing of respira

tion, disturbance of body temperature, and increase in 

skeletal muscle tone. Furthermore, they localized the 

substance causing these effects to the adrenal medulla and 

noted that it was identical to a substance there reported 

to turn rose-red in solution on exposure to air. 

About the same time, Lewandowsky had noted a 

similarity between stimulation of the hypogastric nerves 

to the bladder and the effect >of adrenaline on that organ 

(Elliot 1901). Two years later, Langley tested adrenal 

extracts on a wide variety of organs. He had already 

divided the autonomic nervous system into sympathetic, 

cranial, sacral, and enteric parts. Thus he chose to 

compare the neural responses of structures innervated by 

those parts with their reactions elicited by injection of 

the extract. He reported that the effect of the extract 

in no instance corresponded w.\ th any effect produced by 

stimulation of cranial or sacral autonomic nerves, nor did 

it simulate any effect of the vagi or pelvic nerves. He 

pointed out that effects of the adrenal extract were like 

those produced by stimulation of sympathetic nerves, in 

many instances being the exact response elicited by their 
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electrical stimulation. He advised, however, against 

regarding the effect of the extract as being direct until 

it could be shown that such effect took place even in the 

absence of sympathetic nerve endings (Langley 1901). 

In 1904, a student of Langley's proposed that a 

chemical identical with adrenal extract might be liberated 

from the nerve when the impulse reached the periphery 

(Elliot 1901). This speculation was based on the following 

observations. First, there was Langley's observation that 

the effect of adrenaline on a muscle was exactly like that 

elicited by stimulation of sympathetic nerves to that 

muscle. Second, it was known that the adrenal medulla and 

the sympathetic ganglia have a common stem cell type. 

Finally, Langley's group had found that the sympathetic 

axons could not excite peripheral tissue except in the 

presence of adrenaline or its immediate precursor. 

One of the major figures in the development of 

chemical transmission theory was Sir Henry Dale. In 1910, 

along with Barger, he pointed out that adrenaline was not 

the only substance which could produce what was termed 

"sympathomimetic" actions. Yet not until 1921 was the basis 

for chemical transmission firmly established. At 3:00 a.m. 

on Easter Sunday of that year, Otto Loewi awoke and jotted 

down a plan for an experiment which had first interested 

him in 1903 but had only become clear in a dream that 

morning eighteen years later (Loewi 1960). This "nocturnal 
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design" was to lead to the first definitive evidence for 

chemical transmission. And for Loewi, along with H. H. 

Dale, it was to bring a Nobel prize. Loewi removed the 

hearts from two frogs--one with the nerves intact, the 

other without them, cannulated both hearts, and placed a 

little Ringer's solution in each. He stimulated the vagus 

nerve of the first heart and then transferred the solution 

which had been in it during stimulation to the second 

heart; it promptly slowed its beat as if its vagus nerve 

had been stimulated. When he stimulated the accelerator 

nerve of the first heart and then transferred its contents 

to the second heart, the latter beat faster. These results 

were taken to mean that the nerves do not directly stimu

late the heart electrically, but release some substance to 

achieve the effect associated with the stimulated nerve. 

The substance released by the vagus nerve, 

"Vagusstoff" as Loewi called it, was soon believed to be 

acetylcholine (ACh). A more definitive report, however, on 

this issue did not come until fifteen years later when Dale, 

along with others, presented evidence that ACh was released 

at voluntary motor nerve endings (Dale, Feldberg, and Vogt 

1936). They reported that stimulation, either directly or 

through the motor nerve, of normal voluntary muscle or of 

that deprived of its autonomic nerve supply led to the 

appearance of ACh in the venous blood. If the muscle was 

totally denervated, no ACh appeared. Furthermore, they 
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found that ACh is no longer released after continuous 

direct stimulation of muscle when neuromuscular conduction 

fails. 

It was not until 1946 that Ulf von Euler identified 

the sympathetic transmitter. He prepared extracts from 

thoracic and lumbar sympathetic ganglia and from the peri

arterial nerves of the spleen. He found that the active 

substance gave catechol reactions and bore a resemblance to 

adrenaline, but that it differed from that amine in several 

ways. In these differences the active substance showed 

properties associated with noradrenaline. Conclusive proof 

that this was so came three years later when Peart (1949) 

stimulated cat splenic nerves and collected plasma. From 

this fluid he isolated a pharmacologically active substance 

with sympathetic effects as measured by biological assays. 

From parallel quantitative assays on the plasma, Peart 

showed that the main active substance was noradrenaline. 

The first hint of the synthetic pathway for 

adrenaline came in 19 39 in an abstract presented by 

Blaschko. He tested a series of seven closely related 

compounds on tissue homogenates from guinea pig liver and 

kidney. Of these, only ^-dopa was found to be enzymatically 

decarboxylated. From this, Blaschko speculated that ^-dopa 

could be a precursor of adrenaline, into which it could be 

converted by decarboxylation. He further suggested that 

this decarboxylation occurs after hydroxylation of tyrosine 
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to 1^-dopa. And he reasoned that the reaction must lead to 

the formation of either oxytyramine (a compound now known as 

dopamine) or noradrenaline, the immediate precursor of 

adrenaline. 

The decarboxylation of dopa to dopamine was con

firmed in 19 39 by Holtz (see Nagatsu, Levitt, and Udenfriend 

1964). Thereafter the pathway for biosynthesis of nor

adrenaline was proposed to be tyrosine —*- dopa —*- dopamine 

—>- noradrenaline. It was not until 1960, however, that 

Levin, Levenberg, and Kaufman succeeded in isolating and 

characterizing dopamine-8-hydroxylase, the third enzyme in 

the series. Four years later, Nagatsu, Levitt, and 

Udenfriend found and characterized tyrosine hydroxylase in 

brain, adrenal medulla, and sympathetically innervated 

tissues. 

In 1948, Ahlquist presented evidence for the exist

ence of two types of adrenotropic or adrenergic receptors, 

alpha and beta. Alpha receptors seemed to be associated 

with most of the excitatory functions of sympathetic nerves 

(vasoconstriction and stimulation of uterus, nictitating 

membrane, ureter, and dilator pupillae) and one inhibitory 

function (relaxation of intestinal smooth muscle). Beta 

receptors were associated with inhibitory functions (vaso

dilation and inhibition of uterine and bronchial muscula

ture) and one excitatory function (myocardial stimulation). 

These discoveries, along with those of compounds that would 
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act on adrenergic nerves as specific agonists or antagonists, 

ushered in a new pharmacology. Influential in these new 

findings was the discovery by Bertler, Carlsson, and 

Rosengren in 1956 that reserpine causes adrenergic nerves 

to cease their function by depleting their transmitter 

substance (see Carlsson 1959). 

The application of the newfound knowledge of cate

cholamine neurotransmitters to clinical problems of the CNS 

took place in 19 59 when Carlsson reported that systemic 

administration of dopa caused an increase in brain dopamine. 

He suggested that dopamine might serve as a neurotrans

mitter as well as being a precursor of noradrenaline. This 

suggestion was supported by the knowledge that there are 

high quantities of dopamine in the striatum, a part of the 

forebrain involved in the control of motor functions. 

Furthermore, hypokinetic symptoms of motor dysfunction 

resembing Parkinsonism could be elicited by reserpine, which 

was shown to deplete dopamine stores. And because another 

motor disorder, chorea, consists of hyperkinetic symptoms 

which are the opposite of those in Parkinsonism, it was 

suggested that reserpine might be efficient in controlling 

choreidorm movements. Eight years passed before the 

depleted striatal dopamine levels (that lead to parkinsonian 

symptoms) were clinically replenished with dopa (Cotzias, 

van Woert, and Schiffer 1967) to alleviate the characteris

tic tremor and poverty of movement. 



Histochemical Localization of 
Neurotransmitters 

After it was shown that the peripheral nervous 

system (PNS) communicates by chemical transmission, it was 

only natural that scientists would inquire as to the 

existence of chemical transmitters within the substance of 

the brain and cord. The presence of centrally located 

adrenaline and noradrenaline was shown by Euler in 1946 and 

Holtz in 1950 (see Nagatsu et al. 1964). A more detailed 

study was made in 1954 by Marthe Vogt who reported highest 

concentrations in the hypothalamus and area postrema. The 

next highest concentrations were in the medulla oblongata, 

midbrain, periaqueductal gray, and medial part of the 

thalamus. The brain stem was difficult to analyze, but it 

was obvious that the whole floor of the fourth ventricle and 

the reticular formation were rich in noradrenaline. Using a 

fluorometric assay, Bertler (1961) agreed with these con

clusions. He also saw that the basal ganglia and sub

stantia nigra were rich in dopamine and that there was much 

serotonin in the hypothalamus, medulla, corpus striatum, 

and thalamus. However, until the development of the punch 

technique of Palkovits (19 7 3) it was not possible to 

localize transmitter substances in greater neuroanatomical 

detail by biochemical assays. 
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By the middle of the twentieth century, it was well 

known that the adrenal catecholamines could be induced to 

fluoresce yellow-green by the addition of alkali. This 

reaction was first noted in 1918 by Loew (see Pekkarinen 

1949). Upon adding strong alkali solutions, he found that 

adrenaline was oxidized to a labile solution which fluo

resced. This reaction was later found to be specific for 

adrenaline (Paget 19 30). 

In 1951, ErankS reported finding two separate, 

histologically definable populations of adrenal medullary 

cells. In his paper he noted that previous works had 

studied the adrenal medulla with the chromaffin reaction 

and the reduction of osmium tetroxide but that other histo-

chemical methods were generally not applied to the study of 

this organ. Therefore, he stained it with ammoniacal silver 

nitrate and for acid phosphatase. He also examined un

stained material with the fluorescence microscope. He con

cluded that each method had shown a small and distinctive 

population of cells that were phosphatase-negative, argyro-

philic, and brightly fluorescent. These cells he thought 

contained noradrenaline, whereas he considered most of the 

medulla to consist of nonreacting adrenaline-containing 

cells. A year later, he reported that the fluorescence was 

seen only in adrenals fixed in formaldehyde, though the bulk 

of this later report concentrated on the acid phosphatase 

reaction (Eranko 1952). Later he found that noradrenaline 
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showed an intense fluorescence when treated with formalde

hyde, and he suggested that treatment of tissues with 

formaldehyde followed by fluorescence microscopy might be a 

specific histochemical method for the demonstration of nor

adrenaline in tissues (ErankS 1955) . 

At about the same time, another group was taking an 

interest in distinguishing histologically these two separate 

populations of adrenal medullary cells. Hillarp and Hokfelt 

(195 3) achieved this end through oxidation of noradrenaline 

by potassium iodate with the subsequent formation of ob

servable pigment. In that same year, Barter and Pearse were 

able to identify serotonin in enterochromaffin cells by 

means of histofluorescence after treatment with formaldehyde. 

In a later report, Barter and Pearse (1953) suggested freeze-

drying the tissue, embedding it in paraffin, and then ex

posing it to formalin vapor at 37°C for two hours to cause 

observable, discrete serotonin histofluorescence in entero

chromaf fin cells, recognizable as a 6_-carboline derivative. 

The study of biogenic amines through fluorescence 

was advanced in 1961 by development of a method for identi

fication of histamine in mast cells (Lagunoff, Phillips, and 

Benditt 1961). They tried rapid freezing of tissues in 

isopentane cooled by liquid nitrogen and then freeze-drying 

those tissues at -30° to -40°C with phosphorus pentoxide as 

dessicant. Subsequently, tissues were exposed to para

formaldehyde gas at 55-60°C for four to 96 hours. Tissues 
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were then embedded in paraffin and sectioned at five microns. 

A yellow-green fluorescence was observed that was thought to 

be due to formation of a tetrahydropyridoiminazole by the 

reaction of mast cell histamine with the applied formalde

hyde . 

In 1961 Hillarp and coworkers were still interested 

in identifying catecholamines histochemically but were 

trying a new attack. They scrapped the formaldehyde-induced 

method, which they ascribed to Eranko, and used a new one 

based on the "lutine" formation by catecholamines described 

in 1948 by Ehrlen (see Carlsson et al. 1961). In this 

method, freeze-dried tissues were immersed in a 0.01% solu

tion of iodine benzene, then placed in benzene saturated 

with ammonia. This treatment was reported to cause an 

intense yellow-green fluorescence in the adrenal medulla, a 

reaction that was specific for cells containing cate

cholamines. They believed that the sensitivity of their 

method was of a greater order of magnitude than that of 

Eranko's procedure. This paper anticipated important 

results to follow; up to then all attempts at histo

chemically localizing brain catecholamine stores had been 

unsuccessful, but their new technique, while tried only for 

the adrenal medulla, encouraged work on other tissues. 

That same year, two members of Hillarp1s group 

(Falck and Torp 1961) were also experimenting with a freeze-

dry, formalin vapor technique. They reported work in which 
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they had freeze-dried tissues and then subjected them to 

vapor of 35% formaldehyde heated to 75°C for two to three 

minutes. They focused on two of the problems that had 

plagued Eranko and came up with some remedies- First, they 

suggested that the reaction would proceed more rapidly at 

elevated temperatures. Second, they felt that immersion of 

tissues in formalin was causing most of the catecholamines 

to diffuse into the solution before any fluorescent con

densation could occur; therefore, they followed a sugges

tion by Eranko to generate formaldehyde vapor by heating 

concentrated formalin or paraformaldehyde powder. 

The formaldehyde-induced fluorescence method was 

firmly established the following year with the publication 

of a number of papers from laboratories of Hillarp and his 

coworkers (Falck et al. 1962; Falck 1962; Carlsson, Falck, 

and Hillarp 1962). In these papers, they gave convincing 

evidence that the reaction was specific for primary amines 

which had hydroxyl groups at the "3" and the "4" positions, 

while secondary catecholamines would fluoresce more weakly 

and slowly. They suggested that these amines condensed to 

form 1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinolines, which were then in

volved in secondary reactions to form fluorescent compounds. 

They suggested that with this method one would be able to 

show catecholamines and indoleamines in neurons, mast cells, 

and platelets. And they presented the first of the vast 
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amount of data which was to come from their laboratories 

concerning the cellular localization of brain monoamines. 

One can understand Eranko's (1967) suggestion that 

the formaldehyde-induced fluorescence technique should not 

be named after any one investigator. A large number of in

dependent investigators contributed to its development. 

Nevertheless, the method is firmly entrenched in the litera

ture as the Falck-Hillarp technique. Moreover, much of that 

literature has been generated by workers in their labora

tories . 

Current Understanding of Neural 
Fine Structure 

In the early 1950's elucidation of cellular ultra-

structure became possible with the development of com

mercial electron microscopes and the concomitant improvement 

in embedding and cutting techniques for biological 

materials. At this time, major emphasis was placed on de

fining basic cell structure. Observation of the cellular 

organelles described by classical light microscopy was the 

first order of business. It was for such general clarifi

cation of cytological features that nervous tissues were 

first examined. The basophilic ergastoplasm, the Nissl 

substance, filling most nerve cell bodies provided the first 

opportunity to define and characterize the granular endo

plasmic reticulum (ER) and the free ribosomes. Nissl sub

stance was seen to consist of two components, the one 



membrane-bound and composed of vesicles, tubules, and 

cisterns, and the other represented by innumerable small 

granules of high density. These granules were responsible 

for the basophilia associated with the ergastoplasm (Palade 

1955). That same year, dense particles were found to have 

a ribonucleoprotein composition (Littlefield et al. 1955). 

A Morphological Basis for Synaptic 
Transmission 

The initial studies on nerve cells again concen

trated on their cellular components: not only upon the ER 

and masses of punctate granules of Nissl substance, but 

also on the mitochondria, lipid, and filaments (Palay and 

Palade 1955). Shortly thereafter interest shifted from 

description of the cell body to definition of synapses. 

Here at last, anatomists could see if the separateness of 

nerve cells, fundamental to the Neuron Doctrine, was really 

true. The alternative hypothesis of protoplasmic continuity, 

the Reticular Theory that had nagged neurocytologists for 

three-quarters of a century, was permanently put to rest by 

the observation that there was a cleft of 200& separating 

pre- and postsynaptic membranes. Clusters of small vesicles 

and groups of mitochondria were also observed in these ter

minal boutons. These gave rise to two speculations on the 

functions of the terminals. One was that the mitochondria 

participated in the electrical phenomena at the synapse; 

this postulation was soon found to be incorrect. The 
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second, which was to stand the test of time, was that the 

small vesicles were the "subcellular units of neuro-humoral 

discharge at the synapse demanded by the physiological 

evidence" (Palay 1956, p. 200). The universality of the 

space between pre- and postsynaptic units was established 

with the concept of the "synaptic cleft," which was con

tinuous with the narrow interstitial space found throughout 

the nervous system between all cellular elements. Moreover, 

constantly associated with the synaptic cleft were pre- and 

postsynaptic densities along which "synaptic vesicles" 

congregated (Palay 1958). 

At this time, dogma held that the axon of a neuron 

was for sending information and the dendrites and cell body 

for receiving. While these ideas are still considered 

valid, they are now known to be only partially so. Among 

the many new findings, it soon became clear that the 

messages received by dendrites and cell body might differ 

greatly. The electron microscopic evidence was that not all 

synapses were alike. In studying synapses made on den

drites, dendritic spines, and neuronal somata, Gray (1959) 

saw two types of synaptic contacts. The first, his type I 

synapse, was generally observed on dendrites and dendritic 

spines. It was characterized by increased thickness and 

density of stainable material running along most of the 

surfaces of both apposed membranes; the postsynaptic 

thickening, however, was greater than the presynaptic. An 
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intermediate band could be observed between the two con

tiguous membranes and a "spine apparatus" was often seen in 

the cytoplasm of the dendritic spines. Gray's type II 

synapses were usually limited to contact between an axon and 

a cell body or between an axon and a dendritic trunk. The 

area of thickness occupied a small percentage of the apposed 

membrane surfaces, and the thickening was equal on both 

sides. An intermediate band was not clearly visible. 

While Gray's classification of synaptic terminals is 

still frequently used, variations in synaptic patterns have 

been categorized in other fashions. In an examination of 

the cat visual cortex (Colonnier 1968), a great number of 

cell-to-cell contacts were seen and the terms "asymmetrical 

and symmetrical synapses" proposed. The former were gen

erally found in contact with dendritic spines, and in that 

respect are similar to Gray's type I synapses. They were 

thought to be invariably associated with populations of 

spheroidal vesicles. The symmetrical synapses were in 

contact with primary or stem dendrites or with cell bodies 

and, therefore, akin to Gray's type II contacts. They were 

considered to contain a flattened type of vesicle. 

Even now, the study of synaptic vesicle content is 

a confusing issue. Early electron microscopic examination 

had revealed, in Palay's (1967, p. 27) whimsical descrip

tion, that "synaptic vesicles, like chocolates, come in a 

variety of shapes and sizes, and are stuffed with different 



kinds of fillings." The variations in vesicle fillings, in 

their electron opacity, and in their size and shape sug

gested to some that these parameters might possibly indicate 

their neurotransmitter contents. In 1962, Grillo and Palay 

noted three varieties of granule-containing vesicles in dif

ferent parts of the autonomic nervous system. Later that 

year (Wolfe et al. 1962) evidence was presented that these 

granulated vesicles contained norepinephrine. Rats were 

infused with tritiated-noradrenaline and their pineal glands 

examined by electron microscope autoradiography. Since the 

rodent pineal supposedly receives only sympathetic innerva

tion, a discrete localization of silver grains over pre

terminal axons containing granulated vesicles indicated that 

those axons had taken up labeled noradrenaline. Further, it 

was suggested that granulated vesicles contain naturally-

occurring noradrenaline. 

For the PNS, it became accepted that acetylcholine 

was housed in vesicles with clear centers and that, as in 

the pineal sympathetic nerves, noradrenaline was found in 

terminals containing dense-cored vesicles. In brain areas 

known to be rich in noradrenaline, such as the locus 

coeruleus, attempts were made to correlate dense-cored 

vesicles with catecholamine content (Fuxe et al. 1966; 

HOkfelt 1967a, 1967b). Initially, it was thought that 

boutons with small granular vesicles having a diameter of 

O 
about 500A were the storage sites for noradrenaline 
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(Hbkfelt 1967a). These small granular vesicles were 

distinct from large granular ones and could be observed only 

in material fixed by immersion in cold potassium permanga

nate, not with the double fixing method using glutaralde-

hyde and osmium tetroxide. A subsequent study (Bloom and 

Aghajanian 1968a) on a variety of brain areas showed that 

combined noradrenaline and serotonin content correlated well 

with large granular vesicular nerve endings. In this study, 

in which tissue was fixed with glutaraldehyde and osmium 

tetroxide, the administration of drugs which cause an in

crease or a decrease in brain monoamine content was not 

found to produce the expected changes in vesicle opacity 

that might accompany with such variations. It was further 

shown (Bloom and Aghajanian 1968b, Bloom 1970) that varia

tion in fixatives or experimental procedure could bring 

about considerable change in the shape, size, and content 

of synaptic vesicles. 

As it stands, no ultrastructural method exists for 

directly identifying noradrenergic nerve terminals within 

the CNS with absolute certainty. A combination, however, 

of permanganate fixation, autoradiographic localization of 

selective accumulation of tritiated catecholamines (or their 

congeners), and observation of degenerative changes in those 

same locales after administration of 6-hydroxydopamine (a 

compound which selectively destroys catecholamine neurons) 

is thought to allow tentative ultrastructural identification 
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of catecholamine areas (Bloom 1973). In practice, the 

utilization of less demanding criteria established by 

H5kfelt in 1967 is frequently considered sufficient to 

define noradrenergic boutons (Landis and Bloom 1975). 

Morphological evidence implicating synaptic vesicles 

with neurotransmission was indirect until the ingenious 

experiments of Heuser and Reese (1972, 1973). They in

cubated frog sartorius muscle in Ringer's solution to which 

had been added horseradish peroxidase (HRP). When they 

stimulated the muscle and then removed it from the solution 

in preparation for electron microscopy, they were able to 

localize vesicles loaded with HRP in axon terminals; more

over, the number of loaded vesicles was proportional to the 

duration of the stimulus. HRP was found in coated vesicles, 

which after extended stimulation coalesced to form elongated 

cisternae. If the muscle was stimulated for a prolonged 

period and then allowed to rest, the volume of the cisternae 

decreased with a concomitant increase in the number of 

synaptic vesicles. The total amount of membrane within the 

terminal thus remained constant, though its location and 

disposition in one or another organelle varied. After one 

minute of stimulation, the amount of synaptic vesicle mem

brane decreased 30%, but the plasma membrane increased by 

the same amount, as would be expected if vesicles exocytosed 

their contents by fusion with it. After 15 minutes of 

stimulation, the amount of vesicular membrane had decreased 
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by 60%, but there were more cisternae within the terminal 

and a corresponding increase in cisternal membrane. 

Heuser and Reese found that when they partially 

washed the HRP out of previously loaded terminals and then 

restimulated, the resultant transmitter release was 

accompanied by gradual, but eventually complete, disappear

ance of HRP-containing vesicles. These results nicely 

supported the long-held but inadequately tested hypothesis 

that neurotransmitter is released from synaptic vesicles and 

that vesicular membrane is recycled. 

Types of Synaptic Contact 

The phenomenon of presynaptic inhibition was sus

pected from neurophysiological evidence. Its first morpho

logical support came from the demonstration of an axoaxonic 

contact in the lumbar region of cat spinal cord (Gray 1962). 

Soon other varieties of "unusual" contacts shook the tradi

tional concept of neuronal polarization, such as a synaptic 

bouton arising from a node of Ranvier in the motor horn of 

the monkey spinal cord (Bodian and Taylor 1963). Shortly 

thereafter, other reports of axoaxonic synapses appeared. 

Such contacts were described in the dorsal lateral genicu

late nucleus of cat (Peters and Palay 1966, Guillery 1967) 

and in the retina and various thalamic nuclei (Pappas 1966) 

in addition to other reports in the spinal cord. Thus far, 

however, morphological evidence of presynaptic inhibition 



had dealt with only terminal-to-terminal axoaxonic contact, 

i.e., the contact of one axon upon another axon near the 

termination of the latter. It was soon reported that 

axoaxonic contact could also be terminal-to-origin: 

synapses are accomplished upon the initial axonal segment of 

a small pyramidal neuron in the cerebral cortex by sur

rounding axonal terminals (Peters, Proskauer, and Kaiserman-

Abramof 1968). 

Within the glomerulus of the rat olfactory bulb, 

incoming axons from the bipolar sensory neurons were known 

to branch and end in club-shaped axodendritic synapses near 

the ends of the principal dendrites of mitral cells. In 

the accessory dendrites of mitral cells, however, vesicles 

were dispersed in the cytoplasm or clustered near the cell 

membrane, suggesting the presence of reciprocal synapses 

between these dendrites and the dendrites of internal 

granule cells, small amacrine elements nearby (Reese and 

Brightman 1965). These observations accorded with electro

physiological findings of rapid cell-to-cell "cross-talk." 

Such reciprocal dendrodritic relationships in the olfactory 

bulb were further demonstrated (Rail et al. 1966) when it 

was discovered that a contact of an internal granule cell 

dendrite on a mitral cell accessory dendrite could be pre

synaptic at one point, with spherical vesicles, and post

synaptic at another, confronting flattened vesicles in an 
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immediately adjoining region of the same mitral cell 

process. 

A type of synapse quite different from the ubiqui

tous chemical variety was the electronic junction between a 

number of cell types in a variety of fishes (Pappas 1966). 

Close approximations between nerve cells were also observed 

in the mammalian brain: in the mesencephalic nucleus of the 

trigeminal nerve in the mouse (Hinrichsen and Larramendi 

196 8). These contacts were compared with the maculae ad-

herentes of epithelial cells. They were observed between 

adjacent cell somata or between soma and axon hillock. They 

were about 0.1 to 0.2 microns in length. As many as eight 

maculae were found between adjacent cell bodies, and all 

contacts were seen as pentalaminar structures. Later, 

zonulae adherentes and maculae occludentes were observed 

between mesencephalic cells of the fifth nerve in the cat 

(Hinrichsen and Larramendi 1970) and similar contacts 

between these cells in the rat (Imamoto and Shimizu 1970). 

The validity, however, of these pentalaminar structures has 

been questioned by Brightman and Reese (1969). They found 

that such apparent occlusion of the intercellular cleft 

between neurons, between ependymal cells, or between 

O 
astrocytes would appear as a narrow gap of 20 to 30A if the 

material was prepared differently. Simply by staining the 

tissue en bloc with uranyl acetate prior to dehydration in 

alcohols, they were able to demonstrate the patency of 



these junctional complexes, which are now called "gap junc

tions" or nexuses. The space between cells was seen to be 

continuous with the extracellular space. Brightman and 

Reese further established the noncontinuity of cells by 

showing that HRP or lanthanum would penetrate into the 

median gap of all junctions except those between capillary 

endothelium and at the epithelium of the choroid plexus. 

Neurons 

It is not possible nor necessary here to review the 

great volume of scientific literature that has accumulated 

from the application of electron microscopy to neurocytology. 

Fortunately, a recent and excellent review of a large part 

of this work is available (Peters, Palay, and Webster 1976). 

Despite the size of this literature, however, only a few 

extensive regional studies of the vertebrate brain have 

been performed, due to the obvious magnitude of such under

takings. The most detailed views of cytoarchitecture have 

been obtained in the cerebellar cortex and deep cerebellar 

nuclei, where the results of exhaustive and comprehensive 

studies by many investigators have recently been brought 

together and greatly augmented by two of the foremost 

workers (Palay and Chan-Palay 1974, Chan-Palay 1977). 

However, a brief overview to emphasize the principles of 

organization of the brain at the ultrastructural level 

follows. Such overview had to be gained before the present 
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study could proceed. Even now, it is important to the 

evaluation of the findings. 

In its fine structure, the neuropil of the brain is 

seen to be a highly specialized epithelium, a dense mass of 

cellular elements with relatively little extracellular 

space. Nerve and glial cells and their processes, some 

invested by myelin sheaths, intermingle in what in a two-

dimensional view seems to be a rather haphazard arrangement. 

But out of such apparent disorder comes the matchless order 

of the functional organization of the brain. The complex 

intermingling and intertwining of parts make their identi

fication difficult for the novice and only just possible at 

times for an expert. While classifying the cell bodies into 

neurons, astrocytes, and oligodendrocytes is relatively easy 

(Peters 1970), definition of their processes is not. It is 

possible to identify neuronal somata, as opposed to their 

glial counterparts, simply by observing axosomatic contacts. 

For glial cells and neuronal perikarya which do not display 

a synapse, numerous characteristics, none as simple or 

definitive as the aforementioned contacts, may be listed to 

facilitate their definition. 

Such a list of criteria for identifying dendrites 

from axons has been fashioned after one presented in the 

text by Peters et al. (1976). A wide variety of the conven

tional cellular organelles and inclusions seen in special

ized form in neurons have been described (Sotelo and Palay 
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1968, Peters et al. 1976), but no attempt to review these 

well-known features will be made here. The matters that are 

stressed are the distinction of axons from dendrites and of 

neurons from glial elements. 

3 

4 

7. 

8 .  

9. 

10 

Axons 

May arise from either 
the cell body or from 
a dendrite. 

Usually begin with a 
specialized part, the 
initial segment. 

Only one per cell. 

Myelinated or un
myelinated. 

Except in initial seg
ment, contain no ribo-
somes. 

Smooth contours and 
cylindrical shape. 

Usually the thinnest 
process arising from 
cell body. 

Dendrites 

Primary ones arise from 
the cell body. 

Proximal parts continue 
the cytoplasmic charac
teristics of the parent 
cell body. 

Usually multiple. 

Seldom myelinated, and if 
so, myelination is thin. 

Contain ribosomes. 

Irregular contours and 
specialized appendages 
(spines). 

Thick, tapering processes 
originating from cell body, 

Branch at obtuse angles. Branch at acute angles 

11, 

Branches (collaterals) 
same size as parent 
stem. 

Neurofilaments usually 
predominate over micro
tubules, at least in 
large axons. 

Small axons usually 
have regular contours. 

Branches (arborizations) 
smaller than parent stem. 

Microtubules predominate 
over neurofilaments in the 
larger stems and branches. 

Small dendrites usually 
have irregular contours. 
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12. Small axons tend to Small dendrites go their 
travel parallel to own way. 
each other in bundles. 

The axon hillock is distinguished from basal primary 

dendrites by the presence of fasicles of microtubules and 

the lack of Nissl substance. Its initial segment (Palay et 

al. 1968) is characterized by three features: (1) a dense 

layer of finely granular material immediately beneath the 

plasma membrane, (2) scattered clusters of ribosomes un-

associated with granular ER, and (3) fasicles of micro

tubules, which occur only here and in the axon hillock. In 

some neurons (small pyramidal cells of the cerebral cortex; 

Peters et al. 1968) a cisternal organelle (stacks of flat

tened cisternae alternating with plates of dense, granular 

material) is found within the initial segment. 

Glia 

While it is generally reported that the distinction 

between neurons and glia is rather clear, exhaustive EM 

studies distinguishing the two neural cell types have been 

done in only a few areas, particularly the cerebellar and 

cerebral cortices and in the corpus callosum. As compared to 

their less numerous companions, nerve cells, neuroglial ele

ments have been relatively ignored by electron microscopists. 

The earliest electron microscopic studies of glial 

cells concentrated on correlating function with morphology. 
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Accordingly, Peters and Palay (1965) reported that glial 

processes served to separate the receptive surfaces of 

neurons from passing axons and to segregate those hetero

geneous axons that did establish synaptic contact with 

particular target cells. They observed that glial sheaths 

could completely envelop the nerve cell body and its 

dendrites, allowing axons contact only at points of 

specific synapse. More commonly, sheaths were found about 

the synapse itself. These observations supported Ramon y 

Cajal's (1909-1911) hypothesis that glia serve a parcellating 

function. Thus, glia occur between neurons at places where 

communication is undesirable; the ultrastructural data 

suggested that glial processes isolate receptive surfaces 

from nonspecific influences (Palay 1966) . 

In the middle and late 1960's, several reports of 

neuroglial fine structure appeared. A number of criteria 

were employed in differentiating glia from neuronal 

elements, such as the occurrence of free ribosomes and 

microtubules in oligodendrocytes (Kruger and Maxwell 1966, 

1967), filaments and glycogen in astrocytes (Kruger and 

Maxwell 1967, Mugnaini and Walberg 1964), and laminar bodies 

and fat droplets in "neuroglial precursor cells" (Vaughn 

and Peters 196 8). Cell densities and their locations were 

thought to be further clues to their identities (Vaughn and 

Peters 196 8, Sotelo and Palay 196 8). Some workers attempted 

to correlate electron microscopic findings and those 



obtained with glia-specific stains of classic light micro

scopy in order to identify the three major glial types. 

Cells identified in the light microscope as astrocytes by 

the gold sublimate method of Ram6n y Cajal were examined 

ultrastructurally for metallic densities (Vaughn and 

Pease 1967, Mori and Leblond 1969b). Gold particles were 

found restricted to bundles of filaments and dense bodies. 

Astrocytes were defined as cells having many rigid fila

mentous bundles in their cytoplasm, dense bodies, glycogen 

granules, and a large, lightly-staining nucleus. The 

supposed plasticity of the astrocytic cell surface was 

verified, as it was seen to extend between neuronal 

elements and fill all the surrounding area. 

In a similar manner, microglia and oligodendro

cytes were examined with del Rio Hortega's silver carbonate 

method. The results of two of these studies, upon which 

much of the current information on glial ultrastructure is 

based, are somewhate confusing. In the first, King (1968) 

distinguished astrocytes from oligodendrocytes in rabbit 

neocortex with the method mentioned above. In the second, 

Mori and Leblond (1969a, 1970) employed del Rio Hortega's 

method to identify microglia, but only within the corpus 

callosum of the rat. From these findings and other obser

vations with Cajal's gold sublimate, they felt able to 

distinguish oligodendrocytes deductively: simply as those 

cells in the corpus callosum which had not been impregnated 



with either Cajal's or Hortega's method. Unfortunately, the 

conclusions arrived at by King and by Mori and Leblond were 

not similar. King described oligodendrocytes in general as 

having round to oval cell bodies, dense nuclear and cyto

plasmic matrices, and an abundance of organelles. On the 

other hand, Mori and Leblond described types of oligo-

dendroglia: light, dark, and "medium-shade." The scarcest 

ones, the light variety, were large cells with-a pale 

nucleus and large nucleolus; their cytoplasm had many free 

ribosomes and small organelles. They were seen to give off 

many fine processes containing microtubules. The more 

abundant, "medium-shade" oligodendrocyte was characterized 

by smaller size and a moderately dense nucleus and cyto

plasm; it had well-developed organelles but fewer processes. 

Finally, the dark oligodendrocyte was the smallest; its 

nucleus and cytoplasm were very dense, and it gave off few 

processes. The dark oligodendrocyte was observed to have a 

prominent Golgi apparatus and characteristic lamellar bodies. 

Microglial cells are currently thought to be a real 

element in the CNS (Peters et al. 1976). Their existence 

and origin has been questioned almost since del Rio Hortega 

first identified them (along with oligodendrocytes) as 

Cajal's undescribed "third element" of the nervous system 

(Peters, Palay, and Webster 1970). Along with acceptance 

of their existence has come the belief that they are formed 

from brain macrophages (Mori and Leblond 1969a) and are 
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thus mesenchymal, not neuroectodermal, in origin. This 

acceptance, however, is not universal, and some prefer to 

call these cells "multipotential glia" (Kerns and Hinsman 

1973) . 

There is also disagreement as to the morphology of 

the microgliacyte. Mori and Leblond suggest that a micro

glial cell has a small nucleus that presents considerable 

contrast between its chromatin, which tends to clump, and 

the nuclear sap. It also has a poorly developed endoplasmic 

reticulum. This last characteristic does not correlate with 

the conclusions of Peters and his coworkers (Vaughn and 

Peters 1968, Peters et al. 1976); they suggest that the most 

distinctive feature of microglia are long, stringy cisternae 

of rough ER seen throughout the cytoplasm. They also note 

that the Golgi membranes, dense laminar bodies and droplets, 

along with lysosomes and lipofucsin, are especially 

prominent in microglia. While investigators differ in 

regard to interstitial microglial cells, most agree that 

pericytes found about brain blood vessels are a form of 

microglia. Nevertheless, it has been reported elsewhere 

(Bar6n and Gallego 1972) that pericytes must be trans

formed (through an undefined interaction with astrocytes) 

before they become neuroglia. 

One final ultrastructural study of neuroglia 

(Stensaas and Stensaas 1968c) should be mentioned, if only 

to pay homage to its technical excellence. This report, 



which complements a light microscopic study, draws attention 

to the correlation between light microscopic Golgi work and 

results obtained through extensive electron microscopic 

reconstructions. The authors were able to observe electron 

microscopic profiles in the toad spinal cord which corre

sponded to the three major glial cell types, including 

representatives of no less than four types of oligodendro

cytes . 

It has recently been reported that the populations 

of glial elements are not constant, but vary with the age 

and physiological state of the animal- For example, the 

total number of microglia has been shown to increase after 

injury (Kerns and Hinsman 1973). The microglia also in

crease in number with aging of the adult animal (Vaughn and 

Peters 1974). In a correlation of ultrastructural and light 

microscopic cellular morphologies, Ling and colleagues (Ling 

et al. 1973, Ling and Leblond 1973) studied the normal rat 

during the first month of postnatal life. They showed that 

astrocytes in the corpus callosum, but not in the cerebral 

cortex, increase in number with age. Dark oligodendrocytes 

also markedly increase in number during the first five 

postnatal months, while light and "medium-shade" oligos 

decrease. This increase in glial number apparently can be 

positively affected by various physical manipulations 

during the postnatal period (Szeligo and Leblond 1977) . 



MONOAMINERGIC SYSTEMS 

General Perspectives 

The identification of central monoamine systems 

through histofluorescence has caused much excitement among 

neuroanatomists and workers in many other fields. The 

definite localization of nerve cells and neuronal processes 

of known neurotransmitter content has generated a wealth of 

related experiments from virtually all disciplines within 

the realm of neuroscience. The locus coeruleus has fre

quently been the target of such experiments because of its 

relatively large size and its reputed homogeneity with 

regard to neurotransmitter. However, though it is a size

able and discrete cluster of biogenic amine-containing cell 

bodies, the locus probably should not be thought of as an 

autonomous unit but rather as an important constituent of 

the total monoaminergic system. Thus, a brief overview of 

other areas of cellular monoamine content and of pathways 

taken by their projecting fibers will be presented. 

Most of the data concerning the monoamine system 

has been accumulated through the use of the Falck-Hillarp 

method. This technique has a number of limitations, but 

they are ones which for the most part have been overcome. 

For example, the fluorescent compounds produced have 

characteristic excitation and emission maxima. These in 
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turn give the various monoamines their particular color in 

fluorescence: catecholamines are green, indoleamines are 

yellow, and histamine is blue. All catecholamines, however, 

are the same shade of green, which leads to the problem of 

distinguishing one from another. Another problem crops up 

in the mode of distribution: granular and extragranular 

noradrenaline are not detected to the same extent. Further

more, the monoamine in dendrites and non-terminal parts of 

axons is too dispersed to fluoresce. Thus, only the cell 

bodies, where the monoamine is in low concentration but high 

total amount, or the paraterminal and terminal axonal seg

ments, which contain a very high concentration, are visible 

to fluorescence microscopy. 

To see more of the extent of a monoaminergic neuron, 

mechanical lesions have been made in their axons and the 

ensuing anterograde and retrograde changes followed 

(Dahlstrom and Fuxe 1965b). In a similar manner, 

lesions induced chemically by the injection of 6-hydroxy-

dopamine (Ungerstedt 19 71) or 6-hydroxydopa (Jacobwitz and 

Kostrzewa 1971, Sachs and Johnson 19 75) have produced 

extensive pile-up of fluorescent material. The injection 

of alpha-methylnoradrenaline into animals previously given 

reserpine, a compound which depletes monoamine stores, has 

allowed the retrograde spread of fluorescence to be fol

lowed (Ungerstedt 1971) . Compounds which inhibit the action 

of monoamine oxidases, such as pargyline, are frequently 



given to increase monoamine content (Cooper, Bloom, and Roth 

1974). Compounds which inhibit dopamine-B-hydroxylase, such 

as bis-(l-methyl-4-homopiperazinyl-thiocarbonyl)-disulfide 

(FLA-63) have been used to increase dopamine content while 

decreasing noradrenaline, so that dopaminergic neurons can 

be distinguished from noradrenergic cells (Cooper et al. 

1974). Microspectrophotometry can also be used to distin

guish one monoamine from another (Lindvall et al. 1975). 

Although the problem of distinguishing one compound 

from another persists, the glyoxylic acid technique allows 

the entire catecholamine content of a neuron, including that 

within the axon and occasionally within the dendritic tree, 

to be visualized under the fluorescence microscope 

(Bjorklund and Lindvall 1975, Sladek and Parnavelas 1975). 

While this method gives a better picture of central 

catecholamine-containing nerve cells, indoleamine-containing 

cells fluoresce only poorly, if at all (Moore and Loy n.d.). 

In addition to fluorescence histochemistry, several 

other methods have been employed in tracing the paths of 

monoamine neurons. Each of these yields results that in 

general agree with the histofluorescence data. These 

studies include use of retrograde transport of horseradish 

peroxidase (Llamas, Reinoso-Suarez, and Martinez-Moreno 

1975), degeneration silver methods (Shimizu et al. 1974), 

autoradiography with tritiated amino acids to trace the 

pathways somatofugally (Segal, Pickel, and Bloom 1973), 
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measurement of DBH by amino assay (Ross and Reis 1974), DBH 

immunofluorescence (Swanson and Hartman 1975), and micro-

measurement of brain amines with microassay and microdis

section techniques (Kobayashi et al. 1975). 

To summarize recent findings, serotonergic, dopa

minergic, and noradrenergic groups of neurons have been 

identified in the CNS. Although their presence has long 

been suspected, the existence of adrenaline-containing 

neurons in the brain has only recently been established 

(H5kfelt et al. 1974, Van der Gugten et al. 1976). The 

serotonin-containing nuclei lie in various parts of the 

midline "seam" or the raphe of the brain stem, while the 

catecholaminergic neurons occupy a more lateral position, 

except in the rostral mesencephalon. The distribution of 

serotonergic axons is similar to that of noradrenaline-

containing fibers. Although a few small monoamine-

containing cell groups are found in the hypothalamus and 

posterior thalamus, most are restricted to the lower brain 

stem, especially to the mesencephalon. Finally, the mono

amine neurons send projections to virtually all brain areas. 

Serotonin Systems 

Areas of the brain exhibiting yellow fluorescence, 

often enhanced by monoamine oxidase-inhibiting drugs, 

coincide with the presence of indolealkylamine-containing 

structures, nerve cells of the 5-hydroxytryptamine type. 
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These concentrations of serotonin-containing cells, first 

found in the laboratory rat, were termed "B" groups by 

Dahlstrom and Fuxe (1965a) as opposed to "A" groups which 

contain catecholamines. (As this terminology has gained 

wide acceptance, it will be used throughout this disserta

tion. ) 

Group B1 is found in the medulla oblongata and is 

composed of cells within the nucleus raphe pallidus, al

though some cells adjacent to this nucleus also exhibit 

yellow fluorescence. It surrounds the medial and ventral 

sides of pyramidal tract from the level of its decussation 

to the nucleus of the facial nerve (Dahlstrom and Fuxe 

1965b). This medium-sized group is also found in the 

squirrel monkey (Hubbard and DiCarlo 1974b). Just below 

the decussation, Bl axons are joined by those of group B2. 

The cell bodies of B2 lie within the nucleus raphe ob-

scurus. In the squirrel monkey, this group seems to have 

been obliterated with the enlargement of the facial nucleus. 

Group B3 is rather large, with cell bodies in the 

medial lemniscus near the pyramidal tract and in the nuclei 

raphe magnus and paragigantocellularis lateralis. At its 

caudal extent, B3 is continuous with Bl. In the squirrel 

monkey, B3 extends rostrally to the cranial part of the 

motor nucleus of the trigeminal nerve. In the human fetus, 

a group of indoleamine-containing neurons has been de

scribed in the raphe of the medulla, the region which 
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contains Bl, B2, and B3 (Nobin and Bjorklund 1973) . Axons 

from cells of these groups descend in the medial part of 

the anterior funiculus and anterior part of the lateral 

funiculus to innervate the ventral horn of the spinal cord; 

others descend in the dorsal part of the lateral funiculus 

to innervate both the dorsal horn and the lateral sympa

thetic column. 

B4 has been described in the rat, but not in the 

squirrel monkey. Located just under the fourth ventricle, 

it also has cells in the ventral area postrema. Within the 

pons, three serotonergic groups are found. The most caudal 

is B3, previously described. B5 lies within the nucleus 

raphe pontis at the level of the motor trigeminal nucleus 

that is immediately caudal to the locus coeruleus in rat 

and monkey. Just rostral to the locus in both animals is 

B6, in the midline region of the pons just beneath the 

fourth ventricle. 

In the mesencephalon of both the rat and monkey are 

three additional groups. B7 lies in the substantia grisea 

centralis. Most of its cell bodies are within the nucleus 

raphe dorsalis, but some are in the caudal part of the 

nucleus of Edinger-Westphal. Situated chiefly within the 

nucleus raphe medianus, B8 cell bodies are encountered from 

the level of the caudal end of the posterior colliculus 

rostrally to the level of the caudal part of the nucleus 

interpeduncularis. Cells of B8 have also been found in 
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nucleus linearis, which lies lateral to nucleus raphe 

medianus in the mesencephalic reticular formation. Other 

yellow fluorescence designated as part of B8 is found within 

the decussation of the superior cerebellar peduncles. B8 

cells are randomly distributed throughout the mesencephalic 

midline region of the rat brain, while in the squirrel 

monkey they are a more discrete entity composed of para

median and midline columns. 

Located within and around the medial lemniscus is 

the last recognizable serotonin-containing cell group, B9, 

extending from the level of the caudal end of the posterior 

colliculus to the caudal third of the interpeduncular 

nucleus. B9 cell bodies are also found dorsal to the 

medial lemniscus in the reticular formation of the mesen

cephalon. Groups of indoleamine-containing cell :bodies in 

the human fetus closely approximate groups B6-B9. These 

include cells within the lateral reticular formation of 

the rostral pons and caudal mesencephalon, raphe of pons 

and mesencephalon, and a group of serotonergic neurons in 

the roof of the fourth ventricle. 

Ascending axons from cell bodies in the raphe 

nuclei, especially in nuclei raphe dorsalis and medianus, 

turn rostrally toward the interpeduncular nucleus and 

occupy the most ventral part of the medial forebrain bundle. 

At this point, this group of axons splits into two compo

nents, The medial axons ascend in the septum and turn 



caudally in the cingulum. The lateral axons leave the 

hypothalamus to enter the amygdaloid region. Information 

on routes taken to serotonergically-innervated areas in the 

lower brain stem is still lacking. The route taken from the 

nucleus raphe medianus and from the caudal midbrain raphe 

terminates in the suprachiasmatic and paraventricular hypo

thalamic nuclei (Aghajanian, Bloom, and Sheard 1969) . 

Dopamine Systems 

In general, cell bodies of dopaminergic neurons lie 

in brain areas rostral to those containing serotonergic and 

noradrenergic cells. The catecholaminergic cell groups A8 

through A12, as defined by DahlstrOm and Fuxe, are dopa

minergic rather than noradrenergic. In addition, the white 

rat has an additional dopaminergic cluster, A13, not 

originally identified in 1965 (Ungerstedt 1971). 

Group A8 lies within the mesencephalic reticular 

formation. It is concentrated in the area of the dorsal 

medial lemniscus and nucleus cuneiformis caudal to the red 

nucleus. With the appearance of the latter, cell bodies of 

this group become confined to the lateral part of the 

reticular formation and to an area ventral to the red 

nucleus. Both A8 and A9 are described in dog (Shimada, 

Ishikawa, and Tanaka 1976), monkey (Battista et al. 1972, 

Hubbard and DiCarlo 19 74a), and rat (Dahlstrom and Fuxe 

1965a, Palkovits and Jacobwitz 1974) and A9 is well defined 



in the human fetus (Nobin and Bjorklund 197 3). A9 is 

scattered throughout the substantia nigra, especially in 

the zone compacta. At its rostral end, many cell bodies 

are found in the area ventralis tegmenti. The nigro

striatal dopaminergic system is composed of axons origi

nating in A9 and ascending in the lateral hypothalamus. 

They enter the crus cerebri in mid-hypothalamus, travel in 

the internal capsule and through the globus pallidus, pene

trate the nucleus caudatus/putamen and terminate in the 

nucleus amygdaloideus centralis. Axons from A9 probably 

join the nigrostriatal dopamine system. The path of this 

system in the human fetus ascends through the tegmental 

fields of Forel into the lateral hypothalamus and out 

through the zona incerta to intermingle with myelinated 

fibers in the internal capsule. It terminates in the basal 

ganglia. 

AlO lies dorsal to nucleus interpeduncularis. At 

its caudal extent it lies within the caudal part of the 

nucleus linearis, then rapidly dwindles in size as nucleus 

interpeduncularis disappears. Axons from AlO ascend with 

the nigrostriatal dopamine system but do not enter the crus 

cerebri; instead, they ascend immediately dorsal to the 

medial forebrain bundle and divide at the anterior com

missure. One branch then goes to the nucleus accumbens and 

bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, the other turns ventro

lateral^ and enters the lateral aspect of the olfactory 
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tubercle. This pathway is termed the mesolimbic dopamine 

system and has been described in the rat, dog, and monkey. 

In the squirrel monkey no mention is made of 

fluorescent cell bodies above the level of the mesencephalon. 

Thus, the presence of dopaminergic cell bodies there can be 

only inferred from the close correlation of monoamine 

systems in the brain stem of the monkey and rat. Their 

presence in rat brain has been shown by a number of fluor

escence studies (Dahlstrom and Fuxe 1965a, Ungerstedt 1971, 

Jacobwitz and Palkovits 1974, Lindvall and Bjorklund 1974a). 

In the rat, a small group of catecholamine cells in 

the substantia grisea periventricularis of the third 

ventricle (medial, dorsal, and ventral to the fasciculus 

retroflexus) has been designated All by Dahlstrom and Fuxe. 

Some consider this group to contain both dopaminergic and 

noradrenergic cell bodies (Angevine 1977, Cotman 1977) . 

Diencephalic catecholamine cell bodies are confined 

to the periventricular region of the rostral and middle 

hypothalamus and to the dorsal and caudal hypothalamus and 

caudal thalamus (Nobin and Bjorklund 1973). A12 is found 

in the hypothalamus; its cell bodies lie in the arcuate 

nucleus especially in its anterior moiety, and spread out 

along the lateral border of the nucleus periventricularis. 

A dense group of dopamine-containing cell bodies, A13, lies 

dorsolateral to the dorsal part of the dorsomedial hypo

thalamic nucleus just ventral to the fasciculus 



mammillothalamicus. The axons of these two groups make up 

the tuberoinfundibular dopamine system (Hokfelt 196 7b), 

more recently termed the tuberohypophyseal system (BjOrklund 

et al. 1973). Dopamine neurons from the most rostral part 

of the arcuate nucleus innervate the intermediate lobe of 

the hypophysis. A second group of axons from cell bodies 

immediately caudal to the first group innervates the pars 

nervosa. A third group, the arcuatoinfundibular system, 

innervates the pituitary stalk, the external layer of the 

medium eminence, and the internal subependymal layers. 

Axons from All and A13 travel via the intradiencephalic 

dopamine system to the caudal thalamus, zona incerta, and 

dorsal and anterior hypothalamus (Lindvall, BjSrklund, 

Nobin, and Stenevi 1974). 

Noradrenaline Systems 

The bulk of noradrenaline-containing neurons in the 

brain lie in or about the locus coeruleus. These groups 

spill over into adjacent areas, particularly the nucleus 

subcoeruleus, which is especially prominent in the cat. 

Within the medulla oblongata, the neurons of groups 

Al and A2 contain noradrenaline. Al lies between the level 

of the pyramidal decussation and cranial one-third of the 

inferior olivary complex. At the level of the decussation 

in the rat, the fluorescent cell bodies are found imme

diately lateral to the lateral reticular nucleus, while 
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near the inferior olive they spread out to surround the 

nucleus. In the monkey, however, this group of cells is 

located dorsal to the lateral reticular nucleus and in the 

lower brain stem ventral to the nucleus of the spinal tract 

of the trigeminal. In both animals, the greatest concentra

tion of cell bodies is near the inferior olive. A corre

sponding system, located ventrally and ventrolaterally, is 

noted in the medulla of human fetuses. The fluorescent 

cells vanish in the region of the facial nucleus in all 

species except the cat, which has no cell group corre

sponding to Al (Pin, Jones, and Jouvet 1968). 

Group A2 in the rat medulla lies in the area con

taining the nucleus of the tractus solitarius, dorsal motor 

vagal muscles, and nucleus commissuralis. Fluorescence can 

be observed in the rostral part of the solitary nucleus and 

in an area just lateral to the dorsal vagal. The bulk, 

however, of the cell bodies are within the ventrolateral 

part of the commissural nucleus. In the monkey, A2 lies 

dorsolateral to the central canal at a level just rostral to 

the pyramidal decussation. It extends to the fourth 

ventricle, where cells can be found just ventral to the 

floor primarily at the level of the dorsal vagal nucleus. 

At this point the cells occupy the area dorsal to the 

hypoglossal nucleus and lateral to the dorsal vagal. In 

the human fetus a region in the dorsal and dorsomedial 
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medulla, including area postrema, exhibits formaldehyde-

induced fluorescence. 

A3 lies in the dorsal accessory olivary nucleus. 

Very small in the rat, it is not found in the monkey, and 

little mention of it has been made in the rat in studies 

after 1965. 

Beneath the deep cerebellar nuclei, just under the 

ependyma in the lateral part of the fourth ventricle, A4 

lies at the level of maximum development of the facial 

nucleus; it sends axons toward A6. In the monkey, A4 to

gether with A6 and A7 are collectively termed the locus 

coeruleus (see section on locus coeruleus). A4 cells are 

found in the roof of the fourth ventricle at the level of 

the lateral vestibular nucleus; they increase in number 

ventrolaterally. 

Within in the pons group A5, not a part of the locus 

coeruleus, lies among the fibers of the rubrospinal tract; 

its neurons can be found at the level of the caudal and 

middle thirds of the superior olivary nucleus, lateral and 

dorsal to that nucleus and medial to fibers leaving the 

facial nucleus. A few additional cells run along the medial 

side of the facial nerve dorsal to the rubrospinal tract. 

Cells extend cranially in the rubrospinal tract, medial and 

ventral to the spinal root of the trigeminal, to the level 

of the masticator nucleus. Neurons corresponding to A5 are 

described in the squirrel monkey, dorsolateral to the 
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rostral part of the inferior olive and extending rostrally 

to the facial nucleus. They surround the superior olive and 

proceed dorsally toward the ventral part of the locus 

coeruleus, ending just rostrally to it. 

In the rat, A6 is considered by Dahlstrom and Fuxe 

to be the locus coeruleus, in contrast to the macaque where 

A4, A6, and A7 are believed to compose it. In the monkey, 

the locus coeruleus is most intensely fluorescent in the 

region of the superior cerebellar peduncle. Here it lies 

lateral to the fourth ventricle, medial to the mesencephalic 

root of the trigeminal. It extends from the level of the 

facial nerve to an area just rostral to the trochlear decus

sation. In the monkey, the nucleus of the mesencephalic 

root of the trigeminal may actually contain catecholamine 

neurons of the locus coeruleus. (This possibility exists in 

the mouse also; see below.) 

A7 is located in the rostral one-third of the pons, 

within the reticular formation ventral to the superior 

cerebellar peduncle and dorsal to the rubrospinal tract. 

The ventral parts of A6 and A7 and the axons connecting them 

are sometimes referred to as components of the subcoeruleus 

area (Olson and Fuxe 1972) . In the cat, this area is a more 

extensively developed noradrenergic cell population than the 

locus coeruleus. Unique to the cat, an area surrounding 

the brachium conjuctivum contains a large number of 

noradrenaline-containing cell bodies (Chu and Bloom 1974). 
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In the human fetus, pontine regions in and about the locus 

coeruleus and area subcoeruleus contain many such perikarya. 

Fiber tracts leaving the noradrenaline-containing 

cell groups have been extensively studied. Dahlstrom and 

Fuxe (1965b) combined mechanical lesioning techniques with 

formaldehyde-induced fluorescence histochemistry in their 

pioneering studies of the descending noradrenaline pathways. 

Expanding on this work, Ungerstedt (1971) used chemical 

lesioning methods in addition to those employed by Dahlstrom 

and Fuxe. More recently, these pathways have been rigor

ously examined with the glyoxylic acid technique (Lindvall 

and BjSrklund 1974a; Lindvall, Bjorklund, Nobin, and 

Stenevi 19 74) . 

According to these last workers, central adrenergic 

projection fibers can be found primarily within the confines 

of neuroanatomical areas defined before the development of 

fluorescent monoamine histochemistry. They list four 

pathways—the central tegmental tract, the medial forebrain 

bundle, the periventricular fiber system, and the already 

dscussed dopaminergic nigrostriatal "pathway"--as having 

among their axons a catecholaminergic component. These 

fluorescent processes may be tightly grouped or loosely 

scattered throughout some or all of the classically 

defined routes. 

Dahlstrom and Fuxe (196 5b) indicated that a major 

component of the descending noradrenergic fibers originate 
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in the caudalmost groups, Al and A2. These cell clusters 

send fibers down the anterior funiculus and part of the 

lateral funiculus to the ventral horn of the spinal cord. 

A second descending fiber system travels in the dorsal part 

of the lateral funiculus to terminate in the dorsal horn and 

lateral sympathetic column. Fibers ending in the dorsal or 

ventral horns almost never cross, while approximately half 

the fibers ending in the sympathetic column decussate. 

Lindvall and Bjorklund (1974a) verify the descending col

laterals of the axons from Al and A2, noting that in para

sagittal sections T-shaped bifurcations with ascending and 

descending projections could be observed. 

Ascending catecholaminergic fibers from groups Al, 

A2, A4, A5, and A 7 travel together. This unit has been 

called the ventral noradrenaline "pathway" by Ungerstedt 

(1971), a designation which has gained current acceptance 

(Noback and Demarest 1975). Nevertheless, Lindvall and 

Bjorklund (1974a) consider these fibers as merely components 

of the central tegmental tract. The cell bodies of Al and 

A2 give rise to ascending fibers which form the medullary 

part of this tract. Input to the pontine part comes from 

A5 and from A4 and A7. A third major pontine input to the 

central tegmental tract is from the locus coeruleus, though 

the most substantial LC fiber group in this region is dis

tinguished as a separate bundle within the tract and is 

called the dorsal tegmental bundle. 
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The so-called ventral noradrenaline pathway runs 

forward in the midreticular formation, turns ventrally and 

medially along the medial lemniscus and then continues 

rostrally in the medial forebrain bundle. As it ascends, 

the pathway sends terminals to the lower brain stem, mesen

cephalon, and diencephalon. Individual axons from neurons 

in Al may terminate in the dorsal motor vagal nucleus and 

nucleus solitarius. The ventral noradrenaline system 

terminates in several mesencephalic areas, in the ventro

lateral part of the central gray and in the reticular forma

tion dorsal and dorsolateral to the medial lemniscus at the 

caudal level of the interpeduncular nucleus. Rostrally, 

the ventral noradrenaline pathway innervates the ventral 

part of the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis and also 

invades the hypothalamus, particularly the dorsomedial, 

periventricular, arcuate, paraventricular, and supraoptic 

nuclei, subfornical, retrochiasmatic, and preoptic areas, 

and internal layer of the median eminence (Ungerstedt 1971). 

On its journey through the medulla and pons, the 

ventral system is overlapped by another noradrenaline 

system whose cell bodies originate in the locus coeruleus. 

Part of this so-called dorsal noradrenaline "pathway" or 

dorsal tegmental bundle leaves the locus and crosses 

immediately? it then continues, giving terminals to the 

lower brain stem and hypothalamus (Ungerstedt 1971). 

Another part of the dorsal system travels without crossing 
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to the cerebral cortex. It ascends in the dorsal part of 

the ascending bundle of noradrenergic axons. Upon reaching 

the pontine nuclei, this system turns dorsomedially and 

forms a completely separate dorsal bundle which bends 

ventrolaterally at the mammillary level and joins the other 

ascending catecholamine axons. This set of axons ascends in 

the medial forebrain bundle through the septum and then 

turns caudally in the cingulum; it innervates certain 

thalamic nuclei, including the geniculate bodies, and the 

cerebral cortex. 

The medial forebrain bundle contains both dopamine-

and noradrenaline-containing fibers from widely divergent 

origins. This bundle travels in close association with the 

nigrostriatal dopamine system and terminates in a variety of 

brain areas, including the neostriatum, piriform cortex, 

olfactory nuclei, and hippocampus. Recent work demonstrates 

a reticuloinfundibular noradrenaline system whose axons run 

in the medial forebrain bundle before terminating in the 

subependymal and internal layers of both the median 

eminence and stalk (Bjorklund et al. 1973). 

The periventricular fiber noradrenaline system 

travels within the periventricular and periaqueductal gray 

from the medulla oblongata through the rostral diencephalon 

and into the septal region (Lindvall and Bjorklund 1974a). 

The dorsal component of this system runs in the dorsal 

longitudinal fasciculus and cell bodies which contribute 
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to it lie along the route. The paraventricular thalamic 

nucleus receives innervation from fibers within this pathway 

whose cell bodies are located in the pons and medulla 

(Lindvall, Bjorklund, Nobin, and Stenevi 1974). The ventral 

component of the periventricular system runs more deeply 

and is associated with the medial forebrain bundle. Another 

report (Olson and Fuxe 1972) states that a thick plexus of 

noradrenergic fibers lying along the third ventricle within 

the hypothalamic and preoptic areas has its cells of origin 

in the subcoerulean area. 

A lateral "pathway" of noradrenaline axon origi

nating in the locus coeruleus enters the cerebellum with 

the superior cerebellar peduncle and terminates in the 

cortex (Olson and Fuxe 1971, Chu and Bloom 1974). The per

vasiveness of components of the system is impressive; it is 

suggested that a single rat locus coeruleus neuron may give 

collateral innervation to cortex, hippocampus, and cere

bellar cortex (Ungerstedt 1971). Such widespread collater-

alization is not unique to the locus coeruleus, as many 

noradrenergic neurons of the pons and medulla also exhibit 

such a rich branching pattern (Lindvall and Bjorklund 

1974a) . 

The cerebellar and cerebral cortices of the adult 

human have a rich noradrenergic innervation. The density 

of distribution of noradrenaline-containing varicosities in 

the latter varies with the cortical layer. Noradrenaline 
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is sparse or absent in the multiform and inner pyramidal 

layers. Varicosities are much more common in the outer four 

cortical layers, especially the molecular (Fuxe, Hamberger, 

and Hokfelt 1968). Cortical innervation may be reduced or 

eliminated by certain disease states (Nystrom, Olson, and 

Ungerstedt 19 72). 

While monoamine neurons have been found in all 

mammalian brains examined so far, it is important to note 

that interspecies differences have been seen in the distri

bution and extent of the nerve cell bodies containing 

biogenic amines (as has been noted above). For example, in 

the cat a continuous catecholamine fluorescence exists at 

all levels of the brain stem reticular formation. Unlike 

the rat, catecholamine-containing varicosities extend into 

an area adjacent to the red nucleus and into the non-

reticular medullary nuclei (Sladek 1971). 



THE LOCUS COERULEUS 

The First Impressions 

In 1809, J. C. Reil, an anatomist, first noted a 

blue-black area in the rostral part of the floor of the 

fourth ventricle (Russell 19 55). The area was named "locus 

coeruleus" (blue place) by the Austrian investigators, the 

brothers Joseph and Karl Wenzel. This name was subse

quently changed to "substantia ferruginea," but little 

further attention was paid this pigmented region for the 

next sixty years. Thereafter, this rather conspicuous place 

in the pons was to become the subject of a number of con

flicting investigative reports. 

In the last'quarter of the nineteenth century, the 

locus coeruleus (LC) was re-examined and declared part of 

the nucleus of origin for trigeminal mesencephalic root 

fibers (Ariens Kappers, Huber, and Crosby 1936). When this 

supposition was examined early in the twentieth century by 

cutting fibers of the fifth nerve, no degeneration was found 

in LC. This confusion as to whether the locus serves, in 

part, as an intramedullary ganglion for cranial nerve 

sensory fibers is but a part of a larger question: What are 

the cytoarchitectonic limits of LC? That question is not 

yet answered. At the turn of the century, there was even 

disagreement as to what to call this region (Ariens Kappers 

64 
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et al. 19 36). Along with the two terms mentioned above, the 

synonym "nucleus pigmentosus pontis" was used, and a larger 

territory was denoted by the term "nucleus latero-dorsalis 

tegmenti." 

The argument over a name for this region, however, 

has abated. The terms "locus coeruleus" and "nucleus locus 

coeruleus" are widely accepted. Unfortunately, the spelling 

of "coeruleus" is still a variable with both "caeruleus" 

(Ranson and Clark 1959; Crosby, Humphrey, and Lauer 1962; 

Willis and Grossman 1973) and "ceruleus" (Carpenter 1976; 

Ingram 19 76; Noback and Demarest 1975, 1977) being used. 

Throughout this dissertation the spelling "coeruleus" is 

used in keeping with that preferred by most recent investi

gators (Russell, Shimizu, Maeda, Dahlstrom, Fuxe, Jouvet, 

Ungerstedt, Falck, Bloom, Lindvall, Bjorklund, Ramon-

Moliner, and Swanson). 

In addition to discrepancies in its name, its rela

tionship to the mesencephalic trigeminal, and its precise 

boundaries, a difference of opinion also occurred with 

regard to its cellular composition: investigators first 

described LC as composed of medium-sized fusiform cells, but 

later noted large cells there, like those of mesencephalic 

V--and even multipolar cells were reported. And small 

neurons were seen scattered throughout the nucleus by still 

others. Finally, various combinations of these cell types 

were reported to make up LC. 



The Classical Picture 

At the gross anatomical level, the locus coeruleus 

is visible as a shallow groove, bluish-gray in color, 

extending from the superior fovea of the fourth ventricle to 

the cerebral aqueduct (Larsell 1951, Ranson and Clark 1959). 

Histological examination of coronal sections shows that the 

area medial to the superior cerebellar peduncle constitutes 

part of the periventricular central gray substance. Within 

this gray matter, the most conspicuous group of cells are 

the large, round neurons of the nucleus of the mesen

cephalic root (or "tract" as it is called) of nerve V. Cell 

bodies of LC lie adjacent and medial to these plump peri-

karya. Coerulean cells are found throughout the rostral 

pons and appear most caudally at the superior end of the 

principal trigeminal sensory nucleus. Their rostral extent 

reaches the level of the inferior colliculus (Zeman and 

Innes 196 3, Truex and Carpenter 1969, Noback and Demarest 

1975). 

A later extension of cells, the nucleus subcoeruleus, 

resembling those found in LC, has been described in the teg

mental gray at pretrigeminal levels (Crosby et al. 1962). 

Though in the cat this area is comprised of one uniform 

cell mass continuous with LC (Taber 1961), the primate locus 

can be divided into two subgroups, dorsal and ventral, each 

with its own cytoarchitectonic character (Noback 1959). 
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The cellular characteristics and fiber connections 

of LC are open to various interpretations. Localization of 

the cluster of noradrenergic cell bodies, however, can be 

made easily through induced catecholamine-histofluorescence. 

Cytoarchitecture 

Prior to the discovery of catecholamine in the CNS, 

descriptions of the locus coeruleus simply defined its 

cellular components and its boundaries within the pontine 

tegmental gray. Olszewski and Baxter (1954) set the ground

work for subsequent studies with their highly regarded de

scription of the cytoarchitecture of the human brain stem. 

They recognized a homogenicitv of neurons at caudal levels 

of LC: that is, nerve cells of uniform size were seen just 

dorsal and rostral to the masticator nucleus and medial to 

the medial parabrachial nucleus. The rostral part of this 

nucleus terminates just behind the inferior colliculus and 

medial to the nucleus cuneiformis. There its cell bodies 

are scattered on both sides of the "line" circumscribing 

the central gray matter. 

Olszewski and Baxter identified a medium-sized, 

melanin-containing cell and a smaller oval cell that was 

hard to distinguish from those in the surrounding central 

gray. Russell (1955) confirms the existence of these two 

cell types and finds a similarity in extent and location of 

LC in most of the species he reviewed. He notes that it is 
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less compact in non-primate species. In subsequent studies 

prior to catecholamine histofluorescence microscopy the 

existence of these two cell types was again defined in 

primate and in carnivore (Noback 1959, Taber 1961). 

In animals where cellular pigment is minimal or 

absent, there has been much controversy with regard to the 

nuclear limits of LC. Even in animals with much neuro-

melanin the exact definition of LC is problematical. 

For example, we might expect that the boundaries of the 

highly pigmented human locus would easily be established. 

But such is not the case. Recently a question has arisen as 

to whether an area of pigmented cells just beneath the roof 

of the fourth ventricle (the pars cerebelli loci coerulei; 

Braak 1975) should not be included. Thus, recent neuro-

anatomical studies of LC may bring about some changes in its 

boundaries as classically defined. These studies for the 

most part deal with identification of its noradrenergic cell 

population, either by induced-fluorescence or endogenous 

catecholamines or by immunohistochemical localization of 

enzymes involved in the synthesis of noradrenaline. Still, 

as noted earlier, only a few cytoarchitectonic studies have 

been performed, so the classical boundaries should not be 

regarded as binding. Golgi studies are particularly 

valuable in establishing nuclear boundaries but unfor

tunately very few have been done on LC because its cells 

are peculiarly hard to impregnate (Moore 1976) . 
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Nevertheless, there have been two recent cyto-

architectonic studies of LC, and in both of these studies 

Golgi methodologies were employed (see below): one in the 

cat (Ramon-Moliner and Dansereau 1974a) and one in the rat 

(Swanson 19 76). The former authors survey a large part of 

the feline peribrachial region and include an area which 

earlier was considered part of LC (Taber 1961) . They 

established boundaries in accord with results obtained from 

a simultaneous histochemical study of monoamine oxidase 

distribution in this region (Ramon-Moliner and Dansereau 

1974b). As in earlier descriptions, LC in the cat is said 

to be lateral to the pontine central gray, medial to the 

mesencephalic trigeminal tract, and dorsal to the so-called 

tegmentum entobrachiale. It extends rostrally to reach the 

dorsomedial tegmental plexus. Results obtained with the 

above methods suggest that LC has a total length of less 

than one millimeter, as opposed to the three millimeter 

length described by Taber. 

In the cytoarchitectonic study of the rat LC the 

Nissl stain was complemented by an immunohistochemical 

procedure for dopamine-3-hydroxylase. Swanson concluded 

that the limits of the locus could be identified reliably 

with the Nissl dye alone. With that stain, he divides the 

rat LC into a dorsal division, extending about a millimeter 

rostrocaudally, and a smaller ventral division about half as 

long as the dorsal. The dorsal division contains about 
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1,400 cells while the ventral region has only about 200. 

Like previous authors, Swanson identified two cell types. 

He does not, however, refer to these as small and medium-

sized neurons as Olszewski and Baxter did. Instead, Swanson 

refers to both types as medium-sized. He does note, how

ever, that the medium-sized fusiform cells are markedly 

smaller than the medium-si zed multipolar cells. 

Shimizu and Imamoto (1970) described in rat the two 

traditional sizes of coerulean neurons from material pre

pared with rapid Golgi and Golgi-Kopsch methods. Medium-

sized nerve cells were multipolar and irregularly fusiform 

in shape with their long axes oriented dorsocaudally to 

ventrorostrally. Possibly the most significant fact 

they reported were spines on cell bodies as well as on 

proximal dendrites. Cells were closely packed in the 

caudal part of LC but were scattered and mixed with smaller 

oval cells, whose cell bodies lacked soma spines, at the 

rostral end. 

The neurons found by Ramon-Moliner (1974) in Golgi 

impregnated feline material also contained the medium-sized 

(he calls them "large") and small neurons. However, he 

points out that the medium-sized cells of the cat seem to 

be quite different from those described by Shimuzu and 

Imamoto in the rat, in that the latter investigators de

scribed cells with relatively long dendrites while those 

seen by Ramon-Moliner had short, non-tapering dendrites. 



The small feline coerulean cells were characterized as 

leptodendritic and were considered as displaced from the 

surrounding central gray. Ramon-Moliner suggests that the 

discrepancy between Shimizu and Imamoto's work and his own 

results might be explained if they had been describing 

neurons of areas adjacent to LC rather than coerulean 

neurons per se. He rules out the possibility of such an 

error in his material as he used the Golgi-Cox method, a 

technique which allows the use of counterstain with Nissl 

dyes and makes possible more complete and accurate identifi

cation of brain stem regions. 

As mentioned, Swanson describes no small cell 

variety but sees two types of medium-sized cells. The 

larger is multipolar, with long dendrites extending well 

outside the limits of the locus. The smaller (still classi

fied as "medium-sized") is fusiform. In addition, Swanson 

noted one very small Golgi impregnated cell. 

Of the three foregoing accounts on Golgi impregna

tions of LC, only Swanson provides pen and ink drawings of 

his material. That the others do not is unfortunate, for 

camera lucida drawings and a range of cell dimensions would 

facilitate correlations of neuronal profiles with cate

cholamine content, if indeed there are any. In this 

respect, Swanson's approach represents the type of study 

that is most easily compared to other analyses. In time, 

such comparisons lead to a more unified characterization and 
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better understanding—goals which have not been realized for 

LC. One generalization, however, can be drawn: at least 

some neurons of LC in each study were found to possess 

spines on their somata. 

Its Distinctive Pigmentation 

Before the locus coeruleus was examined with enzyme 

histochemistry, and before histofluorescence methods were 

applied to the CNS, the single feature that attracted study 

was its pigmentation. It is to its melanin content that 

Russell's (1955) classic paper on the locus coeruleus was 

mainly directed. Of all the species he examined, the human 

LC displayed the greatest degree of pigmentation. He did 

not find melanin granules typically present at birth, but 

rather felt that coerulean neurons gained their pigmentation 

at puberty. Of the two cell types he defined in LC, only 

the medium-sized cells contained pigment; the small cells 

were consistently pigment-free. 

Russell reported that LC was present in all the 

mammalian species he studied. These included representa

tives of Insectivora, Chiroptera, Rodentia, Carnivora, 

Artiodactyla, Xenartha, and Primates. Pigment was not 

observed in the first four orders but was found with in

creasing frequency in dog, cat, sheep, pig, cow, horse, 

monkey, and man. The amount of pigment present in any 

given species seemed to increase with age of the individual. 
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In comparing the brains of an owl and two robins with the 

mammal, Russell concluded that those birds have a single 

nucleus whose extent corresponded to the mammalian LC and 

adjacent superior reticular nucleus. In that regard, LC 

seems to represent a specialized part of the superior 

reticular nucleus of non-mammalian vertebrates. 

The locus coeruleus is not, however, the only pig

mented brain stem nucleus. Pigment in lesser quantity has 

long been recognized in many motor nerve nuclei (Ariens 

Kappers et al. 1936) and in the substantia nigra. There, 

Brown (194 3) noted that the color of the pigment varied, 

being dark brown in dogs and yellowish in cats. 

A developmental difference was noted between the 

pigment in LC and that in nigra (Foley and Baxter 1956) . 

Unlike that of Russell, this investigation reported pigment 

present in LC as early as the seventh month of fetal life. 

Nigral cells, on the other hand, contained no pigment until 

eighteen months after birth. In both nuclei, however, the 

earliest pigment granules were few in number and small in 

size. They later coalesced to form larger masses. 

Identical results from a variety of histochemical tests 

indicate a similarity between this brain pigment and that 

found in skin melanocytes. In cases of albinism where there 

is no melanin in skin or pia mater, LC and nigra contain 

their normal melanin content (Foley and Baxter 1956, 1958). 

This surprising finding has led to the suggestion that the 
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melanin in these brain stem nuclei is synthesized differ

ently from that in skin, pia mater, and choroid plexus. 

A non-melanin containing type of pigment granule, 

not stained by the periodic acid-Schiff reaction and, there

fore, not lipofuscin, has been found in LC. This granule 

can be stained with luxol fast blue, by the Loyez myelin 

stain, and by Mallory's trichrome method (Foley and Baxter 

1956, 1958). 

Apparently, dopamine can be converted by a brain 

enzyme into melanin (Vander Wende and Spoerlein 1963). This 

is also surprising as epidermal synthesis of melanin does 

not use dopamine but its immediate precursor, DOPA, as 

substrate (Harper 1973). Vander Wende and Spoerlein (1963) 

found that no melanin was formed when they used DOPA as 

substrate, whereas dopamine was converted into purple as 

well as black melanin by their homogenates. A yellow pig

ment could be formed from noradrenaline, while adrenaline 

was oxidized to a red adrenochrome. When analyzed by 

infrared spectrometry (Maeda and Wegmann 1969), melanins 

synthesized from catecholamine yield a slightly different 

spectrum from those produced by naturally occurring neuro-

melanins. Coerulean and nigral melanins are spectrally 

very similar. Thus, oxidative derivatives of catechol

amines, such as adrenochrome, rather than catecholamines 

per se might serve as neuromelanin precursors. 
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In cats, pigment first appears in the nigra at five 

months, and (as in the human) increases with age (C. D. Marsden 

1965). Tyrosinase activity, however, is maximal at two 

months, which suggests that nigral tyrosinase is concerned 

with functions other than melanin, synthesis. It was pro

posed that the accumulation of melanin might be related to 

products of catecholamine metabolism which accumulate with 

age. Indeed, it has been noted (Bazelon, Fenichel, and 

Randall 1967) that the adult human brain stem has a column 

of melanin pigment extending its entire length and that the 

location of this melanin corresponds well with the clusters 

of catecholamine-containing cells revealed by Dahlstrom and 

Fuxe (1965a). This thought led D. Marsden (1965) to theorize 

that the deposition of melanin within a cell might result in 

decreased catecholamine production by that cell. He 

further suggested that if there were a phylogenetically 

ancient catecholamine system concerned with central 

autonomic and extrapyramidal functions, and if these 

functions are taken over in more evolutionarily advanced 

species by prosencephalic centers, the importance and the 

activities of brain stem catecholamine systems would 

diminish. Melanin formation and deposition could thus 

provide means for the reduction of these activities. That 

such a process has evolved was suggested by the higher 

melanin content of the brains of so-called "advanced" 

.mammalian species. Recently, however, it has been pointed 
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out that neuromelanin granules are found in nearly all 

catecholamine-containing cell groups in the amphibian and 

avian brain (Mensah and Finger 1975) , whereas most non-

primate mammals have only a very few, if any, melanin-

containing cell groups. 

Melanin pigment found in brain stem nuclei has 

itself been the subject of several morphological investiga

tions. At the ultrastructural (EM) level, the neuromelanin 

granule has been found to be composed of three structural 

components (Moses et al. 1966, Hirosawa 1968). The first 

is a fine granular matrix which occasionally demonstrates a 

linear configuration similar to that of cerebral lipofuscin. 

The second is a very dense, coarsely granular material 

deposited on the matrix that is not observed in lipofuscin. 

Finally, a lipid globule that is not preserved in routine EM 

preparations was observed in brain stem melanin but not in 

melanin from skin, eyes, or pia mater. There is a decrease 

in coerulean and nigral melanin in patients with Parkinson's 

disease along with the formation of Lewy bodies (Duffy and 

Tennyson 1965). This suggests that remnants of melanin 

granules may contribute to the formation of Lewy bodies. 

Whereas it is generally accepted that the amount of 

neuromelanin decreases from "higher" to "lower" mammals to 

the point that no melanin can be observed in rodent brain, 

even at ultrastructural levels (Shimizu and Imamoto 1970) , 

it has recently been shown by spectrophotofluorometrie 
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parts of the rat brain (Kastin et al. 1976). All brain 

areas examined were found to contain greater amounts of 

melanin than that found in tissue samples from other rat 

tissues. The amount of melanin was unaffected by various 

physiological manipulations or by the injection of alpha-

melanocyte stimulating hormone, melanocyte stimulating 

hormone-inhibiting factor, or melatonin. 

Its Intense Vascularity 

Pigmentation is now known to be only one of three 

characteristics which call attention to the locus coeruleus. 

The second characteristic, the one that has attracted the 

most notice, is its homogenicity of neurotransmitter. But a 

third characteristic is also remarkable: the locus receives 

a very rich blood supply, a morphological feature which 

alone would allow for its histological identification 

(Finley and Cobb 1940). This last impressive peculiarity 

has received scant attention. 

Finley and Cobb used a mixture of India ink and 

gelatin to demonstrate the capillary density of LC. They 

found about 1200 mm of capillary per cubic millimeter of 

brain, approximately the same ratio found in hypothalamic 

paraventricular nucleus. The only brain region with a more 

dense capillary bed is the supraoptic nucleus where the 

3 
count is about 2500 mm of capillary per mm . The great 
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density of LC vascular supply is strikingly demonstrated in 

Finley and Cobb's photomicrographs of appropriate brain 

slices. LC can be readily identified by its capillary 

density; it stands out in sharp contrast to adjacent, less 

well vascularized pontine structures. Its high vascularity 

is not species-specific as the number of capillaries found 

in monkey is of the same order as that found in rabbits. 

Each cell of LC lies close to two or more capil

laries. This arrangement is not a common feature of brain, 

though it exists in the above hypothalamic nuclei and about 

some motor neurons. The closeness between cell bodies and 

capillaries exists because of the compact cellular nature 

of LC and the quantity of capillaries there. The relation 

of coerulean neurons to blood vessels prompted Finley and 

Cobb to suggest that these cells might serve as chemo-

receptors to blood hormones. 

The rich vascularization of LC has been more or less 

ignored for the nearly four decades that have elapsed since 

the revelations of Finley and Cobb. ' Surprising that this 

should have occurred, in light of the renown of the hypo

physeal portal system (Green 1966)! 

It has been established that the oxygenated blood 

reaching the CNS travels into the brain through vessels 

closely paralleled by nerves which yield catecholamine 

histofluorescence (Falck, Mchedlishvili, and Owman 1965). 

These nerves originate in the superior cervical ganglion 
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(Harper et al. 1972) and are thought to terminate just 

beyond the point where the vessels enter brain parenchyma. 

There is, however, ultrastructural evidence for innervation 

of intracerebral arterioles (Cervos-Navarro and Matakas 

19 74). Recent fluorescent data have suggested the existence 

of adrenergic innervation for deep hypothalamic arteries 

(Csillik et al. 1971). It has since been suggested that 

these brain vessels are innervated by adrenergic, but non-

sympathetic nerves of central origin (Hartman, Zide, and 

Udenfriend 1972; Edvinsson et al. 1973). And it has re

cently been shown that injection of the cholinomimetic drug 

carbachol into the LC of the rhesus monkey causes a prompt 

reduction in cerebral blood flow and an increase in brain 

vascular permeability to water (Raichle et al. 1975). It 

has further been shown that brain areas known to receive LC 

efferent fibers preferentially demonstrate reduced blood 

flow (de la Torre 1976). 

In addition to these suggested connections between 

LC and central vascular control mechanisms, elicitation of 

a peripheral pressor response has been noted during uni

lateral electrical stimulation of the locus (Redmond et al. 

1976, Ward and Gunn 1976a). The resultant elevation in 

arterial pressure persists for the duration of stimulation 

and is unchanged by bilateral vagotomy. Impulses are 

apparently transmitted via the lateral tegmentoreticular 

tract, a descending bundle described by Russell (1955) as a 
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major efferent of LC but one which has not been identified 

with fluorescence methods. Lesions of this tract nearly 

abolish the coerulean pressor response (Ward and Gunn 1976a). 

Simultaneous stimulation of the locus also results in in

hibition of depressor responses elicited by electrical 

stimulation of certain central and peripheral structures 

(Ward and Gunn 1976b). 

Cardiovascular modulation of CNS activity has also 

been suggested. For example, the ventilatory cycle begins 

at a certain point in the cardiac cycle, an onset which can 

be shifted by the administration of certain anesthetics 

(Engel, Jaeger, and Hildebrandt 1972). A somatic movement, 

finger tremor, is thought to be a consistently elicited 

effect of the cardiac pulse on the CNS (Forster and Stone 

1976). 

Its Neurotransmitter--Noradrenaline 

The initial indication of monoamine content in LC 

came in 1959 when Shimizu, Morikawa, and Okada showed that 

the strongest histochemical reaction for monoamine oxidase 

was found there. Subsequently, they reported that adult 

levels of monoamine oxidase were established shortly after 

birth in rat LC, as they were also in nucleus ambiguus. 

Other brain stem nuclei did not develop their full monoamine 

oxidase complement until the third postnatal week (Shimizu 

and Morikawa 1959). After they had demonstrated that LC 
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also contained large quantities of ascorbic acid, a sub

stance involved in the metabolism of tyrosine (Shimizu et 

al. 1959), these investigators suggested that aromatic 

monoamines were concentrated in LC (Maeda, Abe, and Shimizu 

1960) . Ironically, at that time they were inclined to 

identify this aromatic monoaminergic substance as serotonin. 

Meanwhile, Falck and Hillarp (1959) used results obtained 

with a chromaffin reaction to suggest that when catechol

amines were localized in brain they would not be confined to 

a small number of cells but would be distributed widely. 

A number of attempts have been made to characterize 

the locus coeruleus with the light microscope. German and 

Bowden (1975) processed rhesus monkey tissue with three 

ammoniacal silver methods, i.e., the Nauta-Laidlaw, Fink-

He imer, and Wiitanen methods. They found that they could 

readily identify the cells of LC as those filled with silver 

granules, while the adjacent mesencephalic trigeminal 

nucleus contained little if any accumulation of silver. 

They have suggested that ammoniacal silver methods present 

an alternative to the fluorescence method of Falck and 

Hillarp for identification of cellular monoamines. In the 

present study, however, it was found that mesencephalic V, 

not LC, turned out to be the argyrophilic nucleus after 

tissue processing with the Sevier-Ilunger ammoniacal silver 

method (see RESULTS). 
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Radioautographic visualization of LC is possible 

after injection of tritiated noradrenaline or its pre

cursors (Descarries and Saucier 1972; Dupin, Descarries, and 

DeChamplain 1976). While it is generally felt that this 

method produces reliable results, it has recently been 

pointed out that LC is a consistently chemographic nuclear 

area (Daniels and Gilmore 1975). That is to say, in animals 

which have not received any radioactive materials a "false-

positive" reaction occurs in the region of the locus. This 

situation is caused by the interaction of as yet unidenti

fied substances in the "non-neuronal" parts of the tissue 

with the over-lying silver halide crystals of the emulsion. 

The locus coeruleus took on new significance with 

the publication of the now classical fluorescence study of 

Dahlstrbm and Fuxe (1965a). In their observations on 

catecholamine-containing central nerve cell bodies they 

stated that the cell group they termed A6 ". . . seems to 

be identical with the locus coeruleus .... All—or at 

least practically all--of its closely packed nerve cells 

belong to the catecholamine type" (Dahlstrom and Fuxe 

1965a, p. 17) . Thus, without further cytoarchitectonic 

examination, the pontine tegmental area classically re

ferred to as the nucleus locus coeruleus was declared to be 

composed of cells which contain catecholamine. 

This discovery presents a problem, for, as pointed 

out earlier, the neuroanatomical descriptions of LC had 
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differed considerably with regard to its composition and 

extent. To date we do not know whether the medium-sized 

and small cell components, described by Olszewski and Baxter 

(1954), both contain monoamine, or whether one type and not 

the other serves this function. At least two reports might 

serve to question the homogenicity of coerulean cellular 

transmitter substance. Lewis and Schon (19 75) report a 

heavy concentration of acetylcholinesterase activity within 

cells of LC, though these authors suggest no cholinergic 

mechanism. Recently, Sladek and Walker (1977) have reported 

serotonin (5-HT)-containing perikarya within the locus. In 

the only published attempt at correlating counts of Nissl-

stained cells with known catecholamine-containing ones, 

Swanson (19 76) reported that there was an average of 

approximately 200 (12%) fewer cells containing catecholamine 

than were noted in Nissl counts. Swanson warns, however, 

that fluorescence cell counts should be considered less 

reliable than those of Nissl-stained material. He does not 

mention, however, how glial cells figure into his cell 

counts by either method. LC certainly cannot be without 

glial components; indeed, micrographs provided by Olszewski 

and Baxter back in 1954 show many non-neuronal cells. The 

near certainty of glial components presents a problem: is 

it possible, merely by viewing the glowing sphere of a 

fluorescent cell body, to decide whether that cell is a 

nerve cell or a glial body? 
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The distinction between the morphological locus 

coeruleus and the biochemical one would seem to be impor.tant. 

A number of studies have been presented in which electro

lytic lesions of the locus were verified by histological 

examination of Nissl-stained material without fluorescence 

verification. Further, even the biochemical definition of 

LC varies from Dahlstrom and Fuxe1s original synonymity of 

group A6 and locus coeruleus. In the cat, Ramon-Moliner and 

Dansereau (1974b) equate LC with groups A5 and A6. Yet Chu 

and Bloom (19 74) point out that the distribution of 

catecholamine-containing cells is diffuse in feline dorso

lateral pontine tegmentum and that clear boundaries between 

A4, A6, and A7 are absent. And Jones and Moore (1974) 

equated the cat's locus coeruleus with groups A4, A6, and 

A7. This last grouping agrees with Hubbard and DiCarlo's 

(1973) description of the squirrel monkey LC. 

Still other interpretations of biochemical LC exist. 

In the macaque (Garver and Sladek 1976) , group A4 is con

sidered a dorsal extension of A6, Dahlstrom and Fuxe's LC 

proper. Such grouping of A4 and A6 into LC is also de

scribed in the rat by Swanson (1976, Swanson and Hartman 

1975), though Palkovits and Jacobwitz (1974) give A4 and A6 

as individual cell groups in their atlas of catecholamine-

containing neurons in rat hindbrain. But Felton, Laties, 

and Carpenter (1974) say that group A4 merges with the 

caudal part of A6 and that A7 is also continuous with 
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A6--through a row of connecting cells alongside the 

superior cerebellar peduncle. These workers, however, 

caution against clustering all three groups under the 

heading of locus coeruleus. They feel that distinct cyto-

logical differences between cells of these groups, particu

larly A4 and A6, argue against a homogeneous population. 

In agreement with the position of Felton's group, 

the individual projection fields found by Ungerstedt (1971) 

for each of these cell groups also argue for heterogeneity. 

Recent support for continuing to consider A4 and A6 as 

distinct nuclear entities was presented in a morphological 

study of the monkey, Cebus apella (Demirjian et al. 1976) . 

Here it was reported that not only was A4 distinct from A6, 

but that this small group of cells could further be sub

divided into a lateral magnocellular component and a medial 

parvocellular part. Still, the reader can see that even 

within a single species there is no complete agreement on 

what constitutes biochemical LC. And there ought to be. 

It must be said that there have been technical prob

lems which have complicated the definitive characterization 

of the cells and position of LC. Except where noted, all of 

the above and somewhat conflicting reports have used the 

Falck-Hillarp method. For this technique it is necessary to 

freeze-dry tissue. Such tissue is, at best, plagued by 

large cracks which make distinct neuroanatomical relation

ships difficult to define. There is also the problem that 



this technique does not yield the same quantitative results 

each time it is performed. For example, even with appro

priate drugs to enhance the results, such as monoamine 

oxidase inhibitors, little or no fluorescence may actually 

appear in an area expected to fluoresce brightly. And 

there is a problem with autofluorescence, and another in 

the recording of results through photomicrography. More

over, in the LC where a large number of structures exhibit 

a great deal of fluorescence, it is difficult to determine 

which structures are actually fluorescing. For example, it 

has long been possible to observe fluorescent neuronal pro

cesses. In their pioneering description of LC, Dahlstrom 

and Fuxe (1965a, p. 17) noted that "in the periphery of the 

nucleus where the cells are not so closely packed, the 

larger processes of the multipolar cells can be easily seen 

due to their fairly strong fluorescence . . . these pro

cesses . . . presumably were axons. ..." A decade later 

similar processes were described in the substantia nigra as 

of dopaminergic neurons dendrites (Bjorklund and Lindvall 

19 75). Catecholamine-containing dendrites have also been 

found in the region of LC (Sladek and Parnavelas 1975), 

while more recently Felton (1977a, 1977b) has identified 

serotonin-containing dendrites in the raphe nuclei of 

primates. 

Certainly the confusion with regard to the defini

tion of biochemical LC supports the 1971 report by Sladek 
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of species-specific differences in central monoamine distri

bution. The presence of LC, however, in all mammalian 

species studied supports an argument for its phylogenetic 

antiquity (but see below). 

The foregoing descriptions of the locus coeruleus 

point up a new problem facing neuroanatomists: how does one 

now define a brain nucleus? At least four alternatives, not 

necessarily mutually exclusive, come to mind. First, an 

area might be declared a brain nucleus from similarities of 

cell structure as defined by traditional neuroanatomical 

tools, such as Nissl and myelin stains. Second, clusters of 

neurons with identical neurotransmitters may be placed under 
i 

a single title. Third, spatially separated but nonetheless 

related neurons performing a single function could be 

grouped under a single name. Finally, it may be necessary 

to define efferent and afferent fibers of a region and to 

use similarity of connections as the basis for drawing 

cytocarchitectonic lines. 

The Fine Structure 

Interest in the ultrastructural characteristics of 

the locus coeruleus was aroused by the fluorescence histo

chemistry which showed it to have such great catecholamine 

content. Lenn (1965) examined the perikarya of LC and 

noted that there were few cytoplasmic characteristics which 

would distinguish these monoamine-containing cells from 
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other brain stem neurons. The total number of small 

granular vesicles scattered throughout their cytoplasm was 

far less than what would logically have been expected--

less, in fact, than that found in cell processes within the 

adjacent neuropil, and they normally do not show many. As 

it was generally believed from study of peripheral sympa

thetic nerves that catecholamines were contained in small 

granular vesicles, it was surprising to find that monoamine 

oxidase-inhibiting drugs which caused a profound increase in 

LC fluorescence had little effect on increasing the number 

of cytoplasmic granular vesicles in coerulean cells. It 

was concluded that perikaryal monoamine content in the CNS 

did not lie exclusively within vesicles. In support of this 

conclusion, a lack of significant drug-induced alteration in 

vesicular number was also found in central monoamine nerve 

terminals (Fuxe, Hokfelt, and Nilsson 1965) . 

A subsequent study was designed to define ultra-

structural characteristics unique to nerve cell bodies which 

synthesized monoamine neurotransmitters (Fuxe et al. 1966) . 

In material fixed with 5% glutaraldehyde and 2% potassium 

dichromate, neuronal perikarya of similar constitution were 

found in the locus coeruleus and in nucleus raphe dorsalis. 

These cells were oval in shape and had a routine complement 

of cytoplasmic organelles. Mitochondria were found 

scattered throughout the cytoplasm, ribosomes were observed 

in small clusters, and a well-developed granular ER was 
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especially prominent in regions near cell processes. The 

Golgi precinct occupied a zone around the nucleus in 

proximity to a few agranular vesicles. Only two types of 

synapses were observed: axodendritic and (occasionally) 

axosomatic. 

The following year HSkfelt demonstrated smaller 

granular vesicles in LC than had theretofore been seen when 

he eliminated glutaraldehyde and dichromate from his fixa

tive and substituted 3% potassium permanganate. In contrast 

to the 100 nm diameter granular vesicles of earlier reports, 

permanaganate fixation preserved granular vesicles of 50 to 

60 nm diameter that were located in small quantity near the 

Golgi complex and in larger amounts in a few special 

terminal boutons. Hokfelt concluded that these smaller 

granular vesicles serve as storage sites for noradrenaline. 

The first ultrastructural study of the locus 

coeruleus per se appeared in 19 70 from Shimizu and Imamoto. 

They described only the caudal part of the rat's LC. This 

region is composed of closely packed, medium-sized, spindle-

shaped cells. In agreement with earlier works, they re

ported a perinuclear Golgi complex, more peripherally 

located aggregates of granular ER, many so-called "lyso

somal dense bodies," and a few granular vesicles of about 

100 nm diameter near the Golgi and ER. They also noted a 

characteristic "round body" about 1 micron in diameter and 

composed of small particles of intermediate density. They 
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found "incomparably larger" somatic spines in moderate 

numbers; the size and total number of these appendages per 

neuron were greater in LC than elsewhere in the CNS. The 

neuronal somata appeared covered, except at synapses, by 

several layers of protoplasmic astrocytic processes. Oli

godendrocytes were occasionally found in direct contact 

with nerve cell bodies. 

The ultrastructure of the rabbit LC shares many 

features with that of the rat (Mizuno and Nakamura 1972). 

The cytoplasm contains diffusely distributed mitochondria, 

lysosomal bodies, granular ER, and a prominent Golgi complex. 

The "round body" of the rat was described as a "nucleolus-

like body." Axoaxonic synapses, contacts noted in the rat, 

were not reported for rabbit. Occasionally in the rat LC, 

two neuronal somata could be observed in apposition without 

benefit of any synaptic or junctional specialization. In 

contrast, close proximity of neuronal perikarya was in

frequently seen in the rabbit, and when observed the cell 

bodies were always separated by one or more glial pro

cesses. A few cellular specializations, on the other hand, 

were found in the rabbit which had not been noted in the 

rat. These included the envelopment (by concentric glial 

lamellae) of boutons that synapse on small dendrites; 

vesicular structures located in infoldings of the nuclear 

envelope; and, rarely, unusually large, dense-cored 



vesicles (130-170 nm in diameter) reminiscent of neuro

secretory granules in axons. 

In an EM study of the cat locus coeruleus, Ramon-

Moliner (1974) reported a distribution of organelles 

similar to that reported in rat and rabbit. Like Shimizu 

and Imamoto, he describes a glial sheath which invested 

large nerve cell bodies, and notes that this feature is 

rather peculiar to the locus. Dense-cored vesicles were 

found only rarely. Though he was unable to demonstrate 

somal spines with the Golgi-Cox method, spines were found 

so consistently at the EM level that Ramon-Moliner describes 

them as the most distinguishing feature of the locus. Later 

(in 19 76), Swanson was able to show both dendritic and somal 

spines on neurons of the rat LC with the Golgi-Cox method. 

These somal spines, which reach up to 3 ym in length 

(Tatemichi and Ramon-Moliner 1975), lack granular ER but 

contain smooth ER and a variety of vesicles. Two of these 

organelles, the multivesicular body and the membrane-bound 

vesicle, are found in greater quantity in these appendages 

than elsewhere in the locus, and as such they may be used 

to identify these perikaryal extensions. These somal 

spines are not considered the equivalent of dendritic ones. 

The latter structures, found elsewhere in the CNS, are 

scarce or absent in the feline LC. 

Further ultrastructural data which emphasize that 

somatic spines may be cytological features of LC neurons 
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come from a recent report in which fluorescent perikarya 

of the rat LC were identified after treatment with glyoxylic 

acid and then re-examined in the same tissue section by 

electron microscopy (Chiba, Hwang, and Williams 1976) . This 

study also verifies the existence of dense-cored vesicles in 

the rat LC as does a similar fluorescence histochemical 

ultrastructural study of the human fetal LC (Choi, Antanitus, 

and Lapham 19 75) • 

A number of autoradiographic and immunohistochemical 

techniques have been combined with electron microscopy in an 

attempt to characterize the catecholaminergic neurons of the 

locus coeruleus. Tritiated noradrenaline was 15. to 100 

times more concentrated in presynaptic axons than it was in 

perikarya of the locus (Descarries and Droz 1970). While 

most coerulean cell bodies took up the exogenous amine, the 

amount of radioactivity in the cell nucleus and cytyplasm 

was about the same. Further, all types of cytoplasmic 

organelles were labeled, as were various types of vesicles 

in axon terminals. While granular vesicles were usually 

found in labeled boutons, they were also seen in non

radioactive terminals. Thus, it was concluded that there 

were no morphological features which could be considered 

characteristic of presynaptic axons storing exogenous 

noradrenaline. A more recent report (Leger and Descarries 

1976) suggests that an ultrastructurally definable sero

tonergic terminal may be found in the rat LC. As identified 



with tritiated 5-HT, serotonin terminals contain micro-

vesicles and short microcanaliculi measuring 15-25 nm, 

rather than the usual complement of synaptic vesicles. 

Ultrastructural immunohistochemical localization of 

several enzymes involved in the synthesis of biogenic amines 

has been reported in the locus coeruleus. Tyrosine hydroxy

lase was found in fiber-like strands in axons and dendrites, 

while perikaryal cytoplasm was diffusely stained, especially 

near the Golgi complex and granular ER. This difference in 

distribution supports the idea that tyrosine hydroxylase 

exists in various states (Pickel, Joh, and Reis 1975). All 

vesicles in a terminal bouton that exhibited a positive 

reaction for dopamine-8-hydroxylase showed clumps of pre

cipitate 50-70 nm in diameter (Lundberg et al. 1977) . 

Ultrastructural localization of tryptophan hydroxylase in 

nerve terminals of LC has strengthened the argument for a 

serotonergic innervation of the nucleus. In these 

terminals, which were rarely seen to form synaptic contacts, 

microtubules together with small and large vesicles were 

associated with enzyme activity. 

Comparative Neuroanatomy 

It appears that monoamines are found ubiquitously 

in the nervous systems of most, if not all, members of the 

animal kingdom. The arrangement and clustering of 

monoamine-containing neurons vary considerably between 
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phyla, as they do to a lesser extent between classes and, 

indeed, from species to species as noted earlier. 

The nucleus locus coeruleus was thought by Russell 

(1955) to exist in the owl and also, though less well 

defined there, in the robin. The light microscopic appear

ance of the locus has been mapped in the brain of the 

pigeon (Karten and Hodos 1967) and a cluster of fluorescent 

neurons has been identified in a corresponding location 

(Fuxe and Ljunggren 1965). In the warbling grass parakeet, 

a total of approximately 300 "large" and "small" 

catecholamine-containing cell bodies have been localized 

(Tohyama et al. 1974). The smaller cellular component lies 

in dorsal pontine tegmentum and projects to pallidum, 

external striatum, and cerebral cortex and, as such, is the 

avian equivalent of LC. The large neurons project to 

hypothalamus as well as to external striatum. The area in 

which these cells lie is analogous to the mammalian sub-

coeruleus nucleus. In the chicken, a rostrocaudal split in 

the continuity of LC is noted (Mugnaini and Dahl 1975), on 

either side of which caudolateral and rostromedial bundles 

of fluorescent fibers travel into the cerebellum. Though 

it has been suggested that the monoamine distribution in 

the avian brain is roughly the same as that found in 

mammals, this hypothesis has not been examined thoroughly 

enough to determine whether the patterns of distribution 

correspond directly. That these structures might contain a 



catecholamine other than noradrenaline is suggested by 

Juorio's (1973) observation that birds have substantially 

more hypothalamic adrenaline than do mammals. 

Whether or not monoamine-containing systems 

demonstrate a mammalian-like pattern of organization in all 

vertebrates takes on greater significance in the so-called 

"lower" forms. As opposed to mammals, these creatures have 

great differences in their physiology and behavior (for 

example, the change from warm- to cold-bloodedness and the 

major alterations in sleep patterns). Adrenaline is found 

in higher concentration than noradrenaline or dopamine in 

the hypothalamus of the tortoise (Juorio 1973) and the same 

condition is found in the frog. Further, serotonergic 

systems appear more elaborate in the frog brain than do 

those which contain catecholamines (Parent 1973a) . The 

extensive ascending connections of mammalian and avian 

catecholamine systems seem to be lacking in the reptiles 

and amphibia, as are discrete brain stem concentrations of 

catecholaminergic neurons which might correspond to LC 

(Tohyama, Maeda, and Shimizu 1976). Instead, a small 

number of scattered rhombencephalic nerve cells containing 

catecholamine send short axons to the reticular formation 

and cerebellum. 

Nevertheless, a distribution of monoamine-

containing neurons similar to that of mammals was reported 

in the turtle brain, in Chrysemis (Parent and Poirier 1971). 
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Fluorescent terminals were found distributed in such wide

spread areas as pallium, thalamus, hypothalamus, and 

reticular formation (Parent 1973b). Groups of catecholamine-

containing cells and their processes were found in areas 

which might prove to be the turtle-brain equivalent of the 

substantia nigra and nigrostriatal pathway (Parent 1973c) . 

Catecholamines have been found in non-vertebrate 

chordates (Euler 1961) as well as in a wide variety of 

invertebrates. These include cephalopod molluscs (Euler 

1961, Juorio 1971), sea anemones (Dahl et al. 1963), 

leeches and earthworms (Euler 1961; Rude 1966, 1969; 

Kerkut, Sedden, and Walker 1967; Ehinger, Falck, and 

Mhyrberg 19 6 8). In the hydrozoan Hydractinia echinata, 

however, no fluorescent neurons could be found (Dahl et al. 

1963) . 

Efferent Fibers 

The efferent fibers of the locus coeruleus inter

twine with other monoaminergic fibers and also with non-

fluorescent ones in various neuroanatomical pathways; they 

terminate in widely dispersed areas of the CNS, many of them 

at a great distance from LC. It has been emphasized (in 

many investigations utilizing a varity of methods) that 

these extensive connections are monosynaptic. 

The magnitude of influence exerted by LC was first 

indicated in fluorescence studies using electrolytic 
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Fuxe, Larsson, et al. 1966; Anden, Dahlstrom, Fuxe, Olson, 

and Ungerstedt 1966; Anden, Fuxe, and Larsson 1966; Anden, 

Fuxe, and Ungerstedt 1967) . Such interruptions brought 

about retrograde and anterograde changes in the content of 

biogenic amines; thus, areas of monosynaptic projection were 

indicated by biochemical changes in the locus. In 1969, 

Loizou investigated these connections with discrete electro

lytic lesions in LC and compared the resultant fluorescence 

with that found in animals without lesions. He hypothecated 

brain stem, diencephalic, amygdaloid, and hippocampal con

nections for LC and suggested that these were bilateral. 

The first reports of monoamine terminals in the 

cerebellum were in 1965 (Fuxe); such terminals were later 

found widely scattered in cerebellar cortex and nuclei 

(Anden et al. 1967). Serotonergic and noradrenergic com

ponents were identified. The latter were believed to enter 

the cerebellum via the inferior peduncle (Hokfelt and Fuxe 

1969) . Axons with fluorescence that could be made to dis

appear by administration of reserpine or 6-hydroxydopamine 

were found primarily in the molecular -and Purkinje cell 

layers (Bloom, Hoffer, and Siggins 1971) . These were 

further identified by radioautographic localization of 

tritiated noradrenaline—as fine, unmyelinated noradrener

gic axons which apparently made contact on Purkinje cell 

somata and on dendritic spines. The origin of cerebellar 



noradrenergic fibers was primarily from neurons within LC 

(Olson and Fuxe 1971). They strongly favored the notion 

that a single cell of dorsolateral LC monosynaptically 

innervated both the cerebellar and cerebral cortices, while 

giving collateral innervation to colliculi and thalamus en 

route to the latter. 

The ascension of noradrenergic fibers via dorsal 

and ventral tracts was independently noted by Swedish 

workers in the rat (Ungerstedt 1971) and by American in

vestigators in the mouse (Jacobwitz and Kostrzewa 1971) . 

The extensive influence exerted by LC in this scheme was 

noted by Ungerstedt, who observed that the dorsal bundle 

originated in the locus and that the ablation of this 

nucleus caused elimination of fluorescent terminals from 

areas even more widespread than previously expected. These 

systems have since been reviewed in the rat and found to 

follow certain classically defined neuroanatomical routes 

(Lindvall and Bjorklund 1974a). An important correlation 

has been made by Olson and Fuxe (1971, 1972) between pro

jection fields and various discrete regions of LC. The 

dorsolateral part, together with a caudal extension of 

noradrenergic cell bodies in the roof of the fourth 

ventricle, sends fibers to the cerebellum. The cranial 

part, especially the dorsolateral region, gives rise to 

rostral projections. The ventromedial part sends fibers 

to the raphe. A ventrally located system of fibers which 



reaches the periventricular hypothalamus is considered to 

arise from cell bodies of the most ventral part of LC and 

from fluorescent somata in subcoeruleus. This segregation 

of projection fields of various components of the A4-A6-A7 

area raises a question as to whether parallel functional 

distinctions can be made for these regions. Olson and Fuxe 

suggest that a dorsal component is responsible for cortical 

influences while a ventral one is concerned with visceral 

and neuroendocrine functions. This distinction has recently 

been reiterated by the cytoarchitectonic division of rat LC 

into dorsal and ventral parts (Swanson 1976). 

While the above accounts on the widespread systems 

of fluorescent fibers which arise in LC have dealt solely 

with rodent brain, a similar distribution has been observed 

in other mammals. For example, Garver and Sladek (1976) 

note that two fluorescent fiber bundles can be observed in 

the stumptailed macaque; these tracts are analogous to the 

rodent dorsal and ventral noradrenergic pathways. This 

similarity of primate and rodent coerulean systems was, 

however, questioned in the investigation of ascending 

systems in another primate, the rhesus monkey (Shimada, 

Ishikawa, and Tanaka 1975), where differences in fiber path

ways were noted. 

Studies of LC efferents with techniques other than 

those which utilize induced-fluorescence have generally 

yielded results similar to those obtained with the 
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Falck-Hillarp and glyoxylic acid methods. These results 

also compare favorably with projections established for 

reticular formation neurons by other techniques. The exact 

picture, however, varies between studies and with the tech

nique employed. A degeneration silver method led Shimizu 

et aL (1974) to describe an ipsilateral projection from rat 

LC which distributed to the entire cerebral cortex. On the 

other hand, similar silver impregnation studies in the cat 

(McBride and Sutin 1976) showed no degenerating axons in 

either cerebral cortex or hippocampus. The latter study, 

which also employed tritiated proline autoradiography, was 

unable to demonstrate the cerebellar projection. A subse

quent study in the rat with the same radioactive amino acid 

showed transport from LC through ipsilateral midbrain and dien-

cephalon to neocortex (Jones, Halaris, etal. 1977) . Further 

coerulean projections which correlate well with LC efferents 

as suggested by fluorescence studies were also demonstrated 

(Jones and Moore 1977). The latter is in accord with 

tritiated proline autoradiographic studies reported earlier 

which showed cerebellar projections that coursed around the 

superior cerebellar peduncle. Descending fibers were found 

which extended into the ventral part of the spinal cord, as 

were ascending fibers which correlated with the catechol

amine projections described by Ungerstedt (1971). 

Once the widespread connections of LC were sug

gested by the above techniques, investigations to 
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substantiate such pathways were undertaken by the injection 

of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) into discrete brain regions. 

Retrograde transport of HRP to the locus coeruleus has been 

reported after its administration to frontal neocortex in 

cat (Llamas et al. 1975) and monkey (Freedman, Foote, and 

Bloom 1975; Kievit and Kuypers 1975). Infusions of HRP 

into hippocampus resulted in the labelling of ipsilateral 

coerulean cells (Segal and Landis 1974). A very few 

labeled LC neurons were found after placing HRP in the 

lateral cerebellar nucleus (Eller and Chan-Palay 1976). 

Injection into the feline diencephalon, particularly the 

thalamic centrum medianum-parafascicularis nuclear complex, 

lateral hypothalamus, and preoptic area, yielded some retro

grade transport to the locus (McBride and Sutin 1976). HRP 

injections into the lumbar spinal cord of monkey and cat 

also resulted in labeled cells in LC (Hancock and 

Fougerousse 1976); this observation suggests a very long, 

monosynaptic descending tract. A coeruleo-spinal pathway 

located in the rat ventral and dorsal columns has recently 

been revealed by fluorescence histochemistry (Nygren and 

Olson 1977). 

From time to time, however, the tracing of efferent 

fibers varies in major respects dependent upon the technique 

used. For example, from the fluorescence study of Loizou 

(1969) it was assumed that a connection existed between LC 

and nucleus raphe dorsalis. However, in an attempt to trace 
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afferent fibers to the latter, Mosko, Haubrich, and Jacobs 

(1977) were unable to identify any HRP within the limits of 

the locus. They suggested that this discrepancy could be 

due to limitations in their technique. A recent fluor

escence and biochemical study (Roizen and Jacobwitz 1976) 

casts further doubt on the suggestion by Loizou that nucleus 

raphe dorsalis receives its total noradrenergic input from 

LC. In this study, only about a quarter, at most, of the 

noradrenaline-containing fibers which reach the gray area 

bordering raphe dorsalis originate in the locus. Other 

investigators have reported that they were unable to retro-

gradely label somata within LC with HRP instilled in raphe-

dorsalis (Anderson et al. 1977); they suggest that this 

raphe nucleus receives few if any afferent fibers from LC. 

They were also unable to establish LC projections to slow-

firing dorsal raphe neurons by neurophysiological means, 

though stimulation of LC did influence the faster-firing 

cells in central gray adjacent to the raphe. Other 

electrical studies have indicated that LC can influence the 

firing rate of spinal trigeminal neurons (Sasa, Igarashi, 

and Takaori 1977). 

The influence of coerulean efferents on their 

postsynaptic elements is inhibitory. This effect was first 

established for the cerebellar projection (Hoffer et al. 

1973). Inhibition due to stimulation of LC has also been 

recorded in the hippocampus (Segal and Bloom 1976) and on 
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the transcallosal potential of the cerebral cortex (Austin 

and Takaori 1976). Conversely, antidromic activation of LC 

has been obtained after stimulation of hippocampus, cere

bellum, and cerebral cortex in rat (Nakamura and Iwama 1975) 

and of the ascending dorsal noradrenergic bundle in cat 

(McBride and Sutin 1976) and monkey (Huang et al. 1977) . 

Stimulation of the rat LC has been shown to cause frequency-

3 
related release of 1,7- H-noradrenaline from cerebral cortex 

(Tanaka, Inagaki, and Fujiwara 1976). This study also indi

cated that the coerulean projection to cerebral cortex is 

bilateral, because both ipsi- and contralateral cortices 

were found to release labeled catecholamine when stimulated. 

If the noradrenaline content of various brain 

regions is measured and compared with that obtained in those 

same areas after ablation of the locus coeruleus, a ratio is 

obtained which is thought to indicate the percentage of 

noradrenergic innervation which comes from LC. Ross and 

Reis (1974) found that in some parts of the telencephalon 

about 80% of the noradrenaline-forming enzyme, dopamine-8-

hydroxylase, disappeared after LC lesions. Less drastic, 

but substantial post-lesioning reductions in enzyme con

centration occurred in other parts of the forebrain, mid

brain, cerebellum, and thoracic spinal cord. A more recent 

study which measured changes in noradrenaline concentrations 

in discrete brain areas dissected out by the punch method 
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of Palkovits (1973) compared catecholamine content before 

and after LC lesion (Kobayashi et al. 1975) . 

Afferent Fibers 

Whereas the efferent connections of the locus 

coeruleus have received a great deal of investigation, the 

input to this pontine area has garnered little notice. A 

major reason for the relatively scant attention paid LC 

afferent connections is that there is no single method for 

identifying incoming fibers which can match the dramatic 

picture presented by induced-fluorescence of the outgoing 

fibers. Thus, except for a few recent studies that have 

employed retrograde tracing of HRP or the anterograde trans

port of tritiated amino acids, most techniques for identi

fying coerulean afferents differ little from those sum

marized by Russell in 1955. At that time he mentioned LC 

inputs from the ipsilateral trigeminal nerve, from the 

facial nerve, from the amygdala, from lateral lemniscus, and 

from dorsal longitudinal fasciculus. LC appeared to lie 

within a plexus extending between mesencephalic V and the 

region of the vagal nuclei. 

Mizuno and Nakamura (1970) reported hypothalamic 

efferents to LC. After lesions of the supramammillary and 

posterior hypothalamic areas in two rabbits, they observed 

a few degenerating synaptic profiles at the ultrastructural 

level which could not be visualized with degeneration silver 
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methods. They later expanded this study to include 

rabbits with lesions in the mesencephalic tegmentum and 

central gray, cerebral cortex, thalamus, and inferior 

colliculus (Mizuno and Nakamura 1972). They reported no 

degeneration in the LC of rabbits with lesions in the latter 

three areas. Coerulean input from the hypothalamus has 

recently been reported in the rat, cat, and squirrel monkey 

after injection of tritiated amino acids in the ventromedial 

hypothalamic nuclei (Saper, Swanson, and Cowan 1975). 

In an immunohistochemical study of phenylethanol-

amine-N-methvltransferase-containing nerve cells and their 

processes, Hokfelt et al. (1974) found a moderate number of 

presumed adrenaline-containing axons within the rat LC. 

These fibers arose from two groups of cell bodies in the 

rostral medulla, one in the forepart of the nucleus reticu

laris lateralis and the other with a more midline location. 

Buda et al. (19 75) reported an increase in tyrosine hydroxy

lase activity in the contralateral nucleus after unilateral 

ablation of LC in rat brain. This indicated an influence of 

one locus on the other and suggested a coeruleo-coeruleus 

connection. Another discrete projection to LC was identi

fied in the cat by Snider (1975) who lesioned cerebellar 

cortex and the nucleus fastigius and subsequently applied 

degeneration silver techniques. A cerebellar-coerulean 

pathway was identified; it travels in the dorsal quarter of 

the superior cerebellar peduncle before it terminates in 
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the more anterior part of LC and on presumed catecholamine-

containing cells within the superior cerebellar peduncle. 

In an autoradiographic and degeneration study of the 

rat nucleus raphe dorsalis, efferent fibers were observed 

which descended to LC (Conrad, Leonard, and Pfaff 1974) . 

This input was confirmed by another autoradiographic study 

of raphe nuclei (Bobillier et al. 19 76), a study in which 

coerulean inputs from magnus, centralis superior, and pontis 

were also demonstrated. Lewis et al. (19 76) noted that when 

either the nucleus raphe dorsalis or raphe centralis was 

destroyed in rats, tyrosine hydroxylase activity in LC was 

increased. This indicated a raphe control on the locus. 

The reader should recall that the raphe nuclei magnus, 

pontis, dorsalis, and medianus (centralis superior) roughly 

correspond with the serotonin-containing cell groups B3, 

B5, B7, and B8, respectively (Dahlstrom and Fuxe 1965a, 

Hubbard and DiCarlo 1974b), and that it is these raphe cell 

bodies, particularly dorsalis and medianus, which give rise 

to a widespread system of serotonergic axons (Ungerstedt 

1971). It might then be expected that LC would have a 

serotonergic input. And, indeed, 5-HT terminals have been 

identified in LC by autoradiography at the ultrastructural 

level (Leger and Descarries 1976) as well as electron 

microscopically, by immunocytochemical localization of an 

enzyme in the serotonin synthesizing pathway--tryptophan 

hydroxylase (Pickel, Joh, and Reis 1977). 
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A recent report defines afferent connections of LC 

through use of retrograde transport of HRP (Sakai et al. 

1977). While the cytoarchitecture of feline LC differs from 

that of rodent and primate, this study suggests that LC 

is a homogeneous cluster of neurons only with regard to its 

neurotransmitter. This hypothesis is corroborated by the 

parcellation of its efferent connections (Olson and Fuxe 

1971, 1972; Chu and Bloom 1974) and its cytoarchitecture 

(Swanson 19 76). The part of the cat's LC lying in the 

dorsolateral periventricular gray medial to the mesen

cephalic V root (their "principal LC") apparently receives 

afferent fibers only from the nucleus raphe dorsalis, while 

the remainder of LC (LC alpha) and nucleus subcoeruleus 

gain input from many brain areas — from medulla oblongata 

to preoptic area. Specifically, subcoeruleus, nucleus 

parabrachialis medialis, and LC alpha receive afferents 

from dorsal posterior, dorsal and lateral hypothalamic 

areas; perifornical region; contralateral LC alpha; ipsi-

lateral dorsolateral tegmental nucleus; nucleus raphe 

dorsalis; substantia nigra; mesencephalic central gray; 

areas dorsolateral to the superior olive, about the facial 

nucleus, dorsal to the inferior olive, and around the 

lateral reticular nucleus; nucleus of the solitary tract; 

and the dorsal nucleus of the vagus. In addition LC alpha 

alone receives innervation from arcuate nucleus, preoptic 

area, contralateral medial and lateral parabrachial 
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nuclei, ipsilateral lateral parabrachial nucleus, contra

lateral dorsolateral tegmental nucleus, and raphe nuclei 

magnus, pontis, and linearis intermedius. The subcoeruleus 

receives input from the ipsilateral mesencephalic reticular 

formation rostral to nucleus parabrachialis lateralis. 

The foregoing large catalogue of inputs listed in 

this HRP study does not in all instances agree with the 

autoradiographic data obtained by the same group in the same 

animal (see above) with regard to raphe efferents to LC. 

Specifically, the nucleus raphe centralis superior delivered 

a noticeable amount of tritiated leucine to LC but failed to 

take up HRP injected in any part of the ponto-mesencephalic 

tegmentum. Another interesting point is that, as identified 

with HRP, many brain regions which supply LC afferents 

coincide with areas previously identified as containing 

catecholaminergic groups of nerve cells. 

Monoamines and Development 

Catecholamines play a role in development. They act 

not only on the embryonic nervous system but are involved in 

ontogenetic events that occur prior to its formation. The 

chick embryo, at stages 11 through 23, is able to selec

tively accumulate exogenous noradrenaline within its noto-

chord prior to maturation of its sympathetic nervous system 

(Kirby and Gilmore 1972). Administration of dopa, a com

pound which cannot be converted to a fluorescent product by 
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the Falck-Hillarp method, causes the chick notochord to 

fluoresce. The results indicate that dopa has been con

verted to a compound, probably dopamine, which can be made 

to fluoresce by the forementioned technique and that the 

enzyme responsible for this conversion, dopa decarboxylase, 

is present in these early embryos. 

Following this study, investigators examined even 

earlier chick embryos (Lawrence and Burden 1973). They 

found exogenously administered noradrenaline would show up 

first (as fluorescence) at stages 7 through 9, in the neural 

tube. At stages 10 through 12, noradrenaline was localized 

to neural tube and notochord, and the fluorescence became 

more intense in the latter by stage 13. Stage 13 through 17 

notochords exhibited endogenous catecholamine histofluor-

escence. Administration of monoamine oxidase (MAO) in

hibitors increased observable endogenous catecholamine con

tent, and the application of these inhibitors produced 

numerous neural anomalies. Thus, it was suggested that 

catecholamines may play a role in neural tube closure and 

torsion of the embryo. Catecholamines may also be found in 

the sympathetic trunks of the early chick embryo either just 

prior to (Kirby and Gilmore 1976) or just after (Allan and 

Newgreen 1977) aggregation of neural crest cells in the 

primary sympathetic chains. 

In the brains of the rat and mouse, the presence of 

catecholamine is first detectable with the Falck-Hillarp 
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technique at embryonic day 14 (Maeda and Dresse 1969, Olson 

and Seiger 1972a, Golden 1973). This date corresponds well 

with that found for the initial indication of MAO activity 

(Shimizu and Morikawa 1959, Maeda and Gerebtzoff 1969). 

At embryonic day 14 or 15, MAO activity could be histo-

chemically localized in a pontine region presumed to be the 

embryonic analogue of LC. MAO activity of LC, unlike that 

in any region except the nucleus ambiguus, reaches adult 

level by parturition. In a similar fashion, catecholamine 

fluorescence within LC is diffuse initially and, with con

tinued gestation, increases in intensity. A finely granular 

fluorescence is seen at birth. Acetylcholinesterase and 

acid phosphatase reactions can be obtained in LC on 

embryonic day 15; these reactions are weak at first but 

intense at birth. While this information indicates that 

mechanisms for synthesis and storage of catecholamines are 

present at early stages of development, it is important to 

note that LC neurons originate even earlier: for the mouse, 

on the 9th and 10th days of embryonic development (E9 and 

E10; Taber Pierce 1972, McConnell 1977) and for the rat, 

E10 through E13 (Lauder and Bloom 1974). Thus, production 

and storage of noradrenaline in rodent LC lags four or five 

days behind the production of the first definitive coerulean 

neurons. On the other hand, the rat nucleus raphe dorsalis 

differentiates between Ell and E15, peaking on E14 (Lauder 

and Bloom 1974), while serotonin neurons can be identified 
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with formaldehyde-induced fluorescence as early as E12 

(Olson and Seiger 1972a). 

Two further observations make correlation between 

neuron origin and appearance of its characteristic neuro

transmitter more difficult- First, while serotonin is ob

served relatively early in embryonic life and nerve cell 

clusters known to produce that serotonin share a similar 

early "birth date," the concentration of brain serotonin 

does not reach adult levels in rat until 80 days after 

birth (Nair et al. 1976). Second, though rat and mouse have 

similar times of origin of monoamine fluorescence relative 

to their total gestation periods, other mammals show rela

tively earlier dates. For example, dopamine fluorescence 

can first be observed in the prospective substantia nigra in 

mouse (Golden 1973) and rat (Olson and Seiger 1972a) on 

E13. These animals have gestation periods of 20 and 22 

days, respectively. The rabbit, with a period of 32 days, 

shows dopamine fluorescence at E14 (Tennyson, Mytilineou, 

and Barrett 1973). In human, catecholamines and serotonin 

have been found in the seventh week (Olson, Boreus, and 

Seiger 1973). 

Taber Pierce (1972) has noted that the earliest 

born neurons of LC lie closest to the ventricle, while those 

which originate later assume a more distant position. 

Further, the ventricular zone which germinates coerulean 

neurons also gives rise later to the deep medial cerebellar 
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nucleus and the vermis. It is interesting to note that LC 

receives afferents from those cerebellar regions (Snider 

1975). Could some relationship established early on with 

LC be maintained by such connections? 

Apparently, the monoamine-containing neurons develop 

the ability to synthesize and store their specific neuro

transmitters before they assume normal synaptic function and 

before the regions in which they are to terminate are fully 

developed (Seiger and Olson 1973). Additionally, since 

synaptogenesis does not occur in LC or in any other 

monoamine-containing cell groups until E18-20, this 

synthesis of neurotransmitter and formation of terminals 

occurs prior to afferent innervation of those cell groups 

(Lauder and Bloom 1974). Thus, it has been suggested that 

during ontogeny biogenic amines present in these cells may 

play a role other than neurotransmission: they may serve a 

neurotrophic role in the histogenesis of their receptive 

cells (Lauder and Bloom 1974). Since monoaminergic neurons 

are known to be present in immature neocortex (Molliver and 

Kristt 1975), it was hypothesized that placement of LC 

lesions might lead to structural changes there (Wendlandt, 

Crow, and Stirling 1977). After such lesions were made, 

however, no significant differences were observed. Thus, 

if there is a trophic noradrenergic influence on postnatal 

development in cerebral cortex or hippocampus, it is rela

tively minor. It may now be possible to look for such an 
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effect from the opposite side; it has recently been shown 

that X-irradiation of areas where rapid axonal growth and 

proliferation is occurring leads to an increase in nor

adrenaline and serotonin content over and above normal 

(Hudson, Valcana, and Timiras 1976). 

At the time of parturition, monoamine axons have not 

finished their terminal proliferation (Loizou 1972). In the 

rat, this monoaminergic "wiring" continues for three to four 

weeks postnatally. Further, there is the suggestion (Sladek 

1973) that the wiring pattern laid out in infancy is not 

necessarily permanent but may differ from the pattern pre

sented in the adult. 

Plasticity and Sprouting 

While continued axonal proliferation and alteration 

of fiber patterns postnatally are accepted neuroembryo-

logical concepts, the discovery of the invasive nature of 

mature monoamine-containing neurons is surprising. It has 

long been suspected from indirect behavioral signs, such as 

reestablishment of the ability to sweat, that peripheral 

sympathetic fibers might reinnervate organs previously 

sympathectomized. But it was not until the observation that 

ovine heart, deprived of noradrenergic innervation by 

cervico-stellate ganglionectomy, regains normal nor

adrenaline content about six weeks after surgery that the 

concept of sympathetic reinnervation was established 



(Goodall 1951). Later, it was found that the pineal gland, 

when transplanted to the anterior chamber of the eye, would 

be innervated (along interlobular vessels) by monoaminergic 

fibers of the host tissue (Owman 1964). Now it is known 

that a number of autologous, homologous, and heterologous 

transplants will receive greater or lesser amounts of in

nervation from the iris of the host (Malmfors and Olson 

1967). These grafts include the iris itself, as well as vas 

deferens, submaxillary gland, and cardiac auricular tissue. 

It was also found that if superior cervical ganglion was 

ipsilaterally transplanted to anterior chamber, it would 

reinnervate the resultant denervated recipient iris. 

After electrolytic lesions in rat mesencephalon, 

fluorescent fibers can be seen to grow through the lesion 

to invade blood vessels in or near that area (Katzman et al. 

1971). Types of tissue invaded by adrenergic nerves when 

transplanted to anterior chamber also show reinnervation 

fluorescence when transplanted into mesencephalic lesions 

(Bjorklund and Stenevi 1971). Dopaminergic fibers from the 

medial forebrain bundle and noradrenergic axons of the 

dorsal noradrenaline bundle grow into these transplants. 

Conversely, graft tissue not normally innervated adrener-

gically, such as striated muscle, demonstrated little or 

no fluorescence. 

Various plastic changes can be brought about by 

denervating structures which receive adrenergic innervation. 
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The resultant changes depend on the type and source of 

innervation eliminated. Transection of noradrenergic 

afferents to hippocampus eventually brings about an increase 

in noradrenergic terminals in that area (Moore, Bjorklund, 

and Stenevi 19 71). Unilateral ablation of visual cortex 

brings an ipsilateral increase in adrenergic innervation of 

the dorsal lateral geniculate nucleus, followed by gliosis, 

regression of the nucleus, and finally reduction of the 

fluorescent innervation (Stenevi, Bjorklund, and Moore 

1972). Partial lesions of the brachium conjunctivum cause 

an increase in the terminal arborizations of cerebellar 

noradrenergic axons (Pickel, Krebs, and Bloom 1973). The 

same type of lesion also causes an increase in fluorescent 

terminals in hippocampus (Pickel, Segal, and Bloom 1974) . 

If central rather than peripheral nervous tissue 

was transplanted, growth could be observed in embryonic but 

not postnatal grafts (Olson and Seiger 1972b). One to three 

millimeter chunks of embryonic brain, selected so as to 

contain locus coeruleus, substantia nigra, or brain stem 

raphe, when transplanted to the anterior chamber would re-

innervate an iris deprived of its sympathetic innervation. 

Conversely, the intact eye sends adrenergic fibers to grafts 

of brain areas that normally exhibit fluorescent terminals 

but are without monoamine-containing cell bodies. When 

pieces of vas deferens were placed in a sympathetically de-

nervated eye which contained a brain stem transplant, 
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fluorescent varicosities were later observed arborizing 

within the smooth muscle layer of the vas, as well as in the 

transplant and host iris (Olson and Seiger 1975). Finally, 

while coerulean grafts innervate only 10 to 50% of the host 

iris, if an iris graft is placed in the anterior chamber, it 

is immediately reinnervated 100% by the transplanted LC, 

even though no change occurs in the restricted innervation 

of the host iris (Olson and Seiger 1976). 

It has recently been found that if adequate vascular 

supply is available, embryonic central monoaminergic regions 

can be transplanted into the substance of the brain (Stenevi, 

Bjorklund, and Svendgaard 19 76). When appropriate brain 

stem chunks are placed in a resection cavity in the occipi

tal pole, fluorescent fibers grow through the surrounding 

scar tissue for distances up to one and a half millimeters 

to reach the hippocampus and dentate gyrus. In these 

regions, which had been deprived of their monoaminergic 

innervation by intraventricular injection of 6-hydroxy-

dopamine or 5,7-dihydroxytryptamine, newly sprouted mono

amine axons could be seen to travel along the perforant 

path. While serotonin and dopamine fibers were distributed 

in a pattern reminiscent of non-monoaminergic terminals 

from perforant path, the noradrenergic fibers terminated in 

the dentate hilar region in a pattern seemingly identical to 

that originally formed by noradrenaline-containing nerve 

terminals. In a similar manner, raphe and coerulean grafts 
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send fluorescent fibers over distances in excess of ten 

millimeters when transplanted to gray matter of spinal cord 

that has been denervated by a transverse lesion (Nygren, 

Olson, and Seiger 1977). 

The invasive properties of monoamine-containing 

nerve tissue are great, but are not understood. It has been 

noted that fiber migration seems to occur after vascular 

contact has been made between host and transplant (Malmfors 

and Olson 1967). In certain instances, nerve growth 

factor, a naturally-occurring protein complex of high 

molecular weight that causes increase in adrenergic cell 

body volume (Levi-Montalcini et al. 1975), enhances nor

adrenergic axonal sprouting (Bjorklund and Stenevi 1972) . 

Other noradrenergic growth, however, is apparently not in

fluenced by the substance (Olson and Seiger 1976) . 

Monoamines and Inborn Neural Defects 

A number of studies have sought to correlate central 

monoamine content with abnormal behavioral characteristics 

--through physiological or pharmacological stimulation or 

by placing lesions in brain areas with known neurotrans

mitter content. Recently, a different approach has been 

tried. Investigators have compared normal experimental 

animals with those which have genetic abnormalities. A 

variation in catecholamine content of brain stem groups Al 

and A2 in genetically hypertensive young rats has 
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implicated central adrenaline-containing neurons in the 

development of that disorder (Grobecker et al. 1976). On 

the other hand, mice genetically selected for high alcohol 

preference display no significant difference in brain uptake 

of serotonin, dopamine, or noradrenaline (Ho, Tsai, and 

Kissin 1975). 

Central catecholamine content of three of the most 

widely studied cerebellar mutant mice has recently been 

examined (Landis et al. 1975). While the patterns of 

fluorescence vary from control and are distinctive for 

weaver, reeler, and staggerer, the locus coeruleus of these 

mutants (which apparently contributes the bulk of fluor

escent fibers to the mouse cerebellum, as it does also in 

rat) appears normal in the fluorescence microscope (Landis 

and Bloom 1975). Its ultrastructure was unexamined. 

Physiologically, the spontaneous single spike activity of 

Purkinje cells is suppressed in weaver, as it is in controls 

by coerulean stimulation (Siggins, Henriksen, and Landis 

1976). 

In weaver, as compared with non-weaving litter-

mates, tyrosine hydroxylase activity is normal in the sub

stantia nigra and superior cervical ganglion, although it 

is significantly increased in LC (Black 1976a). Further, 

while LC levels of dopa decarboxylase are normal, dopamine-

8-hydroxylase is doubled in the mutant. When weaver LC 

tryrosine hydroxylase levels are measured against a 
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homozygous strain without the mutant gene, those levels are 

twice that of the normal. Nonweaving littermates show 

intermediate enzyme activity (Black 1976b). He suggests 

that this increase directly correlates with the genetic 

abnormality. 

The Many Ideas on Function 

While the locus coeruleus is known to send major 

axonal projections to diverse regions of the brain (i.e., 

cerebral cortex, hippocampus, and cerebellum), its func

tional role is uncertain. This uncertainty is in no small 

part due to investigative preoccupation with its biochemical 

homogeneity. The following is a brief review of proposed 

functions of the nucleus locus coeruleus. 

Among the first functions assigned to it, and sub

sequently one often suggested by neuroscience textbooks, is 

that it served as the classical pneumotaxic center (Johnson 

and Russell 1952). They found that stereotactically placed, 

bilateral electrolytic lesions within LC produced apneusis, 

and that its stimulation produced expiratory pauses. Vagal 

section followed by stimulation of the locus caused in

spiratory pauses. They proposed that a pathway from LC to 

the inferior olive, the tegmentoreticular tract, was a key 

connection in this respiratory control. Later studies have 

supported (Baxter and Olszewski 1955) and questioned (Ngai 

and Wang 19 57) such a concept. 
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Other investigators have considered a role in 

emotion for it, since biogenic amines are implicated in 

several emotional states. Since neither the catecholamines 

nor serotonin cross the blood-brain barrier, injection of 

these compounds causes no neurological signs attributable 

to abnormal CNS stimulation- Assays of brain homogenates, 

however, demonstrate the presence of monoamine compounds. 

Thus, on the basis of known effects of various drugs on 

biogenic amines, certain CNS responses to those drugs can 

be predicted. Reserpine, used clinically in the treatment 

of mania, produces depression in humans and sedation in 

a;nimals, presumably by causing a loss in brain catechol

amines. Monoamine oxidase-inhibitors, which increase cate

cholamine content by decreasing its catabolism, counteract 

reserpine-induced sedation and produce recovery from de

pression. Administration of the noradrenaline mimetic, 

amphetamine, results in an excited behavioral state, while 

a-methyl-p-tyrosine causes sedation and impairment of motor 

activity by inhibiting tyrosine hydroxylase (Schildkraut and 

Kety 19 67). Strenuous exercise resulting in physical ex

haustion decreases brain noradrenaline, while increasing 

brain serotonin. Pharmacologically augmented brain nor-

adrenalin levels produce rage behavior, whereas drug-

induced depletion inhibits rage. The release of noradrena

line can be elicited in vitro by electrical stimulation, by 

increasing the concentration of potassium in the incubation 
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medium, or by addition of various drugs in low concentra

tion. Lithium, used clinically to control the manic stage 

of depression, inhibits this experimentally induced nor

adrenaline release in vitro (Kety 1970). 

Such complementary pharmacological and physiological 

data have led to development of the "catecholamine hypoth

esis of affective disorders": some, if not all, depression 

may be associated with a relative deficiency of noradrenaline 

at functionally important adrenergic receptor sites in the 

brain, whereas elation may be associated with an excess of 

such amines (Schildkraut and Kety 1967) . Revisions of the 

hypothesis have appeared which deal with conflicting data. 

Two subgroups of depressed patients have been noted—one in 

which there is a disorder only in noradrenergic metabolism 

and another in which the deficit lies in the serotonin 

system (Maas 1975). 

Behavioral alterations in experimental animals can 

be induced by the administration of selective monoamine 

toxins. If brain noradrenaline content is reduced in rats, 

they will become lethargic and frightened less easily 

(Ellison 1975). If serotonin stores are reduced, rats 

become more active and explorative but are also more easily 

frightened. Their status in the rat colony falls in the 

former group and increases for the latter, although within 

two months social acceptance returns to more normal levels 

(Ellison 1976) . 
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In addition to functioning in emotional states, 

catecholamines are implicated in many neurological diseases. 

Parkinson's disorder is caused by a deficiency of nigral 

dopamine. It is now successfully treated by administration 

of 1-dopa, a dopamine precursor which can cross the blood-

brain barrier. In Huntington's chorea, dopa intensifies, 

while dopamine antagonists ameliorate, choreiform movements. 

Those and other neurological diseases are reviewed by 

Moskowitz and Wurtman (1975). More recently, attention has 

been directed to catecholamine involvement in hypertension 

(Axelrod 1976; Versteeg, Palkovits, et al. 1976). 

It is postulated that the locus coeruleus plays a 

role in the negation of pain. Within its boundaries lie a 

great number of "morphine-sensitive units" that undergo a 

marked depression of spontaneous activity upon the ionto-

phoretic administration of opioid drugs (Bird and Kuhar 

1977). This reduction can be reversed or prevented by in

jection of opioid antagonists, and acetylcholine is able to 

excite LC cells depressed by opiates. Iontophoresis of 

methionine-enkephalin also produces an inhibition of LC 

activity which can be reversed by opioid antagonists (Young, 

Bird, and Kuhar 1977). These analgesic effects produced by 

drugs can be abolished by surgically produced lesions of LC 

(Sasa, Munekiyo, et al. 1977). The destruction of nucleus 

raphe dorsalis also attenuates opiate analgesia, which sug

gests that both serotonin and noradrenaline from raphe and 
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LC are necessary for morphine analgesia. Finally, 

electrical stimulation of LC without drugs will produce 

analgesia (Segal and Sandberg 1977). 

Evidence has been presented that alterations in 

noradrenaline concentration do occur (Reis, Weinbren, and 

Corvelli 1968). A circadian rhythmicity ranging up to a 

four-fold variation occurs in the pons and lateral teg

mentum as well as in the anterior hypothalamus, substantia 

nigra, and pineal gland of the cat. The rhythms within the 

various regions are asynchronous. In addition to the 

cyclic variations in noradrenaline implied in the nightly 

repeated cycles of paradoxical sleep (see below), and the 

role it may play in CNS ontogeny and circadian cyclicity, 

noradrenaline within the brain has also been noted to vary 

seasonally (Feist and Galster 1974). In that study, nor

adrenaline and serotonin levels were reported to fluctuate 

in a manner correlated with maintenance and arousal from 

hibernation. Later, it was shown that injection of cholino

mimetic compounds, but not of monoamines, into the midbrain 

reticular formation triggered full arousal or changes in 

body temperature in hibernating ground squirrels (Beckman, 

Satinoff, and Stanton 1976). Such effects, however, were 

produced by monoamines placed in the preoptic-anterior 

hypothalamus. 

Lesions in the mesencephalic medial forebrain 

bundle cause reduction in intracranial self-stimulation 
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(Olds and Olds 1969). Electrode sites supporting self-

stimulation have been reported located in or directly ad

jacent to LC (Arbuthnott, Crow, and Spear 1970; Crow 1973). 

Such information has led to the suggestion that activation 

of the central catecholamine systems, including the dorsal 

noradrenergic bundle, is essential for intracranial self-

stimulation (German and Bowden 1974) . A recent study, how

ever, indicates that it is damage to the medial forebrain 

bundle itself and not of noradrenergic fibers that causes 

lessened intracranial self-stimulation. LC is singled out 

in particular as not participating in intracranial self-

stimulation (Clavier and Routtenberg 1976; Clavier, Fibiger, 

and Phillips 1976). 

The locus coeruleus has also been implicated in 

learning behavior. Bilateral LC lesions diminish the rate 

of improvement in running a maze for food reward (Anlezark, 

Crow, and Greenway 19 7 3). It can be argued that learning 

was absent in those rats. It might also be argued that a 

decreased food desire caused the decrease in maze running; 

bilateral lesions in the locus are reported to cause pro

found and prolonged deficits in feeding and drinking be

havior (Ross and Reis 1974). A later study (Amaral and Foss 

19 75) suggests that LC is not a part of the reinforcement 

system operating in appetitive learning at all. 

Central adrenergic mechanisms have been implicated 

in memory trace (Roberts, Flexner, and Flexner 1970). 
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Puromycin, which inexplicably causes memory loss, was ad

ministered to mice the day after they had been taught to run 

a Y-maze. Eight days later they received injections of a 

CNS stimulate, an antidepressant, or a saline control. They 

were tested for maze-learning memory ten days after injec

tion of the second compound. Maze-learning memory was re

stored in the drug-treated animals but lacking in the 

controls. 

LC is thought to play a role in memory consolidation 

(Zornetzer and Gold 1976). Mice were taught a simple task 

and then surgically deprived of the locus bilaterally. 

Forty-eight hours later they were still able to perform the 

task. But if, forty hours after lesioning, they received a 

transcorneal electroconvulsive shock, they could not carry 

out this task eight or twenty-four hours later. If the 

mice were not shocked until seven days after LC-lesion, they 

displayed no amnesia. It was thus concluded that a mal

function of LC exerts a profound increase in the period of 

susceptibility of newly formed memory to amnesia produced 

by electroconvulsive shock. 

It has been suggested that LC may participate in 

the consolidation of motor signals stored in the cere

bellum (Gilbert 1975). Cerebellar memory would be affected, 

possibly, by phosphorylation of Purkinje cell membrane 

protein caused by release of noradrenaline there. This pro

posal has been rousingly challenged by Routtenberg (1976) . 
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The locus coeruleus sends a large number of nor

adrenergic axons to the cerebellar cortex. These axons end 

primarily on Purkinje cells; electrical stimulation of the 

cells of origin inhibits Purkinje cell firing. Similarly, 

injection of noradrenaline into the cerebellar cortex hyper-

polarizes Purkinje cells and thus inhibits their spontaneous 

discharge pattern. This effect, limited to Purkinje cells, 

can be reversed by injection of 6-hydroxydopamine, which 

causes an increase over normal cell firing rate (Siggins et 

al. 1971). In these effects, noradrenaline is thought to 

activate adenylate cyclase in the Purkinje cell which then 

converts adenosine triphosphate to adenosine-31-51-mono

phosphate (cyclic AMP). Cyclic AMP, known to mediate many 

hormonal actions, reduces the spontaneous discharge rate of 

Purkinje cells. This effect is potentiated by theophylline, 

papaverine, and aminophylline, all inhibitors of cyclic AMP 

catabolism. Administration of prostaglandins E-^ or 

compounds thought to block conversion of ATP to cyclic AMP 

(by preventing activation of adenylate cyclase), antagonizes 

the response of Purkinje cells to noradrenaline. This 

finding is considered significant, as prostaglandin release 

has been demonstrated from spinal cord, cerebral cortex, and 

cerebellum (Hoffer, Siggins, and Bloom 1969). The inhibi

tion of Purkinje output by the iontophoresis of noradrena

line or cyclic AMP or by stimulation of the locus coeruleus 

occurs without affecting the Purkinje response to climbing 
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fiber activation (Hoffer et al. 1973). Since the output of 

the Purkinje cell is always inhibitory, the locus coeruleus 

may serve, then, to release cerebellar braking mechanisms. 

The Postulated Role in Sleep 

Perhaps the most widely recognized function served 

by the brain monoamine systems is in the area of sleeping 

and waking behavior. Sleep is currently regarded as an 

active function, rather than the passive counterpart of 

wakeful activity. There are two generally recognized states 

of sleep, paradoxical (deep, fast-wave, or rapid-eye move

ment) sleep and light (or slow-wave) sleep. Jouvet (1967, 

1969, 19 72) has suggested that these two states are governed 

by brain catecholamines and indoleamines, respectively. If 

brain serotonin levels are decreased either by pharmaco

logical or by stereotaxic lesions of the serotonin neurons 

of the raphe, insomnia results. Total depletion of central 

serotonin stores causes total insomnia. Administration of 

5-hydroxytryptophan, which crosses the blood-brain barrier, 

restores normal sleep. Structures responsible for para

doxical sleep are located outside the raphe nuclei. Bi

lateral destruction of the locus coeruleus causes a total 

inhibition of paradoxical, but not slow-wave, sleep. 

Lesions placed medially, laterally, rostrally, or caudally 

have no such effects. Disulfiram, a dopamine-B-hydroxylase 

inhibitor, and a-methyl-p-tyrosine selectively suppress 
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paradoxical sleep. Acetylcholine administered directly to 

LC triggers paradoxical sleep in normal cats. Additionally, 

paradoxical sleep is said to be primed by serotonergic 

mechanisms within the caudal raphe system. 

Noradrenaline and its metabolites are implicated in 

sleep mechanisms (Jones 1972). Increases in noradrenaline, 

no matter how produced, generally cause an increase in 

waking (defined as continuous electrocortical activation). 

Deaminated metabolites of noradrenaline are suggested as 

compounds responsible for paradoxical sleep and associated 

pontogeniculo-occipital (PGO) spiking. Experiments were 

carried out where such metabolites were increased by ad

ministration of tropolone (an inhibitor of further degrada

tion) , decreased by injection of desipramine (an inhibitor 

of reuptake), or eliminated by the use of various monoamine 

oxidase-inhibitors. When accompanied by treatment with 1-

dopa, tropolone administration results in increased waking 

(see above), PGO spiking, and per cent of time spent in 

paradoxical sleep. This effect is presumed to be mediated 

by the drug-induced increase in deaminated noradrenaline 

metabolites and in noradrenaline itself. Desipramine 

caused a decrease in waking and suppression of spiking and 

paradoxical sleep. Injection of monoamine oxidase-

inhibitors in combination with 1-dopa, yielding no de

aminated metabolites but abundant noradrenaline, leads to 
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extreme arousal and long-lasting suppression of paradoxical 

sleep and PGO spiking. 

Other evidence supporting a direct correlation 

between catecholamine neuron activity and sleep with its 

component stages was obtained by monitoring various brain 

areas in sleeping and waking cats (Chu and Bloom 1973) . In 

noradrenergic nerve cells in the locus coeruleus, nucleus 

subcoeruleus, and medial and lateral parabrachial nuclei, a 

slow firing pattern of approximately four discharges per 

second was recorded during slow-wave sleep or during waking 

states characterized by quiet, drowsy behavior. This mean 

discharge rate rose to about eleven per second in states of 

paradoxical sleep or attentive waking. 

There is, however, an accumulating body of evidence 

which contradicts the noradrenaline-LC-paradoxical sleep and 

serotonin-raphe-slow-wave sleep idea. For example, 5,7-

dihydroxytryptamine has been shown to cause a 70-90% reduc

tion in serotonin content in rat forebrain. Yet even 90% 

depletion fails to disrupt sleep patterns (Ross, Trulson, 

and Jacobs 1976). In a different study, bilateral LC 

lesions were found to disrupt paradoxical sleep patterns 

initially, but a return to normal occurred within two weeks 

(Jones, Harper, and Halaris 1977). EEG activation re

appeared even more quickly--within twelve to forty-eight 

hours. Thus, it has been recently concluded that LC is not 

necessary for paradoxical sleep nor for maintenance of EEG 
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activation during wakefulness. On the other hand, PGO 

spiking was permanently altered by the lesions; thus, LC may 

be involved in that phenomenon. 

As opposed to Jouvet's hypothesis, which gives each 

vigilance state its own neurotransmitter and a specific 

brain stem region for its synthesis, Hobson, McCarley, and 

Wvzinski (19 75) have proposed a reciprocal interaction 

theory of sleep cycles. They note that neurons in the 

gigantocellular nucleus of the cat pontine tegmentum exhibit 

a state-specific rise in discharge rate during paradoxical 

sleep, but rarely discharge during waking. Gince LC neurons 

are known to be inhibitory, the authors suggest that the 

nearby caudolateral LC tonically inhibits the giant retic

ular neurons while the cat is awake. With the onset of 

sleep, LC neurons decrementally lower their output. Thus, 

at some point, the giant neurons break away from LC in

hibition; then a rapid increase in giant cell activity leads 

to paradoxical sleep. But such increase also leads to 

greater LC activity through reciprocal connections. Thus, 

LC inhibition of nucleus gigantocellularis is re-established 

and termination of paradoxical sleep results. 



DEVELOPMENT OF METHODOLOGIES 

Light Microscopy of the Nervous System 

After tissues have been fixed and affixed to slides, 

they are still not ready for microscopic examination. They 

do not have color enough to show their complement of mem

branes and organelles. Thus, color must be added by 

various stains and dyes. At first, histological stains were 

chosen randomly from whatever chemicals were found on the 

shelf. Successful procedures were duly recorded in cookbook 

fashion. Even now, new staining methods are presented this 

way; more frequently, however, reactions are predicted and 

explained in terms of chemical structures and reagents used. 

Hematoxylin is by far the most common staining 

reagent used in current routine histological procedures. It 

was first used about 1863 (Luna 1968) and is frequently 

counterstained with eosin. It is not very useful, however, 

in defining structures in the CNS. For this purpose, dyes 

that have a special affinity for chromatic substance 

(nucleoprotein) have gained special favor among neuro-

histologists. Two of the more commonly used Nissl stains 

are thionin and gallocyanin, both of which stain nucleo-

proteins blue. A purple-red can be obtained by using cresyl 

violet. According to Lee (Gatenby and Cowdry 1928), 

Bielschowsky and Plien (in 1900) were among the first 

131 
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histologists to use cresyl violet. A modification of this 

stain was presented in 1935 by Tress and Tress in which an 

acidic solution of cresylechtviolett was obtained "exclu

sively through Dr. Griibler and Company." These researchers 

identified the major problem with this stain: it fades, if 

exposed to direct sunlight or heat. 

World War II presented a problem for those wishing 

to continue staining Nissl substance with cresyl violet. 

The source of supply in Germany was cut off, which led Banny 

and Clark (1950) to comment that one casualty of the late 

war was the excellent Grubler's cresylechtviolett. Thus, 

several domestic cresyl violets were tried (Powers and 

Clark 1955) with equivocal results. Fortunately, cresyl

echtviolett is once again available from Chroma-Geselleschaft, 

formerly G. Griibler and Company, in West Berlin. 

Until the introduction of the Klliver-Barrera method 

for combined staining of myelin and cell products, most 

myelin stains had used chromate and hematoxylin treatment 

(Kluver and Barrera 19 5 3). The use of the copper phthalo-

cyanine dye, luxol fast blue, to specifically stain myelin 

was predicted by the above investigators. They noted that 

porphyrins naturally occurred in myelin and suspected that 

they would combine with the newly introduced blue tetra-

benzotetraazaphorphin dyes in their sulfonated form. When 

this proved to be the case, they suggested that cresylecht

violett be used as the cell counterstain. 
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The discovery that luxol fast blue would success

fully stain myelin led to the suggestion that it be combined 

with a variety of conventional cell stains (Margolis and 

Pickett 19 56). By that time, however, the manufacture of 

luxol fast blue MSB, the dye used by Kliiver and Barrera, had 

been discontinued. The stain that replaced it was judged 

superior, and luxol fast blue MSBN is now routinely used in 

the Kltiver-Barrera method. Two other fast blues have been 

recommended, luxol fast blue ARN and luxol fast blue G 

(Salthouse 1962, 1964). The latter stain dissolved in 0.1% 

isopropanol seemed to give a better myelin stain than any 

luxol formerly used. 

Histofluorescence of Central 
Biogenic Amines 

Identification of monoamine-containing nerve cells 

and their processes by condensation of those transmitters 

with formaldehyde became possible in 1962 (Falck et al. 

1962). Though this reaction was apparently derived empiric

ally, its chemistry has since been well defined (Corrodi and 

Jonsson 1967, Fuxe et al. 1970). According to these 

reports, catecholamines undergo a Pictet-Spengler reaction 

(see Whaley and Govindarchari 1951) forming a tetrahydro-

derivative. This compound then is dehydrogenated to a 

corresponding 3,4-dihydro-derivative in a protein-promoted 

reaction. It is not these structures but their quinoidal 

tautomeric forms, with which they are in a pH-dependent 
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equilibrium, that are the source of fluorescence. In 

similar reactions, tryptamines are converted by formaldehyde 

to their tetrahydro- and corresponding fluorescent dihydro-

derivatives. 

While an impressive number of neuroanatomical 

reports were almost immediately generated after the suc

cessful 1962 disclosure of the formaldehyde-induced fluor

escence method, it was not until 1965 and in a relatively 

obscure journal that the method was published in detail 

(Falck and Owman 19 6 5). The now famous step-by-step pro

cedure is briefly as follows. Immediately after the animal 

is killed, tissue is dissected out and "quenched" in a 

propane-propylene mixture which has been cooled by and to 

the temperature of liquid nitrogen. It is necessary to 

rapidly freeze the tissue to avoid formation of ice 

crystals, but not in liquid nitrogen directly as a layer of 

vaporized nitrogen forms against the tissue and drastically 

reduces cooling efficiency. Frozen tissue is then trans

ferred to a suitable freeze-drying apparatus where it 

remains at -40°C or colder while undergoing high pressure 

vacuum. In this manner, water is removed from the frozen 

tissue by sublimation. 

The freeze-dried tissue is next exposed to formal

dehyde gas to generate the fluorescent compounds. This 

reaction requires the presence of water in an amount such 

that fluorescent products will form but not diffuse out. 
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Three sources of water have been described (Hamberger, 

Malmfors, and Sachs 1965). Water in the tissue should be 

almost negligible after proper freeze-drying. Likewise, if 

after lyophilization the tissue is handled in a dry atmos

phere, it should absorb little water. Thus, the primary 

source of water is the paraformaldehyde powder. By storing 

this chemical over various concentrations of sulfuric acid, 

controlled relative humidities can be obtained. The extent 

to which histofluorescence develops has been correlated with 

the relative humidity (Hamberger 1967, Fuxe et al.1970). 

Formaldehyde-treated tissues are embedded in 

paraffin in vacuo, sectioned on a rotary microtome, placed 

on glass microslides, and cleared of paraffin with a small 

amount of xylene. The material may then be examined with 

the fluorescence microscope. A high pressure mercury lamp 

and appropriate excitor and barrier filters will yield a 

fluorescence picture in which catecholamines can be dis

tinguished from indoleamines. 

A major problem with all induced-fluorescence 

methods is that of differentiating between structures which 

fluoresce because of the reaction and those displaying 

natural autofluorescence. The importance of testing the 

origin of the histofluorescence has been stressed by those 

directly concerned with development of the method (Falck and 

Owman 1965, Corrodi and Jonsson 1967, Fuxe et al. 1970) . It 

is regrettably at times less vigorously tested by some other 
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investigators. To distinguish between specific biogenic 

amine fluorescence and autofluorescence, the Swedish groups 

suggest that one look for a different color in auto-

fluorescent compounds than those of histofluorescing mono

amines. Unfortunately, most work published in this area 

has included only black-and-white photographs. 

A second problem, observable induced fluorescence, 

is reputed to be of shorter duration than that of auto-

fluorescent compounds; however, particularly with the advent 

of glyoxylic acid (see below) as the reactive compound, 

induced-fluorescence will withstand rather long periods of 

ultraviolet irradiation without marked photodecomposition. 

Possibly the best means of distinguishing the two forms of 

fluorescence is to subject one tissue to vapor treatment, 

while the other is merely heated. For the formaldehyde 

method, however, one cannot use alternate sections because 

the entire piece of tissue must be treated. Therefore, the 

sodium borohydride reduction serves as a specificity test 

(Corrodi, Hillarp, and Jonsson 1964). This reaction is 

applied after the tissue is prepared for and viewed by 

fluorescence examination. The sections are then treated 

with alcoholic sodium borohydride solutions. The fluores

cent dihydro-derivatives of the monoamine compounds are 

then reduced to the nonfluorescent tetrahydro-derivatives. 

Finally, the tetrahydro-derivatives can be converted back to 
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fluorescent dihydro-compounds by re-exposure to formaldehyde 

gas. 

Since the publication of the technique by Falck and 

Owman, a number of modifications have been suggested, in

cluding ideas for improving freeze-drying systems (Sladek 

1976), filter combinations for examination of fluorescence 

(Ochi and Hosoya 1974), and suitable embedding media 

(Hokfelt 196 5). These have allowed freeze-drying of large 

specimens of brain, permitted visualization of the blue 

component of catecholamine histofluorescence through use of 

narrow band excitation filters, and aided in resolution of 

finer cytological detail through substitution of araldite 

as the embedding medium. 

Methods for combining the fluorescence technique 

with other stains to identify different nerve types in the 

same sections have been proposed. It has been suggested 

that methylene blue (Ehinger, Sporrong, and Stenevi 1967) 

will stain parasympathetic cholinergic fibers in the same 

sections in which fluorescent adrenergic fibers can be 

observed. Similarly, specific stains for acetylcholin

esterase have been combined with adrenergic fluorescence 

(El-Badawi and Schenk 1967). 

Since freeze-drying is not generally considered a 

routine histological laboratory procedure, a number of 

reports have appeared suggesting the use of cryostat 

sections as an alternative. El-Badawi and Schenk (1967) 
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presented a method for visualization of noradrenaline in the 

peripheral nervous system that uses cryostat sections which 

were immersion-fixed in 4% formalin and air-dried before 

being treated with formaldehyde gas. Laties, Lund, and 

Jacobwitz (1967) suggested perfusion with buffered 4% 

formaldehyde, freezing with dry ice, and cutting cryostat 

sections which were then exposed to paraformaldehyde vapors. 

Their method showed the catecholamine-containing nerve 

fibers in the heart. Other methods in which cryostat 

sections are cut and then freeze-dried before formaldehyde 

treatment have been suggested for formalin-perfused tissues. 

In these, sections are mounted on slides and dried in a 

vacuum dessicator before being placed in Coplin jars and 

exposed to formaldehyde vapors (Watson and Ellison 1976) . 

The Vibratome, an instrument for sectioning un-

embedded tissue, supplied by Oxford Instruments of Pasadena, 

California, was shown to yield sections which were quite 

suitable for formaldehyde-induced fluorescence techniques 

(Hokfelt and Ljungdahl 1972). While it was suspected that 

this technique would be an improvement over the freeze-dry/ 

paraffin techniques, it played a larger -role in the develop

ment of the more sensitive glyoxylic acid technique 

(Axelsson et al. 1973). in the initial detailed description 

of the methodology of this technique (Lindvall and Bjorklund 

1974b), rats were perfused with 2% glyoxylic acid and their 

brains removed. Vibratome sections were immersed in 2% 
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glyoxylic acid, placed on glass slides, and dried in the 

warm air stream of a hair dryer. From this point, one of 

three courses could be followed. The sections could be 

subjected to glyoxylxc acid vapors by placing them in an 

elaborate glass "reaction vessel," they could be placed in a 

rack and heated in an oven at 100°C for six minutes, or they 

could simply be examined. 

Since the appearance of the 1974 papers by Lindvall 

and Bjorklund, several reports of variations have been pub

lished (Battenberg and Bloom 1975, Watson and Barchas 1975, 

de la Torre and Surgeon 1976c). Each of these methods sub

stitutes a cryostat for the Vibratome. Bloom and Battenberg 

(1976) followed the above procedure rather closely in per

fusing with 2% glyoxylic acid, drying with warm air, and 

reaction with glyoxylic acid vapors. The method of Watson 

and Barchas (19 75, 1977; see MATERIALS AND METHODS) elimi

nated the need for the perfusion and that of de la Torre 

and Surgeon (1976a, 1976b) eliminated the second reaction 

with glyoxylic acid gases. 

The transformation of biogenic amines into fluor

escent compounds by glyoxylic acid is accomplished in much 

the same manner as with formaldehyde (Lindvall, Bjorklund, 

and Svensson 1974). The first part of this two-step 

process is another cyclization by a Pictet-Spengler type 

reaction with the formation of a tetrahydro-derivative. 

The second part of this reaction differs, however, from the 
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dehydrogenation reaction of the Falck-Hillarp method. 

Instead, a second molecule of glyoxylic acid reacts with the 

tetrahydro-derivative, forming a highly fluorescent dihydro-

isoquinolinium compound. 

Recently several new methods for cellular localiza

tion of monoamines have been presented. Microspectrofluoro-

metric analysis of cytological monoamine content has allowed 

definitive characterization and localization of fluorescent 

biogenic amines (Bjorklund and Falck 1973; Tilders, Ploem, 

and Smelik 19 74). Corroboration of data obtained from 

induced monoamine histofluorescence has come from recent 

immunocytochemical localization of dopamine-B-hydroxylase 

(Hartman 1973) and phenylethanolamine-N-methyltransferase 

(Hokfelt et al. 1974). With the combination of the "punch" 

method of Palkovits (1973) and sensitive microbiochemical 

assay techniques, it has become possible to analyze dis

crete brain areas for a variety of suspected neurotrans

mitter substances, such as catecholamines (Kobayashi et al. 

1975, Versteeg, Van der Gugten, et al. 1976), serotonin 

(Palkovits, Brownstein, and Saavedra 1974), and substance 

P (Brownstein et al. 1976). Finally, techniques have been 

developed that should bring about considerable knowledge of 

monoamine-containing neuron ultrastructure by combining 

electron microscopy with fluorescence methods on the same 

tissue pieces (Grillo, Jacobs, and Comroe 1974; Chiba et 

al. 1976). 
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Neural Metallic Impregnation 
Techniques 

The development of methods by which we are able to 

identify single nerve cells by filling them with some darkly 

colored material has been unique. For most techniques, 

initial procedures have been refined and replaced as under

standing of the involved processes grows and newer method

ologies become available. Thus, in a very real sense, the 

growth in information derived from a particular method 

parallels the evolution of that method. The Golgi method 

differs, in that almost from the moment of its conception it 

was fully developed. 

Though refinements have been introduced, the basic 

method proposed in 1873 by Golgi is still satisfactorily 

used today: initial impregnation of tissues with potassium 

dichromate (bichromate) followed by silver impregnation. 

With this technique, a great number of practitioners were 

able to greatly advance the knowledge of neurohistology by 

the turn of the century, a period the Scheibels call the 

"golden days of Golgi morphology." As they point out 

(Scheibel and Scheibel 1970), it would seem reasonable that 

the method should have been added to the armamentarium of 

techniques routinely available to subsequent neurohistolo-

gists, but such was not the case. During the middle of 

this century almost no Golgi work was published. The 

Scheibels feel that this was because, although Golgi 
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studies provided a wealth of neuroanatomical information, 

nobody knew what to do with such a welter of neuronal 

articulations at the time. 

Four of the five major variations of Golgi's method 

used today are essentially the same as those proposed some 

75 or 100 years ago. These include the rapid Golgi proce

dure, the Golgi-Cox, Golgi-Kopsch, and Golgi-Hortega methods. 

The more recent innovation was by Fox and coworkers in 1951. 

The rapid Golgi procedure was the primary method 

employed by Ram6n y Cajal (1909-1911). Recently, this tech

nique has been used to excellent advantage by Valverde 

(1965) of the Institute Cajal in Madrid. Apparently the 

method used by both investigators was the same. Small 

pieces of tissue were incubated in a solution of potassium 

dichromate and osmium, then placed in aqueous silver 

nitrate. The nerve cells, dendrites, nonmyelinated axons, 

and fine terminal arborizations appeared dark brown against 

a pale yellow background, while neuroglial cells were rarely 

impregnated (Valverde 1970) . 

Ramon-Moliner (1958, 1970) reports that the Golgi-

Cox method was developed in 1890. Though Golgi himself 

within six years of his initial description of the technique 

had proposed substituting mercury for silver nitrate, it 

was Cox who developed a means for overcoming the exceedingly 

acid reaction produced by the combination of mercuric 

chloride with potassium dichromate through the addition of 
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potassium chromate to the solution. It is reported that 

Cajal was able to obtain better results in the hippocampus 

with this method than with the previously mentioned tech

nique- The reaction used today, however, has been changed 

further by the addition of sodium or potassium tungstate, 

which reportedly improves its consistency, and by alkalini-

zation with alcoholic ammonia, both changes championed by 

Ramon-Moliner (1958, Turcotte and Ramon-Moliner 1965) . Such 

treatment of individual sections of Golgi-Cox material has 

enabled investigators to counterstain these tissues with 

Nissl stains (Turcotte and Ramon-Moliner 1965, Ramon-Moliner 

1970). And so treated, Golgi-Cox material is reported to 

yield exceptional clarity and sharpness of features (Ramon-

Moliner 1970). Nerve cell bodies, dendrites, and the 

initial part of the axons appear quite black against a very 

clear background. Axon terminals, however, are less often 

stained and non-neural elements only rarely. 

Many of our current concepts of neuroglial cells 

have come from intentional alterations of metallic im

pregnation techniques by their major practitioners. So it 

was that in 1913 Ram6n y Cajal revealed the astrocytic 

population with his gold sublimate technique. Del Rio 

Hortega's silver carbonate method allowed the description 

of oligodendrocytes and microglia, elements traditionally 

not well shown by Golgi methods. Hortega also found that 

he was able to demonstrate oligodendrocytes through the 
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addition of chloral hydrate to his Golgi fluid (Ramon-

Moliner 1957). Several variations of the Golgi-Hortega 

method have been proposed recently (Klatzo 1952, Ramon-

Moliner 1957, Stensaas and Stensaas 1968b)• These differ 

from each other in the use or omission of glutaraldehyde, 

dimethyl sulfoxide, and potassium chlorate and in the ratio 

of formalin, potassium dichromate, chloral hydrate, dis

tilled water, and silver nitrate. Still, all variants are 

thought to impregnate more neuroglial cells than other 

Golgi techniques- According to Ramon-Moliner, fibrous 

neuroglia are generally apparent in all preparations, as 

are neurons and dendrites. If axons are impregnated at all, 

it is usually only in their most proximal parts, although 

he reports seeing Golgi Type II cells (local circuit 

neurons; Rakic 19 76), in toto. He reports that variation 

in results will result depending on the species of animal 

used and their age. Klatzo suggests that the length of time 

the tissue is in the chromating solution will greatly 

influence the cell population visualized. 

The major practitioner of the Golgi-Fox technique 

has been Clement Fox (Fox et al. 1951) . The advantage of 

this technique is that tissue fixed for an extended period 

of time in routine histological fixatives, such as formal

dehyde, can be impregnated. Using this method, Fox has 

routinely published pictures of excellent quality (Cowan 

1976) . 
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Another relatively recent alteration in Golgi pro

cedures is the use of perfusion fixed material (Morest and 

Morest 1966). Material perfused with a solution similar to 

the chromating fixative of the rapid Golgi method was found 

to yield a greater quantity of impregnated neural elements 

than equivalent immersion fixed material. It was further 

suggested that neuronal populations of various brain areas 

could be preferentially selected for impregnation if appro

priate (but undefined) schedules were used. Standardization 

of perfusion methods was thought to yield more predictable 

results than were otherwise obtained with the rapid Golgi 

procedure. Another advantage of perfusion was that details 

of the smallest neuronal processes were more often visible. 

Perfusion of tissues for Golgi work also has the 

advantage of allowing that tissue to be more suitably used 

for electron microscopy (Morest and Morest 1966, Palay and 

Chan-Palay 1974). Indeed, there have been numerous attempts 

to utilize both methods in the same section (Stell 1965; 

Blackstad 1970, 1975; Ramon-Moliner and Ferrari 1976). The 

results of early attempts gave a rather good preservation of 

the elements surrounding the impregnated structures, but the 

blackened and disrupted cytoplasmic contents of the stained 

cells themselves prevented their study. Very recently a 

procedure has been developed by which silver impregnation 

can be removed from Golgi-prepared tissue and replaced by 

gold (Fairen, Peters, and Saldanha 1977). In this way, the 
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fine structure of impregnated neurons can be profitably 

studied after the fact. There is every indication that this 

will prove to be a very useful neuroanatomical tool. 

Electron Microscopy of the 
Nervous System 

Much to the chagrin of designers and manufacturers 

of optical microscopes, in 1878 Ernst Abb6 proved that the 

maximum resolution obtainable with the light microscope was 

limited to about a quarter of a micron (see Mulvey 1967) . 

In detailing the process of image formation by the light 

microscope, Abb6 explained that its resolution is limited 

to the wavelength of light. At the time it did not occur to 

anyone that there were alternatives for lenses ground from 

glass and visible light. Even after de Broglie's postula-

tion on the wave properties of the moving electron in 1924, 

no one was able to apply his theory to the development of 

an electron microscope. In fact, not until 1926 did Busch 

think of using a magnetic focusing coil (an instrument 

available since the turn of the century) on an electron 

beam, much like a convex glass lens on a light beam; this 

idea set the basis for the development of the electron 

microscope. Five years later, Max Knoll and Ernst Ruska 

publicly unveiled the first electron microscope, an instru

ment that was able to magnify an object only 17 times. A 

year later, Knoll left the High Tension Laboratory of the 

Technische Hochschule in Berlin. Ruska, however, continued 
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to work on the instrument and in 1933 submitted for publica

tion pictures at magnifications up to 12,000x taken on the 

"supermicroscope" (see Freundlich 1963). At that point, the 

resolution possible with the electron microscope had passed 

that possible with the light microscope. 

The electron microscope became commercially avail

able in the 1940's, and it is estimated that more than 

20,000 such instruments are in use today (Meek 1976). But 

in the forties, electron microscopy was far from perfected 

for biological applications, as the electron beam destroyed 

most plant or animal materials submitted to examination. 

This problem was solved by substituting n-butylmethacrylate 

and later various epoxy resins for the embedding media 

borrowed from light microscopy. Even after the specimen 

received proper support, there remained problems in fixing 

and cutting the tissues. The latter problem was first 

tackled with traditional but highly sharpened metal knives. 

In 19 50, Latta and Hartmann suggested that glass knives 

could be used. They broke a strip from sheet glass and 
0 

attached it by a special adaptor to a Spencer rotary micro

tome, a machine routinely used for paraffin sections. By 

this method, they were able to satisfactorily section 

formalin/osmium-fixed cerebral cortex for EM examination. 

They further suggested that industrial diamonds might pro

vide more durable cutting edges when it became possible to 

properly polish their cutting facets. And indeed today, the 
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two forms of cutting edges used in preparation of EM 

material are glass and diamond knives (Toner and Carr 1971) . 

The other problem, that of suitably fixing material, 

was solved more slowly, if in fact it has been solved. At 

first, all tissues were fixed by immersion. For this 

purpose, osmium tetroxide was especially useful on small 

pieces of tissue. Artifacts, however, were produced. One 

of the first attempts at eliminating some of these problems 

was to add a buffer to the fixing solution (Palade 1952) . 

This process eliminated the acidification of the tissue that 

occurred before the osmium was able to act. Other fixatives 

were tried, such as an aqueous solution of chromium trioxide 

in 10% formalin (Low 1955). Whereas these techniques worked 

fairly well for most peripheral tissues, material from the 

CNS presented special problems. Except for the most super

ficial regions of brain and spinal cord, degenerative changes 

occurred before the fixative could penetrate. This effect 

could be partially overcome by injecting fixative, such as 

osmium tetroxide in veronal-acetate buffer, into the brain 

ventricles, then rapidly removing the freshly fixed tissue 

(Palay and Palade 1955). Again it was thought that another 

fixing agent might be successfully substituted for the 

slowly penetrating osmium. Thus, cold, buffered potassium 

permanganate was shown to preserve membranes, though the 

rest of the tissue suffered (Luft 1956, Gray 1959). In the 

early 1960's, formalin fixation was combined with osmium 
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postfixation and found to give results superior to those 

produced by osmium alone (Richardson 1961, Pease 1962), 

though as mentioned earlier, such methods had already been 

tried in 1950. These later papers also suggested that the 

formalin be buffered. 

In 1962, Palay et al. made a major breakthrough in 

CNS fixation with a method in which the animal was perfused 

with a 1% osmium tetroxide solution. The pictures obtained 

set the standard against which all future methods for EM 

fixation of nerve tissues would be judged. Animals selected 

for perfusion were anesthetized with chloral hydrate and 

then given a tracheotomy through which 9 5% oxygen was ad

ministered. Sodium nitrate was administered as a vaso

dilating agent before aortic cannulation. The cannula was 

attached to tubing specially constructed such that the 

temperature of the solution could be adjusted to 31°C. The 

perfusion continued 20 to 30 minutes, at which time the 

tissue was routinely processed for electron microscopy. 

The following year a study compared a variety of 

aldehydes for suitability as primary EM fixatives (Sabatini, 

Bensch, and Barrnett 1963). They concluded that postfixa

tion in osmium tetroxide of tissues fixed in glutaraldehyde 

for up to 24 hours yielded an image essentially indistin

guishable from that produced by tissues fixed under optimal 

conditions wi Ji osmium alone. Then, osmium and glutaralde

hyde perfusions of the peripheral nervous system were 
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favorably compared (Webster and Collins 1964). Next, two 

authors (Karlsson and Schultz 1965, Schultz and Karlsson 

19 65) presented the results of an extensive study comparing 

aldehyde and osmium perfusion fixation of the CNS. They 

found that fixation obtained with aldehydes was superior to 

that obtained with osmium and that it was methodologically 

better to use aldehydes because one could do without the 

prewash, vasodilator, and elaborate temperature control 

mechanisms, in addition to reducing the hazard presented by 

osmium. Additionally, they felt that artificial respiration 

was unnecessary and that changes in pH over a fairly wide 

range (pH 6 to 8) caused little noticeable damage, whereas 

hypotonic and even isotonic fixatives cause gross brain 

swelling and poor EM preservation. 

That same year, it was suggested that glutaralde-

hyde be combined with formaldehyde as a primary fixative. 

Vaughn and Peters (1965) suggested that 0.5% glutaraldehyde 

and 4.0% formaldehyde be mixed in Millonig's phosphate 

buffer at pH 7.4 and used for perfusing nerve tissue. A 4% 

formaldehyde, 2.5% glutaraldehyde mixture in cacodylate or 

phosphate buffer was also suggested (Karnovsky 1965) , al

though it was anticipated that this solution would need to 

be diluted for perfusion. A two-step procedure for CNS 

tissue was later developed in which Karnovsky's fixative was 

diluted four times with 0.1 M cacodylate buffer for perfusion 

and followed by two to four hours postfixation in full 
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strength solution (Reese and Karnovsky 1967) . Another 

dilute aldehyde solution, 1% glutaraldehyde and 1% formalin, 

in a different buffer (phosphate) was recognized as giving 

equivalent or better results than the above solutions. 

Further, they judged the results obtained with this solution 

(after appropriate osmium postfixation) to be as good as 

those coming from perfusion with osmium (Sotelo and Palay 

1968). Aldehyde fixation thus "officially" met the 1962 

osmium perfusion standards. 

With all the refinements, fixation of brain for EM 

examination is still not obtained without difficulty. 

Several studies have addressed the problems which arise in 

attempting to properly perfuse the CNS (Palay et al. 1962, 

Cammermeyer 1967). A variety of factors are thought re

sponsible for artifacts. While it may be argued that all 

things seen in any kind of microscope are really artifacts, 

attempts to reduce distortion, to organize cellular struc

tures, and to "beautify" an electron micrograph through 

controlled fixation and processing procedures are almost 

universally recommended (Fawcett 1964). Further, uncon

trolled artifacts not only make interpretation of micro

graphs difficult, but may lead to incorrect conclusions. 

One example of such an error occurred when early electron 

micrographs were thought to reveal two types of neurons in 

the CNS: these "light cells" and "dark cells" had also 

frequently been noted in light microscopic observations of 
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the nervous system. In 1965, Mugnaini demonstrated that in 

both cases they were simply cells showing pathological 

changes brought about by poor fixation. Some of the 

problems thought to arise which might lead to poor perfu

sion fixation include air bubbles in the tubing delivering 

the fixative, damage to the lungs prior to fixation, 

coagulation of blood vessels, incorrect osmolarity of the 

fixing solution, and/or air introduced into the aorta prior 

to cannulation. 



MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Animals 

Ninety-six laboratory mice of the Charles River CD-I 

strain were utilized in most of the experiments. In 26 

instances, when techniques were first being tried, BALB/c 

white mice were used. Almost all animals were adults of 

less than one year of age; for certain Golgi impregnation 

procedures about a dozen immature animals of less than one 

month were used. Where the sex of the animal would not 

likely matter, female mice were used; they made up two-

thirds of the total for the investigation. But in the 

ultrastructural studies, males were used almost exclusively 

to eliminate possible variations produced by the estrous 

cycle. Males were also used preferentially when examining 

induced monoamine histofluorescence after a standard pro

cedure was established. 

Animals were housed in cages of six or fewer 

animals and given Purina mouse chow and water ad libitum. 

At first, lighting conditions were determined by the daily 

work schedule in the Department of Animal Resources, where 

lights are generally (but not always) on from about 6:00 

a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Because the locus coeruleus has been 

implicated in sleep/waking mechanisms, it was decided that 

this inexact light/dark schedule might produce another 

153 
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variable, and an environmental chamber was used in which the 

animals were placed in a strict 12 hour light, 12 hour dark 

cycle. 

Methods 

Methods used are classified under six headings: (1) 

routine light microscopy, (2) metallic impregnation of neural 

elements, (3) visualization of fluorescent monoamines, (4) 

electron microscopy, (5) photomicrography, and (6) camera 

lucida drawings. 

Routine Light Microscopy 

Fixation and Embedding 

Several fixatives were tried. Those used for 

electron microscopy generally hardened the tissue, pre

sumably because of the glutaraldehyde in them. Thus, 

glutaraldehyde-containing fixatives were used only to 

prepare materials for Golgi impregnation techniques. For 

this purpose, the fixative of Palay and Chan-Palay (1974) 

for electron microscopy was found satisfactory. 

In some instances, particularly for the capricious 

Golgi techniques, it was advantageous to prepare a 

formaldehyde fixative immediately before fixation. For 

this purpose the technique of Palay and Chan-Palay (1974) 

was used with minor modification. For most light 
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microscopic methods 10% buffered neutral formalin was the 

fixative of choice. 

Fixation was accomplished in one of three ways. 

The simplest was by immersion. The brain, dissected free 

and removed immediately after the animal had been given an 

overdose of anesthetic (0.2-0.5 ml of 35% chloral hydrate), 

was placed in appropriate fixative. Immersion was generally 

satisfactory for Golgi impregnations; however, for other 

methods cardiac perfusion of fixative was necessary. 

In most instances such perfusions were carried out 

by procedures developed for electron microscopy. Occa

sionally, a more rapid procedure was used (Creps 1973). 

When perfusion was complete, the animal was removed from 

the board and decapitated. The skull was opened by two 

horizontal cuts made through the foramen magnum with small 

scissors. The brain was then either taken out immediately, 

or the head placed in fixative overnight. The brain was 

removed from the skull with forceps and microdissection 

scissors. It was unnecessary to use a dissecting microscope, 

as the locus coeruleus is deeply situated and protected from 

accidental damage. Lack of blood in the superior sagittal 

sinus was taken as an indication of good fixation. The 

brain was left in fixative for at least 2 0 hours. Longer 

periods of postfixation appeared not to harm the tissue; 

indeed, extended fixation (often in excess of two months) 

greatly improved certain Golgi impregnation techniques. 
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A third method of fixation involved placing slides 

with cryostat sections in 10% buffered neutral formalin for 

ten minutes prior to subsequent staining. This method was 

used for histological examination of fluorescent monoamines. 

Immersed or perfused tissue was removed from 

formaldehyde solution, washed in distilled water, and run 

through graded "alcohols, benzene, and embedded in paraffin 

CParaplast Plus, Sherwood Medical Industries, St. Louis, 

Missouri). Tissue blocks were trimmed with a razor blade. 

Sections were cut with a Lipshaw rotary microtome at 6, 8, 

10, or 12 ym. If the tissue had become too brittle (from 

prolonged immersion in alcohols or benzene), an ice cube or 

wetted piece of cotton was placed against the cut surface. 

Shortly, the tissue softened; if the problem recurred, 

treatment was reapplied. Sections were stored serially 

and later mounted on glass slides by floating them in water 

(about 45° to 50°C) containing a small amount of gelatin. 

Slides were dried in a 50°C oven overnight. 

Mounted sections were prepared for staining in two 

changes each of xylene and absolute ethanol (two and one-

half minutes each), followed by one long dip in thin 

celloidin (1 to 2% celloidin in a 50:50 ethanol/ether). 

Slides were allowed to drain about a minute before being 

placed in 8 0% ethanol to harden the celloidin. The use of 

dilute celloidin as a second adhesive agent worked well; no 
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sections so mounted were ever lost. And the celloidin did 

not appear to affect the subsequent staining processes. 

Staining Methods 

Several light microscopic staining methods were 

tried, to evaluate their usefulness for this study and to 

provide material that might add greater detail. The method 

ultimately chosen was that of Kliiver and Barrera (1953) , a 

combined Nissl and fiber stain. These methods are reviewed 

in order tried. 

Hematoxylin and eosin was used initially. While a 

good starting point, it enabled one to see little brain stem 

cytoarchitecture. Procedures may be found in the text by 

Luna (1968). 

Reduced ammoniacal silver methods (German and Bowden 

1974) offer an alternative route toward the specific stain

ing of monoamine-containing cell bodies. The Sevier-Munger 

(1965) method is known to stain specific cell types such as 

the basket cell of the cerebellar cortex. It was hopes that 

the locus coeruleus might similarly be stained. 

An alternative to the Kliiver-Barrera method (Creps 

1973), the luxol fast blue/nuclear fast red technique employs 

the same fiber staining procedure, but substitutes nuclear 

fast red (Matheson, Coleman, and Bell, East Rutherford, New 

Jersey) for cresyl violet. Advantages are that the red dye 

(kernechtrot) does not face on exposure to light as does 
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cresyl violet. Unfortunately, however, the Nissl stain 

obtained with kernechtrot is not so intense as that pro

duced by cresylechtviolett. 

Several variations of the Kliiver-Barrera method 

were tried. Results obtained with cresyl violet stains 

other than the cresylechtviolett manufactured by Chroma-

Gesellschaft (Roboz Surgical Instrument Company, Washington, 

D. C.) yielded far less staining of Nissl substance. 

Abbreviated modifications of the original method (Sladek 

1976) also gave inferior results. 

Metallic Impregnation of Neural Elements 

Several methods of impregnating neurons and glial 

cells, all of them modifications of the technique 

serendipitously discovered by Golgi in 1873, were tried. 

For these techniques it was necessary to change the pre

liminary methods; after impregnation, tissue was embedded 

in celloidin and sectioned in a sliding microtome (Luna 

1968, Palay and Chan-Palay 1974). 

Klatzo's modification of the Golgi-del Rio Hortega 

method uses potassium dichromate and chloral hydrate in the 

chromating solution. The impregnating metal is silver. 

The procedure used in this study was modified after Klatzo 

(1952) and Palay and Chan-Palay (1974). It impregnates a 

great number of cells in most neural tissues. Originally 
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derived for study of glial cells, it "stains" neurons as 

well. 

The so-called "rapid Golgi method" is essentially 

the same technique used by Ramon y Cajal (Valverde 1970). 

Slight modifications have been made by Valverde and others. 

The results are striking in the forebrain and cerebellum, 

but generally less impressive in the brain stem. 

The Golgi-Cox technique (Ramon-Moliner 1970) is more 

time-consuming than the other described methods, but it is 

well known to give good results. Along with the rapid 

Golgi method, it is one of the most widely used Golgi pro

cedures. There is an advantage in that a Nissl counterstain 

may be used with the Golgi-Cox technique. 

Visualization of Fluorescent Monoamines 

The initial intent was to use Sladek's (1976) 

modification of the Falck-Hillarp formaldehyde-induced 

fluorescence method. During the course of this study, 

however, the more sensitive glyoxylic acid method for 

visualization of fluorescent monoamines became available. 

It was developed by Falck's laboratory (Lindvall and 

Bjorklund 1974a) and refined by Watson and Barchas (1975) 

and de la Torre and Surgeon (1976a). The Watson-Barchas 

technique was tried and used first. The latter method was 

tested as soon as it was published and found superior. 
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The method of killing an experimental animal is 

very important, especially in techniques for direct 

observation of biogenic amine stores: depletion of certain 

neuronal granule-bound products is known to occur rapidly 

after stress. Similar effects are recognized in neuro

endocrine studies; a method for stress-induced release of 

ACTH from the pituitary is to subject an animal briefly to 

ether vapor (Gold and Ganong 1967). Thus a rapid, non-

stressful method of sacrifice is desirable, not only for 

humane reasons, but for reliable and consistent results. 

To position a mouse for decapitation clearly leads to 

stress. Cervical dislocation, used in a few instances, is 

more rapid; it can be accomplished in one quick motion. It 

has the disadvantage, however, of pulling the brain stem 

into or partially through the foramen magnum—and it is 

only slightly less unpleasant to perform than decapitation 

of unanesthetized animals. Anesthesia, as done routinely for 

other terminal procedures, followed by decapitation is the 

best way. The anesthetic, applied alone or with the 

monoamine oxidase-inhibiting drug pargyline, is at least a 

constant factor. It cannot be argued, however, that it has 

no effect. Routinely, mice were given 0.3 to 0.4 ml of 35% 

chloral hydrate intraperitoneally and decapitated when 

deeply anesthetized, as determined by lack of pedal and 

corneal reflexes. 
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The pretreatment of animals with a monoamine oxidase 

inhibitor hinders the degradation of monoamines, thus 

increasing observable induced monoamine fluorescence 

(Cooper et al. 1974). For this purpose, pargyline HCL 

(Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, Missouri) was used. 

Recommended intraperitoneal doses are 50 to 10 0 mg/kg; 

therefore, 3.0 mg in saline was given. 

After decapitation, the brains were rapidly taken 

from the skull (in less than one and a half minutes) and 

placed on a sheet of dental wax. The forebrain was removed 

by a frontal cut approximately through the level of the 

infundibulum. The remainder was then placed on a cryostat 

chuck and rapidly frozen, either in crushed dry ice 

(Watson-Barchas method) or on the "quick freeze" part of 

the Lipshaw cryostat (de la Torre-Surgeon technique). Once 

frozen, the tissue was moved to one side and a large drop of 

distilled water placed in the center of the chuck. The 

piece of brain was then manipulated with cold forceps so 

that its cut surface was against the drop of water. The 

assembly was then returned to the freezing mechanism. If 

so desired, after the brain was firmly frozen to the chuck, 

Lipshaw M-l embedding matrix (Lipshaw Manufacturing Company, 

Detroit, Michigan) was poured over it to provide a frozen 

shell. This gave the tissue more support, lessened curling 

during sectioning, and allowed more whole sections to be 

cut. Additionally, it secured the section to the slide, an 
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advantage if tissue was to be stained later. On the nega

tive side, however, it increased bubble-formation beneath 

the tissue, thus necessitating coverslipping. And, if used 

in place of water to attach the tissue to the chuck, the 

specimen occasionally broke off during sectioning. 

Two methods were used interchangeably to remove 

sections from the cryostat blade. One was to cool the slide 

to the temperature of the cryostat, then transfer sections 

from the blade to the cooled slide deep within the cryostat 

chamber with the aid of two cold camel's hair brushes. In 

this manner two or more sections could be oriented on a 

single slide. The slide was then carefully removed from the 

chamber and one's hand held against its undersurface. The 

section thaws rapidly, thus adhering to the slide. 

Alternatively, a section was removed by placing a slide at 

room temperature against it on the blade. 

The Watson-Barchas Technique 

1. Dissolve 1.0 gm glyoxylic acid (free acid, 

monohydrate 98%, Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, 

Missouri) and 0.25 gm magnesium chloride in 50 ml 

of 0.1 M phosphate buffer of pH 7.4. 

2. Bring pH back up to 4.9-5.0 by drop by drop addi

tion of 1.0 N sodium hydroxide. 

3. Chill solution to 0°C ± 2°C. 
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4. Place 1.0 gm glyoxylic acid in a Coplin jar with 

glass cover. Place jar inside oven set at 100°C 

15 minutes before vapor treatment. 

5. Cut sections 8 to 30 pm at -17°C. Place on slides. 

6. Immerse slide immediately in cold solution for two 

to four minutes. 

7. Dry with hand-held hair dryer for five minutes at 

45°C. 

8. Place in Coplin jar in 100°C oven for five minutes. 

9. Examine for fluorescence. 

The de la Torre-Surgeon Method 

1. Dissolve 6.8 gm sucrose and 3.2 gm monobasic 

potassium phosphate in 60 ml of distilled water. 

2. Add 1.0 gm glyoxylic acid, stirring. 

3. Adjust pH up to 7.4 with 1.0 N sodium hydroxide. 

4. Bring volume to 100 ml with addition of distilled 

water. 

5. Cut sections 8 to 30 ym at -15°C. Place on slides. 

6. Dip slide immediately in solution three times for 

one second each time. Solution is at room tempera

ture. 

7. Blot slide (but not section). 

8. Place slide in glass slide rack beneath cone of an 

inverted funnel supported by a ring stand. Blow ' 

room air over slide via a tube from a compressed 
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air outlet to the funnel stem. Collect slides 

until rack is full; leave five minutes after last 

slide is added. 

9. Place glass slide rack in 80°C oven for five 

minutes. 

10. Cover section with a drop of paraffin oil, cover-

slip, and place on 80°C hot plate for 90 seconds. 

11. Examine slides for fluorescence. 

Electron Microscopy 

Electron microscopy of the nervous system presents 

problems of fixation not found elsewhere. The type of 

fixative and the method of administering it are critical 

issues. In this study, several fixatives were tried, as 

were several methods of administration. 

Anesthesia 

Animals for perfusion were in all instances deeply 

anesthetized. Initially, ether was chosen as the anesthetic. 

A barbiturate, Nembutal, also was tried (5 mg/mouse, given 

intramuscularly). Anesthesia was achieved in about five 

minutes. This type of anesthesia, however, comes on more 

slowly than that of ether. It is thus even more likely to 

cause central degranulation; indeed, an antiadrenergic 

action has been postulated for such anesthetics (Harvey 

1975). Thus, both of these anesthetics were abandoned. 
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Chloral hydrate seemed to be most suitable. It is 

the oldest member of the hypnotic group of anesthetics and 

sedatives. Based on the knowledge that it reacts in vivo 

with endogenous alkali to form chloroform, Liebreich pre

dicted in 1869 that this drug would sedate. Later studies 

showed that chloral hydrate was not converted into chloro

form in the body, but that it does nonetheless lead to 

sedation. Indeed, in combination with ethanol (the con

coction known as the "Mickey Finn"), it causes deep 

sedation. Though not nearly so widely prescribed today, 

it is still used as a sleeping aid. Since chloral hydrate 

is readily available, has not been reported to cause 

degranulation of endogenous central synaptic vesicle stores, 

and is recommended by leading investigators of CNS ultra-

structure (Palay and Chan-Palay 1974), it was selected as 

anesthetic. A dose of 0.1 ml/30 gms of body weight of 35% 

aqueous solution (amounting to about 1 gm/kg) in most 

instances produces deep anesthesia in five to ten minutes, 

at which time the mouse can be prepared for perfusion. 

Perfusion 

For perfusion, mice were placed on a small animal 

board (Brookline Surgical Specialties, Westford, Massa

chusetts) . The four limbs were secured and a midsagittal 

incision made in the abdominal skin. The peritoneal cavity 

was opened and two cuts made from the midline horizontally 
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and dorsally just beneath the inferior extent of the rib 

cage. With micro-dissection scissors, the diaphragm was 

severed along its anterior and lateral edges. Two vertical 

cuts were made through the rib cage lateral to the internal 

thoracic vessels. The sternum and attached ribs were then 

reflected superiorly. A small bulldog clamp was attached 

to the descending thoracic aorta and the right atrium 

nicked to allow a route for perfusate returning from the 

head and upper extremities to escape. Finally, the per

fusion needle was inserted into the left ventricle and 

solution administered under pressure (see below). The time 

between incision of the diaphragm and initiation of fluid 

flow was one to two minutes. 

A number of methods for delivery of the fixative 

were tried. A suitable means of applying pressure to the 

fluid was difficult to achieve. Hand-pressure on syringes 

of various sizes, a motor driven peristaltic perfusion pump, 

and several types of gravity perfusion setups were used in 

initial phases of the work. 

The perfusion apparatus finally selected consists of 

a calcium chloride drying tube attached to a ring stand by 

means of a clamp. From the stem a vinyl tube stretches to a 

"Y" tube. One of the arms of the Y is attached to a 10 cm 

length of polyethylene tubing, the other connected to a 50 

cm length of similar tubing. Pinchclamps are placed on each 

of these two pieces of tubing and a 25-gauge needle inserted 
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in the free end of the 50 cm tube. The drying tube was 

about one and a half meters above the perfusion area. 

Fluid poured into the drying tube is allowed to enter 

the 5 0 cm tubing by opening the pinchcock. Bubbles are 

eliminated via the 10 cm tube. The drying tube is then 

refilled; it contains slightly more than 50 ml, a volume 

sufficient for perfusion of a normal adult mouse. 

Fixation, with a Note on Glutaraldehyde 

A number of EM fixatives were tried. All but one 

contained glutaraldehyde; in initial attempts, the lack of 

success seemed due in part to it. It has been suggested 

that commercial glutaraldehyde does not approach purity 

closely enough for excellent fixation (Hayat 1970, Palay 

and Chan-Palay 1974). Conversely, it has also been said 

that impurities in glutaraldehyde might be the specific 

agents by which optimum fixation of tissues is obtained 

(Bodley 1974). To see which type of glutaraldehyde was 

best suited for this study, a series of comparisons was 

made. Since polymerization of glutaraldehyde may decrease 

its effectiveness as a cross-linking agent and because 

various reports (Hayat 1970) suggest that storage of it 

influences its purity, a series of purified, unpurified, 

and stored solutions was prepared and analyzed spectro-

photometrically. Undiluted glutaraldehyde (Fisher 

Scientific Co., Fair Lawn, New Jersey) in pint bottles was 
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purified with a modification of a published technique 

(Fahimi and Drochmans 1968, Palay and Chan-Palay 1974). 

One hundred ml of stock solution of 5 0% glutaraldehyde was 

mixed with an equal volume of doubly distilled water. To 

the resultant 200 ml of 25% glutaraldehyde, 20 gms of 

neutral charcoal was added, mixed, and filtered through 

three sheets of Whatman No. 1 filter paper in a Biichner 

funnel under vacuum. The resultant solution was then mixed 

with 20 gms Norit A (an alkaline decolorizing carbon) and 

filtered as above. This filtration had to be repeated six 

to ten times, changing the filter paper each time, to re

move all charcoal from the glutaraldehyde. 

Ultraviolet spectrophotometry was run on solutions 

cleaned as above and on others taken directly from the 

factory containers. In each instance a 1:25 dilution was 

made with distilled water, such that roughly a 1% solution 

was examined. Since the molar absorption coefficient of 

glutaraldehyde at 2 7°C is 6. 00/mole/liter/cm at 2 80 ym, the 

true concentration of glutaraldehyde could be checked, as 

its optical density changes 3.2% for each degree between 

18°C and 28°C (see Figure 1). In accordance with previous 

studies, the purified solutions were found to have a single 

peak at about 280 ym. The uncleaned solution also conformed 

to published results in having an additional peak at about 

235 ym. Though it has been reported that the 2 35 ym peak 

quickly reappears in purified solutions (unless stored 
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Figure 1. Ultraviolet spectra of four glutaraldehyde 
solutions. 
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under nitrogen at subzero temperatures), solutions stored 

tightly-capped in a refrigerator for a week showed a curve 

nearly like that of freshly prepared material. Additionally, 

purified glutaraldehyde obtained in glass ampules sealed 

with a head of inert gas (70% glutaraldehyde, Ladd Research 

Industries, Inc., Burlington, Vermont, diluted to approxi

mately 1%) also gave the single peak at 280 ym. The results 

of this study show that commercial purified glutaraldehyde 

solutions, packaged in sealed glass ampules, are as suitable 

as the cleaned and filtered ones, and much more convenient. 

The choice of fixatives to preserve CNS ultra-

structure has long been a matter of controversy (Peters 

1970). The first fixative used was a dilution of Karnovsky's 

(1965) solution routinely used for connective tissue 

(Carlson 1977). Although excellent for its intended use, 

it was not suited for brain. A modification of Bouin's 

fixative for light microscopy (Stefanini, De Martino, and 

Zamboni 1967) yielded even poorer results; it uses 

formaldehyde but no glutaraldehyde. Another fixative con

taining glutaraldehyde without formaldehyde (Peracchia and 

Mittler 1972) was a bit better but inferior to the following, 

which was the one chosen. This was prepared according to 

the instructions of Palay and Chan-Palay (1974). 

As they evaluate it, the procedure of Palay and 

Chan-Palay (1974) gives consistently good results as long 

as perfusions are adequate. My experience is in agreement. 
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No other detail seems to be as important, save for routine 

cleanliness in handling and staining the thin sections. 

Dissection of Tissue Block 
Containing LC 

For this purpose, a special sheet of dental wax was 

prepared by scoring three parallel lines down its center 

1.5 mm apart. 

1. The brain was removed from skull and placed in 

fixative for 15 minutes. 

2. The brain (dorsal side up and with its midline in 

register with the middle line) was affixed with 

insect pins to dental wax. 

3. Two parasagittal cuts were made along the lateral 

guide lines. 

4. The brain was bisected. 

5. Of the resultant four slices, the two lateral ones 

were discarded. 

6. The medial pieces were placed in fixative for five 

minutes or longer. 

7. One of these pieces was placed on wax, medial side 

up. 

8. Gross midsagittal landmarks were identified with 

the aid of a dissecting microscope. 

9. A vertical cut was made just anterior to the 

posterior colliculus. 
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10. Another vertical cut was made immediately caudal to 

the fastigium. 

11. A third vertical cut was made midway between the 

first two. This divided LC roughly in half. 

12. Of the resultant four slices, the most rostral and 

most caudal were discarded. The remaining pieces, 

each with half the LC, were returned to fixative for 

15 to 60 minutes. 

13. Steps 9-12 were repeated for the second piece. 

14. Each brain thus yielded four slices for further 

processing. 

Postfixation, Embedding, Sectioning, 
and Staining 

Subsequent parts of the EM preparatory routine were 

adapted after Palay and Chan-Palay (1974) and Carlson (1977). 

Tissues were postfixed in 2% osmium tetroxide and stained 

en bloc with 0.5% aqueous uranyl acetate. They were next 

dehydrated in graded methanols and propylene oxide and 

embedded in an epon/araldite mixture. 

Serial, coronal plastic sections were cut at 1 ym 

on glass knives and stained with toluidine blue, methylene 

blue/azure II, or cresylechtviolett. When a suitable brain 

stem region was identified, the plastic blocks were trimmed 

2 accordingly. Sections 1.5 to 2.5 mm and 60 to 90 ym thick 

were cut, again with glass knives. Sections were collected 
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on uncoated copper grids, stained with uranyl acetate and 

lead citrate, and stored in a grid storage box. 

Photomicrography 

Preparation of Electron Micrographs 

Grids were examined in a Phillips 300 transmission 

electron microscope and photographed on a 3-1/4" by 4" 

Kodak electron microscope film (Eastman Kodak, Rochester, 

New York). It was developed in Kodak Dektol developer, 

fixed in Kodak Rapid Fixer, and cleared in Kodak Hypo Clear. 
\ 

Plates were coated with Photoflo and air-dried in a print 

drying oven. Micrographs were printed on Kodabromide paper 

with a Durst 2000 enlarger. 

In the initial phases of the ultrastructural study, 

low magnification montages of relatively large regions were 

made in a series of two to a dozen or more photos. In this 

manner, one could pick out areas which might be of interest 

for more detailed study. 

Fluorescence Photomicroscopy 

Microscopic examination of materials prepared with 

glyoxylic acid methods was done on a Zeiss Photomicroscope 

converted for fluorescence by the addition of a special 

illuminator containing an Osram HBO 200W super pressure 

mercury vapor bulb. An excitor filter (either a BG 12 or a 

Zeiss FL 405) was used in combination with 470 and 500 nm 
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barrier filters. With this combination, it is necessary 

to use a dark field condenser with aperture higher than 1.0. 

Thus, the Zeiss dark field condenser with aperture 1.2/1.4 

was used in combination with Zeiss Planapochromatic and 

Neofluar objectives. Suitably prepared materials were 

stable under fluorescent examination for periods of time in 

excess of 30 minutes. Timed exposures were taken on 

Kodak Tri-X and GAF 500 color slide film (GAF Corporation, 

New York). Exposure times varied between 30 seconds and 

60 minutes. The usual time of exposure was under five 

minutes for strongly fluorescent material. 

Color film was processed by the GAF Corporation. 

The Tri-X film was developed in Kodak Microdol-X or Acufine 

(Acufine, Inc., Chicago, Illinois) or processed commer

cially CScot Photo, Tucson, Arizona). After the negatives 

were obtained, prints were made on Kodabromide paper with 

a Durst enlarger. 

Light Photomicroscopy 

Color light micrographs were taken on a Zeiss 

Photomicroscope with Neofluar objectives. Several color 

films were tried; that giving the best color was the 

recently developed Kodachrome 25. For this film, a 

sensitivity setting of "4" on the photomicroscope was found 

to give good results when the automatic exposure device was 
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used. In all light photomicroscopy, Kohler illumination was 

used. 

For black and white negatives, the sensitivity was 

increased to "5" and Kodak Panatomic-X film was used. For 

epoxy-embedded material stained with toluidine blue, greater 

contrast was obtained with an orange filter (OG-3) between 

the light source and condenser. Negatives were printed in 

the same way as those for fluorescent materials. 

Camera Lucida Drawings 

Cells impregnated by the Golgi techniques were 

studied and traced with a Zeiss GFL microscope equipped 

with Wild drawing tube and head. Original pencil drawings 

were placed on a viewing box and covered with drawing paper. 

India ink tracings were then made. Finally, these tracings 

were reduced photographically. Scale was obtained by 

tracing the scale markings of a Zeiss stage micrometer 

through the same lenses and tube settings as those used for 

the drawings. 



RESULTS 

Light Microscopy 

In order to characterize something, biological or 

otherwise, it is necessary to define it. As explained 

earlier, a clear understanding of the boundaries of the 

locus coeruleus does not exist. In light of the new 

importance ascribed this nucleus by the discovery of its 

ubiquitous efferent connections, many studies have been 

carried out on LC in which a primary goal has been simply 

to define it. Unfortunately, despite meticulous care, some 

of these studies have only further clouded the issue by 

presenting conflicting terminologies. Such multiplicity of 

terms is especially prevalent for the LC of the cat (Taber 

1961, Chu and Bloom 1974, Jones and Moore 1974, Ramon-

Moliner and Dansereau 1974a, Sakai et al. 1977). 

For the mouse, no such duplication of nomenclature 

has occurred. In the following attempt to redefine LC, the 

mouse brain atlas of Sidman, Angevine, and Taber Pierce 

(1971) has been used as a guide. It was found, in agree

ment with virtually every investigation of this area, that 

the nucleus of the mesencephalic trigeminal root (Mes V) 

makes up a large part of the dorsolateral boundary of LC. 

In Nissl-stained material, proximity between LC and Mes V 

is retained even in caudal regions (Figure 2). At the 
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Figure 2. Caudal end of locus coeruleus — From top to 
bottom of figure, series of coronal sections 
approximately 0, 20, and 40 ym rostral to its 
caudal origin. Neurons of mesencephalic 
trigeminal nucleus are labelled as "mes V." 
Lightly dashed lines indicate blood vessels; 
adjacent unshaded structures drawn with solid 
lines indicate endothelial cell nuclei. 
Fourth ventricle is seen in middle drawing 
CIV vent.). Stippled and cross-hatched medium-
sized neurons are intrinsic to locus coeruleus. 
Smaller nerve cell bodies tstriped and 
blackened cells) within LC and adjacent central 
gray are also seen. Glial cell nuclei appear 
as circular or oval figures which have clumps 
of condensed chromatin indicated by small 
circles. See text for details. (Camera 
lucida drawing of a Nissl-stained paraffin 
section.) 
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Figure 2. Caudal end of locus coeruleus. 
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rostral pole of LC, however, these two cell groups lose 

their close association. Nevertheless, the conspicuous 

neurons of Mes V provide the best landmark for rapid micro-

graphic localization of the less obvious nerve cells which 

comprise LC. 

The composition of LC does not appear uniformly 

homogeneous in Nissl-stained paraffin sections (Figure 3). 

Though the picture varies with the plane of section, there 

seem to be at least three varieties of coerulean nerve 

cells: fusiform, polygonal, and small pleomorphic elements. 

The first type is most easily recognizable in sagittal 

section; it imparts a distinctive morphological character 

to LC as cut in that plane. These cells are cylindrical or 

fusiform. Their long axes are oriented rostrocaudally, 

although somewhat tilted down anteriorly. These neurons 

have the longest cell bodies found in LC. Their length may 

reach 50 ym, while their width is no greater than 2 0 to 25 

ym—generally not more than 15 ym. Since it is possible to 

find intermediate forms between this fusiform type of neuron 

and others to be described, it was decided that neurons of 

this type had to have a length greater than twice their 

width. In the accompanying camera lucida drawings of Nissl-

stained material, the fusiform cells are indicated by cross-

hatching (Figures 2, 4, and 5). 

From the above criteria it might be assumed that the 

fusiform cell would be recognized in horizontal, but not 



Figure 3. Horizontal section through mouse pontine 
tegmentum — Kluver-Barrera stain; 8 ym 
paraffin section. 

a. Loci coerulei are seen bilaterally at low magnifica
tion. X30. 

b. Caudal area framed in Figure 3a. Radial arrangement 
of coerulean cell bodies is seen at upper center of 
micrograph. X300. 

c. Rostral area framed in Figure 3a. Large blood 
vessel and surrounding cells. X480. 
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Figure 3. Horizontal section through mouse pontine 
tegmentum. 



Figure 4. Sagittal section through locus coeruleus and mesencephalic 
trigeminal nucleus — Figure corresponds to outlined area 
numbered 68-3 in Figure 9. Heavy dashed line approximates 
boundary between white and gray matter. Tract of mesencephalic 
trigeminal is indicated by heavy, solid lines. Coerulean 
neurons whose length is greater than twice their width appear 
cross-hatched. Stippled cells are coerulean neurons with lengths 
less than twice their widths. Blackened cells are neurons (Mes V) 
of mesencephalic trigeminal nucleus. Glial cell nuclei appear 
as circular or oval figures which have clumps of condensed 
chromatin indicated by small circles. Lightly dashed lines 
indicate blood vessels; adjacent, unshaded structures drawn with 
solid lines indicate endothelial cell nuclei. Plane of section 
is shown in inset. See text for details. (Camera lucida 
drawing of Nissl-stained paraffin section.) 
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Figure 4. Sagittal section through locus cceruleus 



Figure 5. Horizontal section through locus coeruleus — 
Bordered laterally' by cells of mesencephalic 
nucleus of trigeminal root and caudomedially 
by fourth ventricle. Neurons of mesencephalic 
trigeminal nucleus are labelled as "Mes V." 
Stippled and cross-hatched .neurons are 
intrinsic to locus coeruleus. Smaller nerve 
cell bodies (striped and blackened cells) 
within LC and adjacent pontine central gray 
are also seen. Glial cell nuclei appear as 
oval or round structures which often contain 
clumps of condensed chromatin indicated by 
small circles. Three large vessels and 
associated endothelial nuclei are shown in the 
lower right of figure. See text for details. 
(Camera lucida drawing of Nissl-s-ained 
paraffin section seen in Figure 3.) 
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coronal, section. When viewed in the former plane (Figure 

5), neurons could be seen whose long axes ran rostrocaudally. 

Most of these cells had their long axes skewed so that they 

also had a slight caudolateral to rostromedial orientation. 

In sharp contrast to the centrally located nuclei seen in 

neurons of Mes V, those in coerulean cells were usually 

located at one end or the other of the elongated cell bodies 

(Figures 4 and 5). No apparent pattern in this nuclear 

polarity could be discerned. Although fusiform cells were 

scattered throughout LC, they were far and away the dominant 

variety in its lateral and caudal moieties. 

The second type of LC neuron is best demonstrated in 

horizontal section, where it is seen to be a rounded or 

polygonal cell. Its length, more than 20 ym, is less than 

twice its width. Maximum length varies, dependent on the 

plane of section; thus, while it is uncommon to see poly

gonal cells longer than 30 ym in sagittal section, they may 

approach 50 ym when cut horizontally. Therefore, it may be 

that some of the cells described as fusiform in sagittal 

plane are polygonal when viewed horizontally. If so, the 

distinction of the two types of cells becomes complicated; 

some "fusiform" cells may be flattened polygonal ones. In 

the camera, lucida drawings (Figures 2, 4, and 5) the poly

gonal cells are stippled. 

The third LC cell type may be round, oval, or pear-

shaped but it is smaller than the other two types in that 
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no dimension is greater than 20 ym. These small cells are 

more abundant through the medial and rostral parts of LC 

and, as suggested by Ramon-Moliner (1974), may merely be 

displaced units from the adjacent pontine central gray. 

They are, however, not uncommon in the caudal and lateral 

parts of LC, which suggests a possible intrinsic function 

there. In Figures 2 and 5, these small cells appear black. 

A fourth type of cell, related to the locus 

coeruleus, was infrequently seen in or near caudal LC. Like 

the first classification, this cell, though smaller than the 

former, was distinctly fusiform and had a length up to three 

times its width. These neurons were displaced medially 50 

pm or more from the main body of LC. Their orientation was 

similar to that of the larger fusiform cells. They have 

been drawn as striped cells in Figures 2 and 5. 

In coronal section, round to oval cell bodies with 

diameters around 20 urn and others flattened dorsoventrally 

to less than this dimension were seen. As would be antici

pated from the above descriptions, these correspond to the 

fusiform and polygonal cell types. A smaller round or oval 

cell seen in that plane seems to correspond with the small 

cell described above. In the ventral LC, an area 

identified best in coronal section (see below), distinct 

bipolar cells could be seen in addition to those already 

mentioned. 
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To define the locus properly, it is necessary to 

decide whether the small cells (Figure 5) should be included 

in it. Since induced-fluorescence data (see below) suggest 

that at least some small neurons contain catecholamine, they 

cannot summarily be excluded from LC. Thus, in order to de

limit LC, guidelines have been chosen based on the best 

evidence available. It is suggested that the enveloping 

framework of mouse locus coeruleus is found laterally and 

formed by fusiform cells running in a caudodorsolateral to 

rostroventromedial direction. The body of LC generally lies 

medial to that framework, and is composed of polygonal and 

small cells which may be distinguished from the surrounding 

pontine gray by their close proximity to each other and by 

the relative paucity of glial cells intermingled with them. 

If the above criteria are used, outlines of LC may 

be traced with a camera lucida and arranged in serial order 

(Figures 6 and 7). Selected sagittal outlines are then 

compiled diagrammatically to approximate the shape of LC 

(Figures 8 and 9). It is tear-drop shaped when viewed from 

the side, an elongated diamond when seen from either end, 

and roughly trapezoid when viewed from above. The apparent 

dimensions of this irregularly shaped structure vary with 

the plane of section. If measured without regard to section 

plane its greatest overall length is about 500 ym, its 

width is approximately 150 ym, and its height 300 ym. 
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Figure 6. Sagittal outlines of LC — Drawn from serial 
Nissl-stained paraffin sections. Most lateral 
section is number 65-1. Camera lucida drawings. 
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500 microns 

Figure 7. Sagittal outlines of LC (continued) — Most 
medial section is number 71-1. Camera lucida 
drawing. 



Figure 8. Geometric reconstruction of locus coeruleus — 
Orthographic projections of ventral, dorsal, 
and lateral views. Curved lines forming 
sagittal outlines 65-1, 68-3, and 70-3 seen in 
Figures 6 and 7 have been approximated with 
straight lines. Sections have next been 
superimposed. Approximation of correct 
alignment was accomplished by placement of 
successive profiles of the nearby fourth 
ventricle in appropriate registration. 
Mediolateral dimensions are obtained by 
summing thicknesses of intervening sections. 
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reconstruction of locus coeruleus. 
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Figure 9. Geometric reconstruction of locus coeruleus (continued) — Made from 
outlines presented in Figures 6 and 7. Medial, rostral, and caudal 
views. 
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The locus coeruleus is more easily defined caudally 

than rostrally. Caudal LC contains a high percentage of 

fusiform cells, which (as mentioned) gives it a distinct 

morphological character. This caudal area is small and 

compact. On the other hand, rostral LC contains many small 

neurons and is spread diffusely over a greater region. A 

separation occurs between the bulk of LC neurons and a small 

number of others rostromedioventrally. This small cell 

cluster, which seems to be grouped around a few large blood 

vessels, is considered a subdivision of LC. Such parcella-

tions follow suggested distinct subdivisions of LC in cat 

(Chu and Bloom 1974, Sakai et al. 1977) and in rat (Swanson 

1976). 

The division of LC into dorsal and ventral compo

nents, emphasized by Swanson (1976) for the rat, is also seen 

in the mouse. The ventral part is first seen posteriorly 

as a distinct, small group of multipolar and bipolar neurons 

below the dorsally located cell cluster which caudally is 

the only apparent coerulean component (Figure 10). Ventral 

LC extends caudorostrally about 100 ym as a distinct cluster 

of angular neurons. Caudally, it lies close to one or 

more large caliber blood vessels (Figures 10 and 11). It 

expands medially as well as ventrally and reaches its maximum 

development midway through its rostrocaudal extent. The 

neurons then lose their semicompact grouping as seen in 



Figure 10. Serial coronal sections through locus coeruleus 
— Kluver-Barrera stain; 10 ym paraffin sections. 
X120. 

a. In this caudal section, only the compact dorsal component 
can be seen. 

b. Serial section rostral to that shown in Figure 10a. A 
ventrally located group of coerulean neurons is seen. 
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Figure 10. Serial coronal sections through locus coeruleus. 



Figure 11. Locus coeruleus in coronal section—immediately 
rostral to that shown in Figure 10b — Kliiver-
Barrera stain; 10 ym paraffin section. 

a. Blood vessel is seen arching ventromedial to ventral 
coerulean cells. X120. 

b. Area framed in Figure 11a. Details of neuronal 
processes, stained with cresylechtviolett, are shown. 
X480. 
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Figure 11, Locus coeruleus in coronal section. 
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caudal and ventral LC and are thereafter scattered through

out rostral LC (Figures 4, 5, and 12). 

The glial cell population surrounding LC is quite 

extensive, but it is considerably reduced within the nucleus 

per se. In areas caudal, rostral, and medial to LC, glia: 

neuron ratios of 5:1 to 10:1 were counted. These ratios are 

in accord with those reported for most brain areas. Within 

LC, however, glia:neuron ratios drop to 3:1 to l:l--or even 

lower. Thus, it may be that there is a glial "fence" about 

LC but that certain traditional glial functions, such as 

that of providing a supportive framework, do not necessarily 

exist in the nucleus itself. 

Part of the reduction in glial cell numbers can be 

attributed to the decreased number of myelinated fibers 

which course through LC and the concomitant reduction in 

interfascicular oligodendrocytes. Particularly in the 

compact caudal LC, there are few myelinated fibers of suf

ficient caliber to be stained by ammoniacal silver methods, 

a fact well demonstrated in dark-field illumination (Figure 

13). Tissue prepared by the method of Sevier and Munger 

(1965) shows, in addition to myelinated fibers, cell bodies 

of Mes V. Adjacent LC neurons are unimpregnated. The 

latter result is in direct contrast to previous reports 

showing that the ammoniacal silver methods of Nauta-Laidlaw, 

Fink-Heimer, and Wiitanen stain LC neurons preferentially 

but not those of Mes V (German and Bowden 1975). 



Figure 12. Coronal view of locus coeruleus — Kliiver-
Varrera stain; 10 ym paraffin sections. X120. 

a. Serial section immediately rostral to that presented 
in Figure 11a. 

b. Serial section immediately rostral to that shown 
in Figure 12a. 

c. Section cut 20 ym rostral to that presented in 
Figure 12b. 

d. Section cut 40 ym rostral to that shown in Figure 12c. 
The ventrally located, discrete subnucleus comprised 
of distinct, angular neuronal somata is no longer 
recognizable. Scattered large and small neurons are 
seen medially and ventrally. 
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figure 12. Coronal view of locus coeruleus. 



Figure 13. Horizontal view of locus coeruleus — Sevier-
Munger method; 8 pm paraffin sections. 

a. Cell bodies of mesencephalic trigeminal nucleus are 
impregnated by this ammoniacal silver method. (Bright 
field illumination.) X175. 

b. Higher power view of caudal part of section seen in 
Figure 13a. There is little myelination evident in 
the region of locus coeruleus, the area adjacent to 
mesencephalic trigeminal neurons. (Bright field 
illumination.) X450. 

c. Same field seen in Figure 13a. (Dark field illumina
tion.) X120. 

d. Serial section to that shown in Figures 13a-13c. 
(Dark field illumination.) X120. 
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Figure 13. Horizontal view of LC; ammoniacal silver method. 
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With dark-field illumination on Nissl-stained 

paraffin sections it could be seen that the region of LC is 

distinctly more vascular than the areas which surround it. 

This finding agrees with reports of high LC vascularity in 

rabbit and monkey (Finley and Cobb 1940). But moreover, the 

correlations permitted by such combined methodologies showed 

that the caudal origin of LC coincides with this increased 

vascularity (Figure 2). Thus at this point at least, the 

transition in capillary density is abrupt and identical to 

the nuclear boundary. 

Each nerve cell body in caudal LC is apparently 

sandwiched between blood vessels that have a luminal 

diameter of about 5 to 10 ym (Figure 2). Rostrally, cells 

resembling those of caudal LC are found clustered around 

larger vessels (Figure 3c). In sagittal section such 

vessels frequently run longitudinally between the fusiform 

cells (Figure 4), while in coronal section they alternate 

with fusiform and polygonal cells found in stacked array 

(Figure 2). In the horizontal plane, radially oriented 

cell clusters group around blood vessels (Figures 3b and 

14). These findings suggest the presence of a vascular rete 

that originates caudally, branches extensively in the 

sagittal plane (while showing less divergence horizontally), 

and terminates rostrally by joining several large vessels. 

In light of the reduced number of glial cells in the locus, 

this vascular rete may impart a structural support to LC 



Figure 14. Horizontal section through caudal locus 
coeruleus — Nuclei of endothelial cells are 
seen surrounding an arching blood vessel. 
Vessel forms part of a loop in this area. 
Coerulean cells are grouped around the vascular 
arch and its branches. (Hematoxylin and eosin 
stain; 8 ym paraffin section.) X1200. 



Figure 14. Coerulean vascular arch. 
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neurons as well as providing a nutrient source. Coerulean 

neurons appear to sit in cords along this vascular 

scaffolding (Figure 3b). 

Fluorescence Microscopy 

Fifteen male and female mice, twelve of which were 

of the Charles River CD-I variety, were processed with 

glyoxylic acid to induce fluorescence of endogenous 

monoamine stores. Administration of monoamine oxidase 

inhibitors in doses commonly recommended (50-100 mg 

pargyline HCl/Kg, i.p.) slightly enhanced the cellular 

fluorescence. A forty-fold increase in dose (2000 mg/Kg, 

i.p.) did not increase fluorescence over that obtained with 

routine injections, though the behavior of the animal was 

significantly altered by the high dose. Effects included 

continual counter-clockwise locomotion, and the animal 

required five times as much chloral hydrate as normally used 

to achieve anesthesia. 

In coronal cryostat sections treated with glyoxylic 

acid, the locus coeruleus was found to have a rostrocaudal 

length of about 500 ym. This figure compares well with that 

obtained from the LC reconstruction from paraffin sections 

(see above), despite possible variations introduced by dif

ferences in plane of section and in section thickness. With 

the glyoxylic acid preparations, however, a fluorescent area 

extends caudally (Figure 15). This protraction continues 



Figure 15. Coronal section through pontine tegmentum, 
cerebellum, and fourth ventricle approximately 
100 ym caudal to locus coeruleus — Cellular 
fluorescence is seen here, lateral to fourth 
ventricle. (SPG method; 14 ym frozen 
section.) X400. 
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Figure 15. Cellular fluorescence caudal to LC. 
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caudally from LC proper for approximately 150 ym, and is 

located alongside the lateral expansion of the fourth 

ventricle- This fluorescent outgrowth of LC is presumably 

the equivalent of the A4 region in rat (Dahlstrom and Fuxe 

1965a). If this group of cells (which lies beside a part 

of the fourth ventricle where the sulcus limitans is still 

evident, see Discussion) is considered part of LC, it could 

be given a subtitle such as locus coeruleus, pars caudalis. 

In fluorescent material, the caudal half of LC 

corresponds well with the caudal half as defined by tradi

tional nerve cell stains- In the former, LC is first seen 

as a small cluster slightly ventrolateral to the lateral 

angle of the fourth ventricle (Figure 16). Anteriorly, it 

expands in the ventral and mediolateral directions (Figure 

17). In the rostral half of LC, however, the correlation 

between fluorescence and conventional material is not as 

direct. The noncorrespondence becomes increasingly evident 

as LC is followed forward. Anterior to the level where the 

nucleus becomes divisible into dorsal and ventral components 

(in the medial part of the Nissl-stained LC), cells are 

found with increasing frequency which do not show up with 

fluorescence methods. Either the rostrally located cells in 

the dorsal LC have a greatly reduced amount of monoamine or 

they have none at all. Few cells can be found there that 

show the intensity of fluorescence seen in caudal levels. 

Scattered fluorescence, which appears not to lie inside 



Figure 16. Induced fluorescence in caudal locus coeruleus 
'— SPG method; 12 ym frozen sections. 

a. Coronal section near caudal end of locus coeruleus. 
X260. 

b. Coronal section through caudal part of locus coeruleus, 
rostral to that presented in Figure 16a. The compact 
nature of LC is well demonstrated in this view. 
Mesencephalic trigeminal neurons show autofluorescent 
granules here. X165. 
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Figure 16. Induced fluorescence in caudal LC. 



Figure 17. Coronal view of dorsal and ventral locus 
coeruleus. 

a. Coronal section through full extent of dorsal and 
ventral locus coeruleus. (SPG method; 14 ym frozen 
section.) X160. 

b. Coronal section seen in Figure 17a restained with 
Nissl dye. (Cresylechtviolett stain.) X65. 
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Figure 17. Coronal view of dorsal and ventral LC. 
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cell bodies, may be found rostral to traditional LC. Thus, 

there are probably only a very few monoamine-containing 

cells in the rostralmost LC of the mouse, as that nucleus 

is depicted by Sidman et al. (1971). Whether these mono-

aminergic cells extend forward as a column continuous with 

rostral LC, or are simply scattered in front of it, has not 

been determined (Figures 18 and 19). 

The medial extent of LC is difficult to define with 

glyoxylic acid-induced fluorescence methods. With the 

greater sensitivity of these methods, a large territory 

medial to the lateral framework of fusiform cells (see 

above) fluoresces (Figure 20). 

Microscopy of Golgi Impregnations 

Cellular elements of the locus coeruleus are not as 

often impregnated by Golgi techniques as are brain struc

tures in general (see above). Therefore, in an attempt to 

increase the number of impregnated cells, several distinc

tively different Golgi variations were tried. Each of these 

procedures yielded its own characteristic mix of impregnated 

tissue elements and degree of detail. And even with one 

procedure, no two preparations were ever alike. Thus, the 

capriciousness of the Golgi method is here reiterated. 

The counterstain permitted by the Golgi-Cox varia

tion allows more definitive identification of LC than with

out the Nissl dye (Ramon-Moliner 1974, Swanson 1976). The 



Figure 18. Rostral locus coeruleus. 

a. Coronal section 140 ym rostral to that shown in 
Figure 17. (SPG method; 14 ym frozen section.) X160. 

b. Coronal section seen in Figure 18a restained with 
Nissl dye. (Cresylechtviolett stain.) X95. 

c. Coronal section 322 ym rostral to that shown in 
Figure 18a. Discrete somal fluorescence is no 
longer apparent although a dense plexus of 
fluorescent granules, presumably within neuronal 
processes, is visible. (SPG method; 14 ym frozen 
section.) X250. 

d. Coronal section seen in Figure 18c restained with 
Nissl dye. (Cresylechtviolett stain.) X165. 
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Figure 18. Rostral locus coeruleus. 



Figure 19. Camera lucida drawing of Nissl preparation 
shown in Figure 18b — Cells showing induced-
monoamine fluorescence in Figure 18a have been 
superimposed and are seen as blackened 
structures. Not all cells identified by 
Nissl-stains exhibit induced fluorescence in 
this coerulean region. 
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Figure 19. Superimposition of Nissl and fluorescence 
preparations of LC. 



Figure 20. Induced monoamine histofluorescence in caudal 
locus coeruleus. 

a. Coronal section through caudal locus coeruleus. 
Fluorescent cellular profiles may be discerned at 
coerulean periphery, but are obscured within the 
interior due to overlapping monoamine-containing 
perikarya and processes. Medially, there is 
scattered fluorescence. (SPG method; 14 ym frozen 
section.) X250. 

b. Coronal section through locus coeruleus 42 ym 
rostral to that in Figure 20a but 140 ym caudal to 
that in Figure 17a. Scattered granular fluorescence 
surrounds LC, some of which extends through trigeminal 
mesencephalic nucleus and tract to superior cerebellar 
peduncle. Arrow indicates an angular, ventrally 
located cell showing induced fluorescence. Crossed 
arrows indicate autofluorescent cells. (SPG method; 
14 ym frozen section.) X160. 

c. Coronal section seen in Figure 20b restained with 
Nissl dye. (Cresylechtviolett stain.) X65. 
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Figure 20. Histofluorescence in caudal LC. 
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resultant picture was excellent with regard to impregnation 

of cellular processes but yielded only a small number of 

impregnated coerulean neurons. 

Nevertheless, within the locus coeruleus in counter-

stained Golgi-Cox material, small bulbous structures were 

seen that were not visible in any other Golgi preparation: 

round elements with a diameter of five to six microns 

(Figure 21). In most instances two processes were seen 

extending from the opposite poles of these structures. 

There are two possible interpretations of these bodies. 

First, they may be very small bipolar neural elements 

(neuronal or glial), that is, if the round structure is the 

cell body and the opposed processes are cellular expansions. 

The alternative is that the ball-shaped bodies are expan

sions of cell processes which have been separated from 

their cell bodies (again, neuronal or glial) of origin. 

Larger structures, identified as coerulean cell bodies, were 

occasionally seen in this material; they were limited to the 

dorsalmost part of LC and were either fusiform or polygonal. 

Somatic and dendritic spines were observed on these cells, 

as they were on larger cells located ventromediallv outside 

LC. 

Twenty-five mouse brains were processed with either 

the rapid Golgi technique or Klatzo's modification of the 

Golgi-Hortega method. They were sectioned in one of the 

three cardinal planes and the region of LC examined. In 



Figure 21. Small, round impregnated body (arrow) seen near 
blood vessel within locus coeruleus — Golgi-
Cox method; 100 pm parlodion section. XI,800. 
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Figure 21. Impregnated, small round body in LC. 
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that way, fifty different nuclei were available for study. 

A wide variation in the number of coerulean cells impreg

nated was encountered in these specimens. In some (espe

cially those prepared with the rapid Golgi method), the 

region of LC was often completely unimpregnated. In others 

(notably the Golgi-Hortega), a moderately large number of 

coerulean cells were blackened. Although anesthesia, 

fixation, and infiltration were monitored, no optimal set of 

circumstances was noted which would predictably lead to LC 

impregnation. 

From Golgi preparations, cell bodies could be found 

corresponding to the fusiform polygonal and small pleo

morphic neurons seen in Nissl-stained material. The fusi

form cell appears in Figures 22 and 23, camera lucida 

drawings of Golgi impregnations made from different prepa

rations, as neuron "a." The polygonal cell can be seen in 

Figure 23 as "b" while the small cell, presumably within LC, 

is seen as "b" in Figure 22. That cell bears a similarity 

to another cell in that figure, "c," which lies within the 

pontine central gray. In the latter preparation cells of 

Mes V have been impregnated, while in the former their 

outline is discernible though the cells have not taken up 

silver. 

While cells in Figures 22 and 23 have processes 

which extend outside the limits of LC, coerulean cells in 

Figure 24 do not. Thus it is possible that either two types 



Figure 22. Impregnated cells of locus coeruleus, mesencephalic trigeminal 
nucleus, and adjacent pontine central gray — Fusiform cell "a" 
and smaller, bipolar cell "b" lie within coerulean region. 
Cell "c" is located in pontine central gray and is similar in 
appearance to "b." Two neurons of mesencephalic trigeminal 
nucleus (Mes V) are also seen. Golgi-Hortega method; 50 ym 
parlodion section; camera lucida drawing under 4Ox OEL 
objective. Inset: Coronal section from which Figure 22 was 
drawn. 
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Figure 23. Coerulean fusiform and polygonal neurons are seen at "a" and "b," 
respectively — Unimpregnated somata of mesencephalic trigeminal 
nerve cells are drawn with dashed lines. (Rapid Golgi method; 
50 ym parlodion section; camera lucida drawing under lOOx OEL 
objective.) 
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Figure 24. Neurons in region of locus coeruleus — Nerve 
cells labelled "a-j" are apparently coerulean 
components. Six blackened, round somata of 
mesencephalic trigeminal nucleus are indicated 
by "mes V." Outline of superior cerebellar 
peduncle is labelled "SCP." Structures drawn 
with dashed lines represent blood vessels. 
Drawings made from coronally sectioned brain 
stem area framed in the inset. See text for 
details. (Golgi-Hortega method; 50 ym 
parlodion section; camera lucida drawing 
under 10Ox OEL objective.) 
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4. Neurons in region of locus coeruleus. 
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of cells (with respect to the distance traveled by their 

processes) exist within LC or else that the full extent of 

the processes of the cells in Figure 24 is not visible. 

Support for the latter hypothesis comes from the similarity 

between cell "a" in Figure 22 and cell "f" in Figure 24. 

With these Golgi techniques, dendritic and somatic 

spines are inconsistent findings. The presence of spines 

not only varies from preparation to preparation but within 

a single section as well. This is seen in Figure 24 where 

the blackened cells of LC exhibit spines while the 

ventrally placed striped cells, "h," "i," and "j" show none 

of these surface modifications. As seen earlier in Golgi-

Cox material, cells which lie outside LC can also be found 

which have somatic and dendritic spines (Figure 25/ cell 

"k") . 

A correlation can be found between Golgi-impregnated 

cells and individual profiles outlined by induced monoamine 

fluorescence. Cell "h" of Figure 24 compares well with the 

fluorescent cell found in the rostral LC of a mouse brain 

treated with glyoxylic acid (Figure 26). Such identifica

tion of fluorescent cell profiles must necessarily be made 

at rostral or very caudal levels of LC, as the density of 

fiber and cellular fluorescence throughout the bulk of the 

nucleus makes it impossible to trace individual cell out

lines there. The fluorescent cells in Figure 27 were found 

at very caudal levels of LC. In this and all fluorescence 



Figure 25. Impregnated cells of locus coeruleus and 
surrounding regions — Horizontal section 
through pontine tegmentum indicated by 
region framed in the inset. One neuron of 
mesencephalic nucleus of trigeminal is 
indicated by "mes V." See text for details. 
(Golgi-Hortega method; 100 ym parlodion 
section; camera lucida drawing under 63x 
objective.) 
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Figure 25. Cells of LC and surrounding regions. 



Figure 26. Cell showing glyoxylic acid-induced 
fluorescence located ventrally in rostral 
locus coeruleus — Appearance of this cell 
compares favorably with bipolar cells 
observed in Golgi preparations of LC. (SPG 
method; 14 ym frozen section.) X720. 



Figure 26, Fluorescent bipolar coerulean neuron. 



Figure 27. Fluorescent profiles at caudal end of locus 
coeruleus. 

a. Coronal section. (SPG method; 10 ym frozen section.) 
X260. 

b. Enlargement of fluorescent somata at lateral edge of 
fourth ventricle seen in Figure 27a. X63 0. 



Figure 27. Fluorescent coerulean profiles. 
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material it is not possible to discern whether processes 

outlined by fluorescent granules originate from an adjacent 

cell body, terminate there, or are simple en passage. 

Accordingly, the fluorescence in Figure 27b may be en

visioned as a multipolar cell with four primary processes 

(Figure 28a) or as a bipolar cell located near two other 

fluorescent cells Figure 28b). Regardless, the small size 

of the cell body in this figure is of interest. Its size 

(about 20 ym) places it in the small neuron category. 

The Golgi-Hortega method is thought to have a 

special affinity for glial cells, although many neurons 

(cerebellar Purkinje cells and hippocampal pyramidal cells 

among others) are frequently impregnated with this tech

nique. Figure 25 is a camera lucida drawing of a horizontal 

section through the locus coeruleus of a mouse prepared with 

this procedure. In this preparation an unusually large 

number of cellular elements were impregnated, as were many 

small caliber blood vessels. In this section only one Mes V 

neuron was blackened, over it lies coerulean cell "a." This 

LC neuron bears resemblance to those seen in the dorsal part 

of Figure 24 and, like those cells, bears spines. It has 

one dendritic process which extends about 125 ym caudally 

and another which apparently extends a great deal farther 

rostrally. Thus, it may be that the dendrites of these 

cells, which extend only short distances in coronal section, 

are oriented as a rule in a rostrocaudal direction. This 



Figure 28. Tracing of the fluorescent structures seen in 
Figure 27b — Subfigure "A" shows an interpreta
tion in which the fluorescent fibers are all 
tied to a single cell body yielding a multi
polar cell with four processes. In subfigure 
"B," three fluorescent cell bodies are 
envisioned. Subfigure "C" is a part of 
Figure 25 redrawn to show similarity in shape 
and size between cells "g" and "h" in the 
Golgi preparation and cellular profiles 
suggested in Figure 28b. 



© 
Figure 28. Drawings of fluorescent and impregnated 

coerulean cells. 
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neuron resembles the "fusiform neuron" described by Swanson 

(19 76) and, except for the longer dendritic processes, the 

"plump, medium-sized neurons" of Ramon-Moliner (1974). 

There are at least five other cells in Figure 25 

which are (from their positions relative to Mes V and the 

fourth ventricle) probable components of LC. Cell "b" is 

approximately 10 x 20 ym in size and is, therefore, a small 

cell. As its cell body is triangular and its branching 

pattern leptodendritic, it may be identical with the LC 

cells described by Ramon-Moliner in the cat as "small, 

triangular neurons." The remaining four LC cells (see 

below) were found in close proximity to impregnated blood 

vessels, but "a" and "b" were without that association. 

Cells "c" and "d" are obviously multipolar, and 

their cellular dimensions and orientation permit them to be 

classified as polygonal. These isodendritic neurons do not 

exhibit soma spines, and have few dendritic surface 

specializations. Because the Golgi procedure used in this 

instance was Klatzo's, the possibility that at least some 

of the impregnated cells are glial must be considered. In

deed, cells "c" and "d" resemble fibrous astrocytes 

(Stensaas and Stensaas 1968a, 1968b). Two observations, 

however, would not support that conclusion. Although there 

are a great number of blood vessels in the region of LC, at 

no time were any of the processes of either cell seen to 

terminate as the "end-foot" or "sucker-foot" 
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characteristic of fibrous astroglia. Secondly, at the EM 

level cell processes containing fibrils, characteristic of 

fibrous astrocytes, were infrequently observed (see below). 

Cell "f" bears resemblance to the bipolar cells of 

Figure 24. This structure exhibits a curious feature 

occasionally seen in cells prepared with Golgi methods that 

utilize silver nitrate as the chromating agent. The cell 

appears broken, and the impregnation is obviously incom

plete. Such cells (which constitute a minority among cells 

in surrounding areas which blacken well) demonstrate only 

peripheral, polarized impregnation, while a part of the cell 

body is much less darkly colored and gives the cell a 

"fragile" appearance (Figure 29). 

Cell "e" shares characteristics with the small, 

leptodendritic cell "b" except that its soma is rounded and 

gives rise to a small caliber, beaded process at its apex. 

It is similar to cell "h" which in turn bears resemblance 

to the caudally located cell identified earlier with gly-

oxylic acid-induced fluorescence (Figures 28b and 28c). It 

may be seen that while coerulean neurons described thus far 

seldom contact other Golgi impregnated LC structures, "e" 

is in intimate contact with "d" and extend to touch several 

other impregnated cells. In similar fashion, "h" makes 

contact with its neighboring cells. 

Figure lib shows coerulean neurons which, peculiar 

to that preparation, exhibited an unusual affinity for the 



Figure 29. Coronal section through cerebellum and pons at 
lateral angle of fourth ventricle — Outlines 
of unimpregnated neurons of mesencephalic 
trigeminal nucleus extend from center of 
figure to lower left corner, where two cells 
of this nucleus are visible. Unimpregnated 
coerulean neurons may also be seen. Centrally, 
there are two blackened cells within LC. 
(Golgi-Hortega method; 50 ym parlodion 
section.) X220. 
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Figure 29. Coronal view of locus coeruleus; Golgi method. 
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Nissl dye cresylechtviolett. The resultant increase in 

cellular staining permits the visualization of Nissl sub

stance outside the limits of the cell bodies and into the 

primary dendrites. This fortuitous circumstance allows 

Nissl material to be directly compared with Golgi prepara

tions. Figure 30 is taken from a 50 ym section cut through 

approximately the same region as that presented in the 

foregoing micrograph. Cells presented in the Golgi picture 

are ventrally located and exhibit the same features seen in 

other Golgi preparations. Both Golgi and Nissl material 

show that there are, at the light microscopic level, over

lapping dendritic fields as is so typical of neurons in the 

brain stem reticular formation. 

The impregnated blood vessels omitted in Figure 25 

have been included in a partial redrawing of that region in 

Figures 31 and 32. Coerulean cell "d" of Figure 25 is seen 

again in Figure 31, nestled among several capillaries. Its 

processes (presumably dendritic) pass over, but do not 

terminate upon, virtually every capillary within the imme

diate vicinity. In the upper right of this figure a loop of 

capillaries, seen better in Figure 33, supports an inter

twined group of cells ("g-j" in Figure 25). A process 

(probably axonal) from "h" joins other impregnated processes 

of similar appearance and produces two "beaded nodules" on 

the opposing surfaces of parallel vessels. 



Figure 30. Impregnated cells in the region of locus 
coeruleus — At this magnification there is 
apparent contact between cell processes and 
somata. See text for details. (Golgi-
Hortega method? 60 ym parlodin section; 
camera lucida drawing under lOOx OEL 
objective.) Inset: Coronal section from 
which Figure 30 was drawn. 
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Figure 30. Environs of mid-LC; Golg: 



Figure 31. Coerulean vasculature — A redrawing of cells 
"c, d, g-j" in Figure 25. Associated impreg
nated blood vessels are included. Note close 
relationship between cell "d" and surrounding 
vasculature. Cells "g-j" follow the contour 
of the adjacent capillary arch. A fine, beaded 
process arising from cell "h" becomes entangled 
in a cluster of similar beads on a nearby 
vessel. A second impregnated cluster is seen 
on a vessel which parallels that just described. 
Two impregnated protoplasmic astrocytes, not 
drawn in Figure 25, are seen in this figure. 
(Camera lucida drawing under 63x objective.) 
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Figure 31. Coerulean vasculature; Golgi method. 



Figure 32. Golgi-impregnated blood vessels — A redrawing 
of cell "k" in Figure 25. The surrounding 
impregnated vasculature is included. The dashed 
lines indicate a large, unimpregnated blood 
vessel which joins them. Although cell "k" 
winds around and is in contact with vascular 
elements, it does not display the intricate 
relationships between cell "d" and its 
surrounding vasculature in Figure 31. 
(Camera lucida drawing under 63x objective.) 
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' 

32. Golgi impregnated blood vessels. 



Figure 33. Anastomoses between coerulean blood vessels 
— Free-hand drawing of blood vessels seen in 
Figures 31 and 32. Overlapping structures 
have been untangled to show the anastomoses 
present in this plexus of coerulean vessels. 
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Figure 33. Anastomoses between coerulean vessels. 
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Very small "beaded processes" are frequently seen in 

the locus coeruleus. Many of these appear to arise from LC 

cells ("a-e" and "h" in Figure 25). If these structures are 

the axonal processes of noradrenergic neurons (and indeed 

they may be as those processes also appear beaded and 

extremely fine), then it is of interest to observe that they 

frequently run parallel to blood vessels, particularly those 

of larger than capillary caliber. Still, it may be that 

unimpregnated small vessels are simply more difficult to 

visualize. In any event, the large, unimpregnated vessel 

shown by dashed lines in Figure 32 is seen again in Figure 

34. Though neither its origin nor termination could be de

fined, it was possible to follow a single, impregnated 

beaded process over most of the extent of that vessel 

(arrows in Figure 34) . 

Protoplasmic astrocytes are commonly encountered 

within the locus coeruleus, and often obscure the coerulean 

neurons with which they come in contact (Figures 25 and 35). 

In certain circumstances, however, it was clear these glial 

elements surrounded some other impregnated structure 

(Figure 25), that was in all likelihood a neuron. Thus it 

is probable that it is these closely associated protoplasmic 

astrocytes which are responsible for the ultrastructural 

glial investment which wraps LC neurons (Shimizu and Imamoto 

1970, Ramon-Moliner 1974, and see below). While it is 

frequently difficult to differentiate certain 



Figure 34. Beaded fiber following contour of large, 
unimpregnated blood vessel — The latter, 
seen also in Figure 32, traverses micrograph 
from lower left to upper right. Arrows 
point to beaded fiber. (Golgi-Hortega 
method; 100 ym parlodion section.) XI,200. 



Figure 34. Beaded fiber; Golgi method. 



Figure 35. Golgi impregnated elements of the coerulean 
neuropil. 

a. Coronal section through locus coeruleus. Arrows 
indicate protoplasmic astrocytes. (Rapid Golgi 
method; 100 ym parlodion section.) X200. 

b. Coerulean neuron and adjacent mesencephalic 
trigeminal cells. Large arrow indicates beaded 
axon of LC neuron. Small arrows indicate proto
plasmic astrocytes. (Golgi-Hortega method; 50 ym 
parlodion section.). X640. 
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Figure 35. Impregnated elements of LC. 
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we11-impregnated glia from neuronal elements, cells "m" and 

"n" in Figure 25 are almost certainly oligodendrocytes, 

cells which are present as perineuronal satellites in both 

LM and EM preparations. For reasons presented earlier and 

because they are generally considered a component of white 

matter, fibrous astrocytes are not thought to be present 

in LC. 

The vascular scaffolding on which, as earlier sug

gested, neural elements may be supported is further indi

cated by the cellular grouping about the upper capillary 

loop in Figure 31. The vessels in this area which join in 

many anastomoses do so by forming circlets (Figure 33). 

Arterial versus venous channels in this scheme are not 

delineated, as impregnated vessels cannot be examined for 

routine histology. Furthermore blood vessels in brain 

parenchyma are difficult to classify even under the best of 

circumstances. 

Electron Microscopy 

The Neuronal Perikarya 

The shapes and sizes of coerulean cell bodies, sug

gested by the above light microscopic results, ought to be 

discernible ultrastructurally. Unfortunately, however, the 

picture presented by the transmission electron microscope 

is virtually two-dimensional. This lack of depth causes 

ambiguity in interpretation of some structures: while large 
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cellular profiles bespeak cells with size at least that 

great, smaller profiles could either be those of small cells 

or merely parts of larger ones. Thus, without reconstruc

tion from serial sections, only tentative identification of 

smaller components can be made with this instrument. On 

the other hand, structures with a cross-sectional diameter 

which approaches the thickness of the plastic-embedded 

tissue under observation will also be indistinct. 

Light microscopic results suggest that for the two-

dimensional examination of locus coeruleus, the sagittal 

plane would present nerve cell profiles at best advantage. 

However, landmarks which allow localization of LC are best 

found in transverse orientations. Because the latter con

sideration is of paramount importance, the coronal plane 

was the only one used. Due to the heterogeneity within 

rostral LC (see above), initial observation was at first 

limited to the dorsal half of the rostral extent of the 

caudal quarter of mouse LC, then later corroborated with 

other material. 

At least two types of nerve cell bodies were found 

which are thought to be intrinsic to LC. The first 

variety, henceforth called "type A," is limited by an ir

regular plasma membrane which may extend into the sur

rounding neuropil in the form of somatic spines (Figures 36 

and 37). Its nucleus, in contrast, has an overall outline 

which is oval or round and, though it may show deep 



Figure 36. Type A neuron found in caudal part of locus 
coeruleus -— Golgi complex (g) and endo
plasmic reticulum (er) are prominent. 
Mitochondria and very dense bodies are 
scattered throughout cytoplasm. Multi
vesicular body (mvb) is seen. Cytoplasm 
is dense compared with that of type B 
neurons. Arrow indicates axosomatic 
synapse. X12,300. 
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Figure 36. Coerulean type A neuron. 



Figure 37. Caudal part of locus coeruleus, about midway 
through its dorsoventral axis — Three type A 
neurons, "A," are seen which lack nuclei in 
this section. A nucleolus-like body occurs in 
the cytoplasm of two of these cells. One 
nucleated type B neuron, "B," is present. 
Protoplasmic astrocyte is indicated with *; 
arrows point to neuronal process from one 
type A neuron. X7,100. 
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Figure 37. Coerulean neurons and glia. 
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infoldings, generally regular. Characteristic of this cell 

type are greatly elongated, well-defined Golgi profiles 

which are located, at least in part, in proximity to the 

nucleus. Mitochondria may appear greatly elongated or 

branched (Figure 38), and are scattered throughout the cell. 

The cytoplasm is darker in this type of LC neuron,in part 

due to an increased content of free ribosomes and a con

comitant increase in rough or granular endoplasmic reticu

lum (rER) . Very dense bodies, similar in appearance to 

pigment granules (see below), are encountered frequently 

near the plasmalemma. Clear, intermediate, and dense-cored 

vesicles and multivesicular bodies can be found in these 

cells. 

The "type B" LC nerve cell generally has a regular 

and somewhat rounded, non-spinous cell outline, but its 

nucleus has a pleomorphic shape (Figure 39). Intranuclear 

inclusions have been observed (Figure 40). Its stacks of 

Golgi membranes are smaller, frequently dilated dispropor

tionately, and located about the nucleus. Mitochondrial 

branching is observed, and in general mitochondrial shapes 

and sizes are similar to those of type A neurons. They 

also contain a similar vesicular complement. There is a 

characteristic reduced amount of rER, and in most areas the 

cytoplasm appears ligher because of fewer free ribosomes. 

Indeed, in certain regions it may appear almost totally 

free of organelles except for a diffuse, flocculent 



Figure 38. Type A coerulean neuron — Elongated, branched 
mitochondrion is seen in lower right corner. 
Large arrow points to axosomatic synapse. 
Crossed arrow points to apparent dendrodendritic 
synapse. Small arrow points to axodendritic 
synapse. Microtubules (m) are seen in the 
perikaryal cytoplasm. X25,200. 
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Figure 38. Synaptic varieties and type A coerulean neuron. 



Figure 39. Coerulean type B neurons. 

a. Cytoplasmic density in this type is decreased 
relative to that of type A. Golgi complex and 
endoplasmic reticulum is less well developed. X9,600. 

b. Type B neuron located in caudal part of locus 
coeruleus. Mitochondria and Nissl substance are 
clustered in one perinuclear area, while another 
such region is nearly void of organelles. Xl3,000. 
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Figure 39. Coerulean type B neuron. 



Figure 40. Cluster of several type B coerulean neurons 
Nerve cell nearest blood vessel is 

sectioned longitudinally, while the one 
beneath it is cut in cross section. Another 
is intimately contacting the latter. In 
longitudinally cut neuron, filamentous 
intranuclear inclusion body, "f," is seen. 
Arrow points to hypolemmal cistern continuous 
with ER. X16,700. 
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Figure 40. Type B coerulean neurons. 
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underlying matrix (Figure 39b). Granules (which could con

tain pigment) are also seen in this neuronal type. A dark 

band, variable in thickness, of condensed chromatin rims the 

inner nuclear membrane. Cut in longitudinal section, these 

cells appear elongated and have tapered ends (Figure 40). 

A third group of LC nerve cell bodies may also 

exist. Representatives were seen relatively infrequently, 

and may simply be pieces of type B neurons. Their charac

teristics were similar to these of type B, but these cells 

appeared smaller, with spherical to ellipsoidal profiles 

and they contained a paucity of organelles (Figure 41). 

Uith regard to their distribution, type A LC 

neurons were usually found laterally and ventrally in the LC 

region. Type B cells, however, could be found throughout 

LC, and were frequently intimately associated with blood 

vessels (Figure 42)'or clustered with other type B neurons 

(Figure 4 3). Often this somatosomatic association between 

type B cells was without interposed neuronal or glial 

structures, although no synaptic specializations were ob

served (Figure 40). Cells of the coerulean area could 

easily be distinguised from those of Mes V, which were 

evident immediately lateral by their large round nuclei, 

abundant cytoplasm, and great quantities of Nissl bodies and 

mitochondria. Ventrally, ultrastructural study was termi

nated when the increase in myelin which accompanies the 

transition into tegmental white matter was reached. 



Figure 41. Small neuronal somata in locus coeruleus. 

a. Small nerve cell interposed between type A neuron (A) 
and small blood vessel. Arrow points to axosomatic 
synapse. Protoplasmic "bleb" of type A neuron is 
indicated by *. Xll,200. 

b. Small nerve cell near type B neuron (B). X13,200. 
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Figure 41. Small neuronal somata in locus coeruleus. 



Figure 42. Coerulean neurons and blood vessels. 

a. Type B neuron adjacent to small blood vessel. 
X8,400. 

b. Blood vessel and longitudinal type B neuron seen 
in Figure 40. Parts of two type B neurons which 
are non-nucleated in this section are closely 
apposed to blood vessel. Large arrow points to 
accumulation of membranes within cell body; small 
arrow indicates similar membranes within cell 
process. Type B neurons are labelled "B." 
Xll,900. 
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Figure 42. Coerulean neurons and blood vessel. 



Figure 43. Cluster of type B coerulean neurons found near 
nerve cell bodies of mesencephalic trigeminal 
nucleus — Two cells make apparent somato
somatic contact without synaptic specializa
tions. Several hypolemmal cisterns are seen 
(arrows). X11,000. 
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Figure 43. Cluster of coerulean neurons. 
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Similarly, the large increase in myelinated axons in the 

neuropil caudal to LC provided another natural stopping 

point. Dorsally, neurons with an eccentric, nonindented 

nucleus, outwardly disposed Golgi profiles, and a regular 

cytoplasmic outline were noted. In areas both rostral and 

caudal to LC pigment granules were reduced in number or 

absent in nerve cell bodies. 

Cell Processes and Appendages 

The cellular profiles formed by plasma membranes in 

the region about LC differ for various cell types (Figure 

4 4). The irregular contours of the cell surface of Type A 

neurons frequently form expansions into the adjacent neuro

pil (Figure 41a). These cytoplasmic protrusions differ 

greatly in shape, and doubtlessly correspond to the somatic 

spines of coerulean cells first described by Shimizu and 

Imamoto (19 70). These somatic appendages extend into the 

adjacent gray matter for variable distances (Figures 37 and 

44b). Type B neurons seldom exhibited somatic blebs (Figure 

44c). As an aside, short somatic spines were a constant 

feature on neurons of Mes V (Figure 44d). The protrusions 

formed by Type A LC neurons frequently did not make synaptic 

contact within the plane of section. 

Dendrites of both types of coerulean cells were 

examined (Figure 45). The dendritic profile presented by 

type A neurons corresponds well with that of cell "a" in 



Figure 44. Evaginations of cell membranes in and around 
the locus coeruleus. 

a. Neuron beneath floor of lateral angle of fourth 
ventricle, dorsal to closely packed cell bodies of 
caudal locus coeruleus. Plasmalemma shows points of 
evagination. Nissl substance is perinuclear while 
Golgi complex is in proximity to cell membrane. 
Arrow points to axodendritic synapse ensheathed in 
myelin-like lamellar membranes. X6,000. 

b. Irregular profile of cell membrane of type A coerulean 
neuron and surrounding neuropil. In lower center of 
micrograph is somatic protrusion (small arrow). Large 
arrow points to cluster of axon terminals which synapse 
on receptive processes. X13,000. 

c. Perinuclear oligodendrocyte (OG) in intimate contact 
with type B coerulean neuron. Small somatic spine from 
neuron is seen in center of micrograph. It is filled 
with vesicular structures and in synaptic contact with 
axon terminal. X2 8,300. 

d. Parikaryon of trigeminal neuron. Several somatic 
spines are indicated by arrows. Myelinated axons are 
also seen. X15,000. 
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Figure 44. Evaginations of cell membranes. 



Figure 45. Dendrites of coerulean neurons. 

a. Proximal dendrite which branches (outlined by arrow
heads) . Its origin from a coerulean neuron is also 
shown. Arrow points to multivesicular body in 
dendrite. X6,000. 

b. Large proximal dendrite of coerulean type A neuron 
(A). X7,800. 

c. Small dendrite arising from coerulean neuron. Within 
dendrite are a variety of mitochondrial shapes. 
X5,900. 
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Figure 45. Dendrites of coerulean neurons. 
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Figure 25. A large dendrite with a diameter of at least 3 

ym extends from one such cell (Figure 45b), while smaller 

dendrites arise from other regions (Figures 37 and 45c). 

Although dendritic spines were not observed on these 

proximal dendrites, blebbing of the cytoplasm at their 

points of origin was seen occasionally (Figure 37). Type B 

LC neurons have relatively cylindrical dendrites, as opposed 

to those of type A. The latter show a reduced quantity of 

cytoplasmic organelles, particularly rER, ribosomes, and 

mitochondria, and an increase in microtubules (Figures 38 

and 45c). Clusters of clear and dense-cored vesicles 

(Figure 46a) and multi-vesicular bodies occur in the 

proximal parts of these dendrites (Figure 45a) and perhaps 

more distally. In these areas, no thorns have been noted. 

In neither EM nor Golgi preparations could axonal 

processes be identified which entirely satisfied the 

morphological definitions established with those methods. 

Intraneuronal Organelles 

The sparse rER in type B LC neurons is occasionally 

seen to form unusual configurations of arches or loops that 

have two or more apposed cisternae, such that a dark band 

is formed between the two adjacent granular membranes 

(Figure 46). In Figure 4 7 folding of the ER occurs at the 

cell membrane. The resultant hypolemmal cistern is com

posed of one or more profiles of ER contiguous with each 



Figure 46. Organelles within coerulean neurons. 

a. Parts of four cell bodies within locus coeruleus. Two 
are closely apposed: a type B neuron (Bl) and another 
cell with characteristics similar to oligodendroglia 
(*). A non-nucleated type B neuron is indicated by 
"B2." A larger type B neuron (B3) gives rise to 
dendrites which contain mitochondria, Nissl substance, 
multivesicular body, and clear and dense-cored 
vesicles. X9,600. 

b. Two type B coerulean neurons. Golgi complex within one 
is seen in association with clear and granular vesicles 
and in proximity to several multivesicular bodies. 
Large arrow indicates stacked cisterns of ER. Small 
arrows point to axodendritic contacts. X17,000. 

c. Coerulean type B neuron cytoplasm. Stacks of ER are 
seen which contain a flocculent density interposed 
between cisterns. Note "Y-shaped" mitochondrion. 
X16,600. 
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Figure 46. Organelles within coerulean neurons. 



Figure 47. Type B coerulean neuron and its proximal 
dendrite and surrounding neuropil — Large 
arrow points to hypolemmal cistern and 
parallel cistern of granular ER. In the 
former, there is increased electron density 
within intracisternal space. Several 
dendrites (d) are seen cordoned off from 
surrounding neuropil by glial ensheathment 
(small arrows). X15,000. 
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Figure 47, Coerulean neuron and surrounding neuropil. 
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other and with the plasmalemma. A dark band occurs between 

adjacent inner ER membranes. Free surfaces of ER (not 

adjacent to the cell membrane) are frequently studded with 

ribosomes; thus at least a part of this structure is com

posed of rER (see also Figure 40). This feature is seen in 

many LC nerve cell bodies and extends into the proximal 

dendrites, perhaps farther. The ER varies from granular to 

agranular. Together with the Golgi complex, it is often 

found in association with large and small vesicular struc

tures (Figure 46b). 

The most frequently encountered multivesicular 

bodies are relatively electron translucent, approximately 

0.3 to 0.4 ym in diameter, and contain, in two-dimensional 

section, five to twenty or more 0.05 ym clear, round to 

oval vesicles (Figure 46b). These structures are also 

frequently encountered in dendrites within the coerulean 

neuropil, generally near points of axodendritic synapse. 

Additionally, within the nerve cell body, other 

multivesicular structures may be observed, some of which are 

smaller and darker and others with the same dimensions but 

clear and without vesicles (Figure 46b). 

In both types of LC neurons a Golgi complex can be 

found which has a circular profile. Clear vesicles and 

those with a density rimming their inner membrane are seen 

close to the main body of the complex. Longitudinal section 

shows vesicles at the ends of Golgi cisterns; it appears 
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they are formed in the conventional way, by pinching off 

from these membranous stacks (Figure 4 8). 

Dark, pigment-like granules in LC neurons generally 

appear as homogeneous dense bodies without apparent limiting 

membrane. Internal structure, however, can be ascertained 

at times, as can a limiting membrane (Figure 49). When 

substructure can be seen in these granules, it may appear 

in a variety of forms—from compact stacks of membranes to 

closely packed vesicles. This variance of internal morphol

ogy, coupled with the lack of limiting membranes, suggests 

a lysosomal nature. 

A characteristic feature of LC neurons, particularly 

those of type A, is a nucleolus-like body or nematosome 

within the cytoplasm. These may be found in different 

states (Figure 50). In type A cells they are surrounded 

by a large amount of rER. The striking resemblance to 

nucleoli suggests a nuclear origin. Indeed, two types of 

nucleoli may be seen within a single LC nucleus: one 

homogeneous, the other (like the nematosome) heterogeneous 

and displaying well both pars granulosa and pars fibrosa. 

Initial apposition between nucleoli and subsequent diver

gence are suggested in Figure 50, a series of micrographs 

taken from different LC neurons of several animals. The 

fibrous component of the nematosome, seen to advantage in 

Figure 50f, resembles a fibrillary material seen in nuclei 

of various coerulean neurons (Figures 40 and 50a). . 



Figure 48. Golgi complex in coerulean neuron. 

Golgi complex in type A neuron is located between 
nucleus and stacks of ER. X24,000. 

Peripherally-located Golgi complex within same neuron 
seen in 48a. Small arrows indicate apparent "pinching-
off" of small, electron-dense granules. Large arrow 
points to peculiar organelles in non-perikaryal 
cytoplasm. X24,000. 
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Figure 48. Golgi complex in coerulean neuron. 



Figure 49. Pigmented type B coerulean neuron — Limiting 
membrane and internal structure in pigment 
granule (*) may be discerned. Arrow indicates 
somal or proximal dendritic spine which makes 
synaptic contact with large axon terminal. 
X13,800. 



Figure 49. Pigmented type B coerulean neuron. 



Figure 50. Nuclear inclusions, nucleoli, and nematosomes 
in coerulean neurons — Assembled from micro
graphs of twelve nerve cells, series suggests 
a nuclear production of nematosomes. Micro
graphs a and b show fibrillar nuclear components 
similar in appearance to fibrillar nematosomal 
component seen in k. Note difference in 
cytoplasmic organelles surrounding nematosomes 
in I-L. 

a. Nucleolus-like body Cnematosome) in cytoplasm of a 
type B coerulean neuron. X9,500. 

b. Filamentous intranuclear inclusion in coerulean 
neuron. X23,800. 

c. Bundle of filaments within nucleus of coerulean neuron. 
X19,500. 

d. Nucleolus within nucleus of a coerulean neuron which 
shows a distinct pars granulosa and pars fibrosa. 
X12,400. 

e. Apposed components of nucleolar complex within the 
nucleus of a coerulean neuron. X12,200. 

f. Nucleoli in coerulean neuron nucleus. X8,700. 

g. Pars fibrosa in contact with nuclear membrane of 
coerulean neuron. X14,000. 

h. Pars granulosa in contact with nuclear membrane of 
coerulean neuron. XI4,000. 

i. Nucleolar complex in proximity to nuclear membrane of 
coerulean neuron. X9,500. 

j. Structure which resembles a nucleolus (nematosome) found 
in cytoplasm of coerulean neuron. X18,200. 

k. Nematosome in coerulean neuron. Interior of this 
structure contains distinct filaments and an amorphous 
mass. X16,800. 
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Figure 50. Nuclear inclusions, nucleoli, and nematosomes. 
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The Neuroglia 

Representatives of the macroglia--the two classes of 

glial cells of neuroectodermal origin--are readily found 

within coerulean boundaries, while microglia are extremely 

rare or absent. Satellite oligodendrocytes are found about 

both types of LC neurons (Figure 51). Electron-dense glial 

cells which exhibit round or elongated nuclei but sparse 

cytoplasm with high microtubule content can be found in the 

neuropil, but not necessarily in proximity to myelinated 

structures (Figure 52). Indeed, as earlier suggested by 

the light microscopy, parts of the coerulean neuropil are 

almost free of myelin. Thus, though the last mentioned 

glial cells resemble oligodendroglia, they fit into neither 

the perineuronal satellite nor interfascicular classifica

tions. 

A few type B nerve cell bodies on the medial border 

of LC were observed in intimate contact with other perikarya 

(Figure 53). In their position, the latter resembled 

satellite oligodendrocytes, although they exhibited few 

microtubules and had a more electron-translucent cytoplasm. 

The Golgi complex of these "capping cells" was polarized 

toward and situated nearby the neuron. That these cells 

are in intimate contact is indicated by electron-opaque 

lines at point of apposition. 

Astrocytes are more frequently encountered than 

oligodendroglia. Astrocytic fibrils or filaments, however, 



Figure 51. Satellite oligodendroglia in locus coeruleus. 

a. Satellite oligodendrocyte (OG) in apposition to 
coerulean type B neuron. Contact between two cell 
somata is direct. X24,300. 

b. Satellite oligodendrocyte (dark cell) in apposition 
to coerulean type A neuron (Al). Arrow points to 
synaptic contact between axon terminal and another 
type A neuron (A2). X7,800. 
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Figure 51. Satellite oligodendrocytes in locus coeruleus. 



Figure 52. Non-neuronal cells in the coerulean neuropil. 

a. Oligodendrocyte in locus coeruleus apparently not 
related to neuronal perikarya nor myelinated structures. 
Arrows point to multiple axonic synapses on a single 
dendrite. Contacts are isolated by glial covering (*). 
X17,500. 

b. Cell found in locus coeruleus which has electron-dense 
cytoplasm and heterogeneous nucleoplasm. Cell membrane 
not bounded by basal lamina; thus, cell is not endo
thelial. Capillary is seen in proximity. X7,800. 
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Figure 52. Non-neuronal cells in neuropil of LC. 



Figure 53. Type B coerulean neuron in intimate contact with 
satellite cell — Small arrows indicate points of 
increased density between cells. Large arrow 
points to axosomatic synapse. Stacks of Golgi 
membranes (g) in satellite cell appear to face, 
and to lie in proximity to, apposed plasma 
membranes. X12,300. 
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Figure 53. Coerulean type B neuron and satellite cell. 
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are extremely rare within the substance of LC; they could 

be found, however, in proximity to the overlying ventricular 

surface. Their nuclei are characteristically oval or 

occasionally bean-shaped in outline, without infoldings, 

and about 5 to 6 ym in length. Their nucleoplasm is homo

geneously granular and rimmed by slightly condensed 

chromatin. It often contained eccentrically located 

patches of heterochromatin or a nucleolus. Prior to the 

introduction of the term "velate astrocyte" (Palay and 

Chan-Palay 1974), these cells would doubtless have been 

considered protoplasmic astrocytes. Yet they form 

extremely thin envelopes about both types of LC neurons 

(Figure 54) and also around clusters of synaptic processes 

(Figure 47. Thus they meet morphological criteria for 

velate astrocytes. Frequently, one of these cells may be 

found between two nerve cells, both of which receive 

astrocytic wrapping from it (Figure 54). This coerulean 

envelope in the mouse apparently differs from that found in 

rat (Shimizu and Imamoto 1970) and cat (Ramon-Moliner 1974) 

in that it is not always complete, particularly over type A 

nerve cell bodies. The gap in glial covering occurs not 

only at points of axosomatic synapse, but at some areas 

where small groups of unmyelinated processes pass adjacent 

to the cell membrane. Distinct individual structures are 

also found interposed between type B neurons and their glial 

wrappings (Figure 55). These are round, membrane-limited 



Figure 54. Protoplasmic astrocyte (nucleated cell) inter
posed between two non-nucleated type A coerulean 
neurons — It sends processes to glial wrapping 
around both nerve cells. Surrounding neuropil 
shows little myelination. X12,300. 
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Figure 54. Astrocyte whose processes ensheath two neurons. 



Figure 55. Coerulean type B neuron and neuropil — Three 
axon terminals (1-3) contact a single, large 
longitudinally sectioned dendrite. A variety 
of clear and dense-cored vesicles fill the 
presynaptic terminals (1-5). Arrow points to 
structure peculiar to LC neurons. It is 
circular and contains 8 to 9 dense vesicles. 
X29,500. 
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Figure 55. Coerulean neuropil and characteristic extra-
neuronal organelle. 
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bodies, approximately 0.25 ym in diameter, which contain 

eight or nine spherical electron-opaque granules 2 0 nm 

across. Usually eight of these are regularly arranged in 

circular fashion around and about 40 nm from the inner 

membrane surface of this structure. Sometimes another 

granule occupies a more central position. 

The Coerulean Neuropil 

The coerulean neuropil is characterized by a welter 

of neuronal and glial processes and little myelination. A 

variety of specialized contacts are seen (Figure 56). 

Synapses are primarily axodendritic. Axosomatic synaptic 

profiles are not uncommon, and apparent axoaxonic points of 

synapse are occasionally observed (Figure 56a). Fluor

escence induced from endogenous monoamine stores within LC 

dendrites has been recently reported (Sladek and Parnavelas 

1975, Felton 1977b) and similar results have been reported 

here. Thus, particular attention was directed toward ultra-

structural correlates of synapses where dendrites might 

serve as the presynaptic element. Although such structures 

are uncommon, that presented in Figure 3 8 might be inter

preted as dendrodendritic. More commonly, points could be 

found where membrane-associated density was observed facing 

a putative presynaptic dendrite which had but one or two 

vesicles at the point of contact (Figure 56b). 



Figure 56. Axon terminals serving various functions. 

Coerulean neuropil. Large arrow indicates apparent 
axoaxonic synapse. Small arrow points to six large, 
dense-cored vesicles grouped in a small caliber 
process. X23,200. 

Coerulean neuropil. Several typical axodendritic 
synapses are seen. Arrow points to single clear 
vesicle within dendritic cytoplasm which apposes 
axonal plasmalemma. The opacity beneath the latter 
structure suggests an axonal postsynaptic density—a 
putative dendroaxonal synapse. X23,2 00. 

Noradrenergic, vesicle-filled varicosities in mouse 
pineal gland. X7,800. 
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Figure 56. Axon terminals serving various functions. 
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Synaptic nests, where a single dendrite was con

tacted by two or more axon terminals, are commonly found 

throughout the neuropil and are often surrounded by glial 

investments (Figures 47 and 52a). While such multiple 

axonic synapses may often be found on a structure that 

resembles a dendritic thorn, such elements often could not 

be identified positively (Figure 57). Thus, the receptive 

element might be a somatic spine, or even a small dendrite 

of an LC neuron. An interesting modification of the glial 

envelope is occasionally seen: it forms concentric, 

membranous, myelin-like rings around a single axodendritic 

synapse (Figure 4 5c). Great number of axonal swellings, 

filled with vesicles, are found. Connections, however, 

between these synaptic bags and their nonsynaptic stalks 

are seldom seen, in contrast to their frequency in other 

adrenergically innervated organs (such as the pineal gland, 

Figure 56c). 

Within the axon terminals and boutons en passant of 

the coerulean neuropil are a multiplicity of synaptic 

vesicles (Figure 58). Among these, dense-cored vesicles 

are not uncommon. Many parts of the neuropil are filled 

with cylindrical processes supported by two to five (or 

occasionally more) microtubules. These 50 to 4 00 nm 

diameter fibers are in cross-section reminiscent of cere

bellar granule cell axons and parallel fibers, but in longi

tudinal section they appear to take tortuous courses and 



Figure 57. Dendritic spines in coerulean neuropil. 

Central part of micrograph is occupied by dendrite 
which possesses spine. Note multivesicular body 
(arrow) in spine. Axodendritic contact is seen on 
dendritic shaft and spine. X13,800. 

Large dendrite in coerulean neuropil. Large arrow 
points to spine-like dendritic projection that does 
not appear to make synaptic contact with surrounding 
structures. Spine overlies multivesicular body 
(small arrow) in shaft of dendrite. Crossed arrow 
indicates axodendritic contact; dendrite is cut in 
cross-section and apparently possesses spine. 
X13,800. 
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Figure 57. Dendritic spines in coerulean neuropil. 



Figure 58. A variety of vesicle shapes found in enlarge
ments of neuronal fibers coursing through locus 
coeruleus. 

a. X20,000. 

b. X20,000. 

c. X20,000. 

d. X20,000. 

e. X20,000. 

f. X40,000. 
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Figure 58. Vesicle varieties in coerulean neuropil. 
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are limited to the plane of section for only very short 

distances. Because their diameters approach the thickness 

of the plane of section and due to their winding courses, 

they are often unclear in electron micrographs as they 

apparently overlap each other within the thin plastic 

section. Thus, it has not been possible to identify their 

cells of origin, if indeed any are located in this area. 

The Blood Vessels 

The rich vascular network observed with light 

microscopy is evident at the ultrastructural level (Figures 

41a, 42a, 42b, 52b, and 59 to 61). Most of these vessels 

have a luminal diameter of 4 to 6 ym and are apparently 

capillaries. However, coerulean vessels of this size have 

another cellular component interposed between endothelial 

basal lamina and neuropil and its overlying basement mem

brane (Figures 59d and 60a). It is reasonable to suggest 

that this element is a smooth muscle extension, although 

other alternatives exist. 

The small blood vessels, either arterioles or 

venules, found at the dorsal surface of LC have smooth 

muscle cells closely applied to the basal lamina (Figures 

59a and 59b). This contractile element is in turn separated 

from nervous tissue by a second basal lamina. There is 

little further connective tissue interposed except for 

occasional deeper infoldings of basement membrane (Figure 



Figure 59. Vascular structures in locus coeruleus. 

a. Coerulean blood vessel. Endothelial cell is surrounded 
by basal lamina. Apparent smooth muscle cells (*) 
overlie latter structure. They are also separated from 
pericapillary glial processes by basal lamina. X8,600. 

b. Blood vessel located in caudal part of locus coeruleus 
near fourth ventricle. Asterisk indicates smooth 
muscle cell. X14,000. 

c. Continuation of vessel seen in previous figure. 
Astrocytic fibrils (arrow) are seen in glial processes. 
X18,900. 

d. Blood vessel found in interior of caudal part of locus 
coeruleus. Nucleus and cytoplasm of endothelial cell 
are electron-dense. A process, probably of smooth 
muscle (arrows) is interposed between endothelial and 
parenchymal basal laminae. X14,6 00. 
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Figure 59. Vascular structures in locus coeruleus. 



Figure 60. Endothelial wall of coerulean blood vessels. 

Coerulean vessel with electron-lucent endothelial wall. 
Several vesicle-filled boutons (*) and small caliber 
fibers (small arrows), are found in proximity to this 
vessel. These fibers are occasionally found in apparent 
apposition with endothelial basal lamina. Large arrow 
points to smooth muscle ensheathed by glial processes. 
X15,200. 

Coerulean neurons and blood vessel. Vessel wall is 
electron-dense. Peculiar circular structure (arrow) 
is found associated with type B neuron. X9,000. 

Blood vessel found in caudal part of locus coeruleus 
which is not in immediate vicinity of coerulean 
neurons. Endothelial cytoplasm is electron-lucent. 
X9,800. 
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Figure 60. Endothelial wall of coerulean blood vessels. 



Figure 61. Blood vessel and adjacent coerulean neuron. 

a. High powe^ view of coerulean neuron and adjacent blood 
vessel shown in Figure 42a. Very fine processes (p) 
are interposed between somal plasma membrane and basal 
lamina. Density associated with invagination of cell 
membrane (arrow), but with no apparent synaptic contact, 
is seen. Golgi and smooth ER vesicles and cisterns are 
in proximity to this indentation. Luminal side of 
endothelial wall also demonstrates invaginations. 
X27,000. 

b. Coerulean neuron and blood vessel shown in Figures 42a 
and 61a. Arrow points to deep infolding of neuronal 
plasma membrane. X28,200. 



Figure 61. Blood vessel and adjacent coerulean neuron. 
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59b). Such vessels of larger than capillary dimensions are 

cordoned off by protoplasmic astrocytic processes containing 

fibrils (Figure 59c). 

Coerulean capillaries are consistently observed in 

two forms: one with a dense, compact cytoplasm and nucleo

plasm, the other with these components apparently dilated 

and more electron-lucent (Figures 60b and 60c). These two 

types of capillaries coexist within LC and can be found 

within 10 ym of each other (Figure 59d). An apparent but 

not confirmed stratification of these types occurs. From 

montages of low power electron micrographs it has been 

observed that dark blood vessels are consistently found in 

areas surrounding locus coeruleus per se, whereas light 

vessels appear to be restricted to dorsal LC. Additionally, 

in those instances where type B neurons are in contact with 

blood vessels, the endothelial wall is usually dark 

(Figure 42). 

Figure 4 2a shows a coerulean vessel and type B LC 

neuron which contains a full complement of cellular organ

elles. The Golgi complex is perinuclear and adjacent to the 

vessel. Little astrocytic isolation between vessel and 

neuron occurs, although small axon-like processes, 50 to 400 

nm in diameter, are interposed (Figure 61a). The neuronal 

cell membrane and endoplasmic reticulum infold in a fashion 

which suggests normal or reverse pinocytosis (Figure 61). 

The endothelial cell in those illustrations also exhibits 
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pinocytotic inpouching, a phenomenon not commonly exhibited 

by other vessels. 



DISCUSSION 

Significance of Approach 

In this study, the mouse nucleus locus coeruleus has 

been examined with four widely used neuroanatomical tech

niques. To date, no other single study-nor single investi

gative group—has looked at LC of any experimental animal 

with such a combination (although LC in rat and cat have 

been examined with all four methodologies at different times 

and by different investigators). The advantage here is that 

results obtained with each method may be directly compared 

since external variables (differences in strain of animal, 

environmental conditions, investigative approach, and re

porting of data) have been deliberately reduced or elimi

nated. 

While morphological results "speak for themselves" 

it should be noted that each histological method selected 

was chosen only after trial of several similar techniques 

and comparison of their efficacy; thus, procedures were 

selected which gave optimal results. Nevertheless, varia

tions occurred. These were expected for the capricious 

Golgi methods, but were disconcerting in histofluorescence 

materials (see pp. 86, 86, 135, and 136). Accordingly, 

histochemical results reported were selected from animals in 

which the pattern of fluorescence was consistent. All the 
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same, variables inherent to these methods which could not 

be overcome precluded quantification (see above). When 

similar problems arose in electron microscopy, poorly pre

served tissues were summarily discarded. 

The careful selection of techniques, methodical re

finement of protocols, and uncompromising rejection of in

ferior preparations ought to increase the validity of the 

conclusions drawn from this morphological study. At the 

least, they should increase its aesthetic qualities. 

Comparison of Results with Other Studies 

The overall picture presented in this study differed 

from other reports to varying degrees, depending on the 

technique under comparison. Each approach is reviewed under 

a separate heading. 

Light Microscopy 

In this study, the cytoarchitectonic boundaries 

established from Nissl-stained material for the locus 

coeruleus correlated well with the area indicated in 1971 by 

Sidman et al. in their atlas of the mouse brain. As men

tioned earlier, the nucleus of the mesencephalic trigeminal 

root lies dorsolateral to LC and provides a good landmark 

for its microscopic localization. 

Other neuroanatomical cell groupings subadjacent to 

LC include nucleus prepositus hypoglossi and the superior, 

medial, and lateral vestibular nuclei. These aggregates lie 
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behind the ventrocaudal regions of LC and Mes V. The 

vestibular nuclei, particularly the superior, extend forward 

to become neighboring structures laterally. Nucleus sub-

coeruleus borders rostral LC ventrolaterally, while more 

dorsally nucleus cuneiformis and the dorsal nucleus of the 

lateral lemniscus bound it laterally. 

The caudalmost coerulean neurons lie immediately 

inferior and alongside the lateral angle of the fourth 

ventricle (Figures 2 and 3). At that point, the ventricle 

forms the superior border of LC; elsewhere this border is 

Mes V, most clearly seen in sagittal section (Figure 4). In 

a series of frontal sections, as LC begins to appear 

caudally the sulcus limitans seems to disappear. In adult 

brain, the sulcus limitans is not recognizable again until 

the aqueduct is reached. (In the embryonic mouse brain, 

however, it can be seen as a continuous groove all the 

way up to the caudal diencephalon; Angevine 19 77) . Save 

for the preceding observation, LC is not marked grossly by 

an eminence, as it is in man, or by the rostral continuation 

of the sulcus limitans above the superior fovea, as it is 

defined in Riley's (1943) atlas of the human brain and its 

included comprehensive treatise on neuroanatomical term

inology . 

Throughout its extent, LC is bordered medially by 

cells of the central gray. Rostrally within that substance 

are the dorsal and ventral tegmental nuclei of Gudden. The 
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nuclei centralis superior and raphe dorsalis (the latter 

believed to provide LC afferents) lie in the same coronal 

plane as LC, but are midline structures. 

A definition of the relationship of LC to the sur

rounding white matter would be useful for the study of its 

connections. Given those connections, it should be possible 

to clarify certain intrinsic neuronal features, such as the 

identity of synapses or the origin and initial course of 

outgoing fibers. The efferent fibers of LC, however, 

apparently are very fine axons that do not contribute sig

nificantly to the white matter as seen in myelin-stained 

material. And little is known of its afferent connections. 

Thus, the fiber tracts which pass near LC will merely be 

listed. The superior cerebellar peduncle travels laterally 

and superiorly around LC, decussating rostral to that 

nucleus. The mesencephalic tract of V lies lateral to both 

LC and Mes V; rostrally it courses through the anterior part 

of LC. Before its decussation, intramedullary fibers of the 

trochlear nerve are inclined caudally, so that a part of 

this radix lies dorsal to rostral LC. Along the inferior 

margin in this region, the central tegmental tract is found. 

In this study, induced fluorescence of endogenous 

monoamines suggest that "biochemical LC" and Nissl LC" 

differ, at least rostrally. Therefore, it is extremely 

important to define which LC we are talking about. In an 

attempt to define "biochemical LC" in Nissl-stained 
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material, camera lucida drawings were made in the hope that 

some obvious cellular morphologies or overt boundaries 

would emerge. Such features might then allow one to draw 

"dotted lines" about LC that would satisfy both old and new 

approaches to neurohistology. But no such dualistic LC 

could be found. 

Particularly in its rostral extent, the nuclear area 

designated as LC by Sidman et al. (1971) and reiterated here 

probably contains nerve cell bodies which do not store nor

adrenaline. But such perikarya cannot be distinguished with 

Nissl and fiber stains. Moreover, as noted by Ramon-Moliner 

and Dansereau (19 74a), the entire nucleus blends medially 

and rostrally into the pontine central gray. 

The caudal extent of LC presents a different story. 

It is apparently a homogeneous mass of closely packed 

noradrenaline-containing nerve cell bodies easily identified 

by both Nissl and fluorescence methods. In this respect, 

coronal sections 447 and 455 in the mouse brain atlas 

display a structure which would likely be designated "LC" 

with any neuroanatomical method. 

The split between dorsal and ventral LC reported 

here (and earlier by Swanson 1976) calls to mind an addi

tional problem. As small, discrete brain structures are 

encountered, it is no longer satisfactory to describe them 

in intervals of 100 to 150 ym, as has been the practice in 

traditional atlases. Instead, many relatively thin slices 
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of serially-sectioned material need to be set out for 

inspection. Admittedly, this approach will produce con

siderably thicker (possibly unwieldy) atlases, but there 

will be advantages. By insisting that brain structures 

(especially nuclei, but by no means excluding cortical areas 

and tracts) have small components—regardless of apparent 

homogeneities — neurophysiological and neuropharmacolj-,.. al 

studies will be forced to deal with units approaching the 

cellular level. With regard to the locus coeruleus, such 

an approach has apparently already proven useful: Hobson 

et al. (1975) have refined the role of LC in paradoxical 

sleep and limited its participation to the caudolateral 

part. 

Characterization of cell shapes in a neural area 

comprised of closely packed nerve cell bodies and a paucity 

of myelinated fibers cannot be considered definitive in 

studies which use cell stains alone. The wide range of 

cellular morphologies previously described in LC (see above) 

validates this statement. Nevertheless, cell shapes and 

sizes identified in earlier studies have been reinvestigated 

here. Conclusions drawn from material prepared with 

the method of Kluver and Barrera (1953) are based not only 

on microscopic observations, but upon camera lucida tracings 

as well. Small and medium-sized neurons were found. This 

agrees with classifications suggested by Olszewski and 

Baxter (1954), Russell (1955), Shimizu and Imamoto (1970), 
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Ramon-Moliner (1974), and Afanassiev et al. (1977). 

Additionally, the medium-sized cells (which predominated in 

caudal LC) were subdivided into multipolar and fusiform 

components, in agreement with Swanson (1976). A second type 

of small cell was observed in medial LC. It may be a 

previously unidentified variety of coerulean neuron. 

Cell counts are considered to provide useful in

formation, at least in conjunction with other data. But 

problems arose. For one thing, the heterogeneity of 

neuronal shapes found in LC and its indistinct boundaries 

did not permit its isolation from surrounding central gray. 

Furthermore (at least rostrally), I simply could not decide, 

within the nucleus itself, what is and what is not an LC 

neuron. Therefore, such cell counts (attempted on several 

occasions and with several approaches) were not feasible. 

It may be that the rat (not examined in this study) has a 

more discrete LC than the mouse, a nucleus more sharply 

defined in its cytoarchitectonic boundaries. At any rate, 

Descarries and Saucier (1972) and Swanson (1976) were able, 

from Nissl-stained material, to set the cell population in 

rat LC at somewhere around 1,400 to 1,700 neurons per side. 

Because of those independent compatible counts, a total 

number of mouse LC neurons was a desideratum. With that 

figure in hand, analogous structures of these two rodents 

might be compared on a variety of parameters. For example, 

the ratio of mouse to rat LC neurons could be correlated 
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with ratios of total brain size, size of brain components, 

or of LC neuronal types in the two species. 

A second problem with cell counts is that the 

nucleolus (the unit counted) occurs more than once in 

nuclei of some coerulean neurons. Swanson wisely points out 

that it is desirable to count the smallest possible unit 

that will correspond with the actual number of cells. He 

notes that only a few neuronal nuclei in LC (about 1%) have 

more than one nucleolus. But as reported in the current 

study and that of Afanassiev et al. (1977), electron micro

scopy shows that binucleolate and even trinucleolate LC 

neurons are not uncommon in mouse brain. And there is a 

further problem—nematosomes (nucleolus-like bodies in the 

perikarya; see p. 322) are frequently observed ultra-

structurally in nerve cell bodies of mouse LC. They are 

also found in the rat (Shimizu and Imamoto 1970). 

As a cautionary note, the three-dimensional recon

structions of the gross morphology of mouse LC (Figures 8 

and 9) must be viewed with reserve; they too are based on 

Nissl-stained material. That "biochemical LC" might look 

different from these illustrations of "cytoarchitectural 

LC" is at least possible, if not probable. The formalized 

geometry of the reconstructions is more apparent than real: 

it is an approximation, not an absolute delineation of a 

solid structure. 
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Golgi Observations 

Since Camillo Golgi's first report of the "reazione 

nera," there has yet to be developed a better light micro

scopic means for observing single neural cells. No indi

vidual was more aware of the value of this technique, nor 

exploited it more fully than Don Santiago Ram6n y Cajal. 

In doing so, he not only set the basis for modern neuro-

cytology, but furnished much of the current substance of 

that science. Indeed, so much did he accomplish that Windle 

could say in 1957 (p. 3) that he was "... tempted to 

declare that we have passed through one great epoch of 

neuroanatomical research, which we might call the 'Cajal 

epoch' . . . ." And at that time it seemed as though 

neuroanatomists would turn from the Golgi methods, almost 

completely, in favor of new techniques—especially the 

newly emerging application of the electron microscope to 

biological research. Sixteen years later, however, one of 

the pioneers of neural ultrastructural methodology and study, 

Sanford L. Palay, would comment that: 

. . . considering the obvious value of the Golgi 
method, it is surprising and disappointing to 
modern neurohistologists how little use has been 
made of it and consequently how little is known 
about the detailed cytological organization of most 
parts of the central nervous system at the level of 
the light microscope. With only a few important 
exceptions our knowledge has hardly advanced beyond 
the point where Golgi and Cajal left it. Even the 
cell types in many regions are unknown or in dis
pute. Clearly the Golgi method has not been util
ized to the extent that it deserves to be. If the 
analysis of the nervous system is to proceed at the 
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cellular level the Golgi method must become, at last 
after this first century, a regular part of the 
neurohistologist's armamentarium (Palay and Chan-
Palay 1975, pp. 58-59). 

There are good reasons for continuing to prepare and 

analyze Golgi material now—even for redoing the very work 

Cajal accomplished—for although the technique is not new, 

many applications of it are. Consider the following: while 

it would have been technically possible at the time, Cajal 

never used a camera lucida; thus, the drawings he made were 

free hand. Had he been sketching pieces of a jigsaw puzzle 

instead of impregnated neurons, no one would expect that his 

renditions (however careful) could be assembled to form as 

non-distorted a picture as could be put together from 

tracings of the pieces themselves. But the nervous system 

is a "jigsaw puzzle"—an extremely complicated one (Angevine 

1973). Therefore, should not exact tracings of its compo

nents be superior to even the finest free hand interpreta

tions (which Cajal's were)? 

Although photomicrographs cannot be substituted for 

careful pen-and-ink reconstructions, they do add another 

dimension to Golgi work. Still other recent improvements 

lie in the development of new adhesives, the use of cover-

slips, and better embedding materials. And there are 

entirely new methods which handsomely complement Golgi 

studies, most especially electron microscopy. It is now 
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even possible to combine the two techniques (Fair6n et al. 

1977) . 

Since the introduction of the Golgi reaction, in

vestigators (with notable exception of Ram6n y Cajal) have 

been rather uncertain as how to best exploit it. Conse

quently a great number of publications have appeared demon

strating cells and processes, but without a central theme to 

hold the work together. On the other hand, quite the oppo

site result has been achieved from investigations of the 

cerebellar cortex; there, structure has been well defined 

concurrent with new concepts of neural functions. In this 

instance, such synthesis of structure and function has been 

obtained through a fortuitous set of circumstances: the 

presence of but five (or six) types of nerve cells, and 

about that many kinds of glia, in a distinct laminar array. 

In most other brain regions the neurocytologist is not so 

fortunate; the variety of neurons seems almost unlimited. 

And glia are frequently simply ignored. The problem then 

comes down to whether the remainder of the billion to 

trillion or more brain cells (depending on the animal) are 

unique in shape, manner of connections, and so forth; or if 

not, how much redundancy is present. Furthermore, it must 

be recognized that orderliness, so obvious in the cere

bellar cortex, is found throughout the CNS, but in various 

(and sometimes less easily definable) forms. 
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Intuitively, it makes sense for the CNS to be an 

orderly structure—nature is repeatedly found to be orderly, 

at least in properly functioning systems. To find the cyto-

architectonic order within the brain, the Golgi technique 

may be applied in one of two ways. The first seeks to 

recognize similarities and arrangements of cellular elements 

within an area in which there is some known functional or 

structural homogeneity. The other attempts to catalogue 

certain cellular characteristics wherever they may occur, 

and then to check for such characteristics in diverse brain 

areas to identify common structural denominators. For some 

reason, the first method is generally used in the study of 

nerve cells, while the second is applied to glia. An 

exception occurs in Ramon-Moliner's (19 62) attempt to 

classify neurons under the headings isodendritic, allo-

dendritic, and idiodendritic. 

If one attempts to find similarities among neural 

elements in a circumscribed area, problems immediately occur. 

For one, the Golgi method is capricious. Different cells--

or cell types—may be impregnated, depending on the method 

used, but the results are generally not reproducible. What 

is worse, certain cells may never be impregnated. And there 

is, of course, the problem as to whether the area chosen for 

investigation does indeed have an underlying homogeneity of 

structure and/or function. It may be a small part of a 

larger structure or parts of several smaller systems. 
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Nevertheless, in this study the Golgi method has 

been used in an effort to define a morphological correlate 

to the biochemical homogeneity of the locus coeruleus. 

Interestingly, while the results with techniques other than 

Golgi's allowed conclusions similar to those arrived at in 

other studies which used those methods, the relatively high 

percentage of impregnated coerulean cells is unique to the 

present study. As mentioned earlier (see THE LOCUS 

COERULEUS; Cytoarchitecture), it is difficult to correlate 

Golgi studies, even within the same brain region, if camera 

lucida drawings are not included; however, because of the 

small number of Golgi studies on LC, a comparison of all 

such work is attempted. 

Shimizu and Imamoto (19 70) saw medium-sized multi

polar and fusiform cells studded with somal spines, as well 

as smaller ones which lacked spines. Dendrites of the 

former were long and tapering, a feature which caused Ramon-

Moliner (1974) to question whether they were LC neurons. 

Because the technique he employed allowed a Nissl counter-

stain, he could unequivocally identify impregnated cells 

within LC. In that nucleus he described two types of 

neurons; large plump cells which had short, non-tapering 

dendrites, and small, leptodendritic cells like those in 

the adjacent central gray. Although Swanson (1976) used the 

same method as Ramon^-Moliner (the Golgi-Cox) , his results 

agreed more closely with those of the former group of 
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investigators. These differences might simply be explained 

in that Swanson, as well as Shimizu and Imamoto, studied 

rat LC while Ramon-Moliner looked at that of the cat. 

While it may indeed be necessary to counterstain 

Golgi material to locate the rather scattered coerulean 

cells of the cat (Ramon-Moliner 1974), exception is taken 

to the statement of Swanson (1976, p. 40) that there is a 

". . . lack of unmistakable landmarks in surrounding tissue 

. . ." by which the rodent LC can be identified. As noted 

earlier, except in the most rostral LC, coerulean neurons 

are consistently flanked by the conspicuous, characteris

tically plump cell bodies of the mesencephalic trigeminal 

nucleus. Medially, the outward angle of the fourth 

ventricle provides an excellent clue. Finally, the superior 

cerebellar peduncle and mesencephalic tract of V serve as 

additional lateral boundaries (although generally un-

impregnated) and are discernable in most rapid Golgi and 

Golgi-Hortega preparations. Interestingly, in most material 

in which coerulean cells were impregnated, mesencephalic 

trigeminal neurons were also blackened. 

In the present study, the rapid Golgi (also used by 

Shimizu and Imamoto) and Golgi-Hortega methods were employed, 

although a number of others were tried. The Golgi-Hortega 

technique was found to impregnate a much higher percentage 

of LC neurons than any of the others. While Swanson re

ported that in his Golgi-Cox material only about 0.07% of 
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the coerulean neurons were impregnated, in fortuitous prepa

rations made in the present study with the Golgi-Hortega 

procedure, several cells within a single 50 ym section were 

visible. (One such preparation is presented in Figure 14; 

at least six LC neurons can be seen in this 50 ym section.) 

The Golgi-Fox technique left LC unmarked, at least 

as far as a pilot study was concerned. Hence, although 

further attempts to use this procedure may be made in sub

sequent studies (from material now in celloidin blocks), no 

description of the good results obtained in other brain 

regions (cerebral and cerebellar cortices) is given. That 

LC did not stain in this study is mildly surprising in 

light of the good impregnation obtained with this method in 

another monoaminergic center (Schwyn and Fox 1974). 

Golgi-Hortega techniques are frequently used to 

study glial cells. Indeed, Klatzo's modification of this 

method (used in this study) was apparently developed for 

just such purpose. The method, however, stains neuronal 

elements; for example, all five varieties of cerebellar 

cortical neurons could be identified in this material. 

Why does the Golgi-Hortega method impregnate more 

coerulean neurons than other procedures? Although no answer 

is given here, several possibilities are considered. 

First, there may be a similarity between LC neurons and 

glial cells; such would explain the increased affinity of 

LC neurons for this method. Second, the chloral hydrate 
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used in Hortega (but not other) procedures may alter LC 

neurons in such a manner that they take up the silver. In 

this connection, it is interesting to note that chloral 

hydrate is thought to have a suppressant action on para

doxical sleep (Harvey 1975) and that LC may be involved in 

that state of sleep/waking behavior (Jouvet 19 67, Hobson et 

al. 1975). Finally, the more effective impregnation may be 

merely fortuitous—in certain instances, Klatzo's method 

impregnates virtually no coerulean neurons. 

Scmal spines were observed on some, but not all, 

coerulean neurons. This agrees with results obtained by 

Swanson and by Shimizu and Imamoto. As in the results of 

the latter workers, both small and medium-sized neurons were 

impregnated in this study, and somal spines were found only 

on the larger of these. Thus the question, posed in regard 

to feline LC, "do the the somatic appendages constitute a 

general characteristic of all the nerve cells present in the 

locus coeruleus?" (Ramon-Moliner 19 74) may also be asked for 

LC of the mouse. Two types of medium-sized neurons were 

seen in the current study which resembled those in the 

drawings of Swanson. Particularly when viewed in the 

horizontal plane, dendrites were seen to leave the region 

defined as LC (Figure 25). On the other hand, dendrites of 

LC neurons cut in coronal section extended over consider

ably shorter distances (Figure 24). Thus, LC dendrites may 

travel primarily in a roughly horizontal plane; this could 
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explain why Ramon-Moliner did not find the "relatively long" 

dendrites described by Shimizu and Imamoto. There may be a 

species-specific difference in LC neuronal morphologies. 

Golgi-impregnated blood vessels of the coerulean 

region were also seen in the present study. As suggested 

herein, it may be that these vessels provide not only nutri

ents, but also support for the neural cells of this area. 

Certain cells are nestled in extensive networks of vascular 

structures. The cell in Figure 31 sends out dendritic 

branches which cross over, but do not travel with nor 

terminate on, every impregnated vascular branch within the 

area. With light microscopy, these processes appear to pass 

close to these vessels. Therefore, the possibility that 

either the vessels exert an influence on these processes, or 

vice versa, cannot be ruled out. In the first instance, 

this could give a coerulean neuron the chemoreceptive prop

erties suggested by other workers (see p. 325)—but more 

than that, it could provide a mechanism by which it could 

monitor a wide variety of physiologic parameters and thus 

serve a neurovascular integrative function. It could 

also give a coerulean neuron a mechanoreceptive ability--

an opportunity to gauge the caliber of these coerulean 

vessels as they change with different functional states. 

Whether or not these neuronal processes serve vasoreceptive 

functions (of chemical and/or mechanical nature), they may 
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serve as effectors--and exert a control over the same 

complement of vasculature structures. 

The fine, beaded processes impregnated by the Golgi 

method may be axons, or as suggested by Swanson (1976), 

collaterals of axons. In a few preparations, they were 

found in considerable numbers within the boundaries of LC. 

In certain instances they appeared to be clustered on the 

surface of fine caliber blood vessels (Figures 31 and 32). 

No ultrastructural correlate, however, was noted. Afferent 

or efferent fibers contributing to these clusters seemed to 

come from many directions and thus probably from a number 

of sources. 

In other instances, fine beaded processes ran 

parallel to large caliber unimpregnated blood vessels. The 

similarity between this pattern and that presented by some 

fluorescent monoaminergic fibers traveling on blood vessels 

in rodents (Edvinsson et al. 1973; see their Figures If and 

lg, p. 497) and primates (jacobwitz and MacLean 1978; see 

their Figure 7, p. 404) is striking. Whether or not the 

impregnated varicose fibers and the similar processes seen 

with histofluorescence represent homologous structures is 

problematical. Beaded fibers may be impregnated in other 

brain areas which are probably not noradrenergic (i.e., 

cerebellar cortex). Juraska, Wilson, and Groves (1977) 

pointed out dendritic varicosities of nigral neurons in 

their Golgi study of the substantia nigra, but they 
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cautioned against equating them with varicosities seen in 

fluorescence. In that respect they warned that "the 'vari

cosities' seen with the fluorescence techniques probably do 

not represent actual changes in dendritic caliber, but 

rather areas of high catecholamine accumulation" (p. 591). 

Despite the above cautions, there are reasons to 

tentatively identify the impregnated fine beaded processes 

as those having similar structure viewed in induced histo-

fluorescence materials. First, if one assumes these struc

tures to be neuronal (and not glial), they are apparently 

not dendritic but axonal. The reason for this conclusion 

is that dendritic processes of LC neurons are considerably 

larger in caliber than these beaded processes. If the 

beaded processes are indeed LC axons, they may well 

originate from noradrenaline-synthesizing perikarya and 

transport that substance. Second, the extremely fine 

caliber of these impregnated fibers correlates with the 

characteristic "very fine" caliber of fluorescent fibers 

originating in LC (Lindvall and Bjorklund 1974a). 

Finally, it should be noted that Golgi methods show 

a close relationship between some LC neurons and proto

plasmic (velate) astrocytes. At times, impregnated 

coerulean nerve cells were almost completely obscured by 

astrocytic envelopment (Figure 25). In other instances, 

impregnated glial processes formed an outline about un-

impregnated LC neurons, giving the latter the appearance of 
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phantom cells. This intimate relation between coerulean 

neurons and glia seen with Golgi techniques underscores 

Ramon-Moliner1s (1974) contention that this is a "very 

peculiar feature." 

Glyoxylic Acid-Induced Fluorescence 

Since the induced fluorescence techniques selected 

for use were all in developmental stages at the time this 

study was initiated, it was necessary to work out the de

tails of these new procedures—to achieve significant 

fluorescence. Hence in the following account, the refine

ment of methodologies is interwoven with the description of 

the locus coeruleus such methodologies made possible. In

deed, the further development of these procedures is con

sidered an integral part of the results, as in fact the 

seminal protocols of Eranko, Falck, and others were so 

considered in the past. 

When this series of experiments was begun, the 

methods of Lindvall and Bjorklund (1974b), Watson and 

Barchas (1975), and de la Torre and Surgeon (1976a) were 

available, the latter two in abstract form only. Since the 

first technique required equipment that was not available, 

it was decided to try the latter two methods and develop 

usable protocols from them. Differences between the two 

procedures include section thickness, time of incubation in 

glyoxylic acid, temperature of the acid solution, time of 
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fluorescence development in oven, and baking temperature. 

Additional variables not spelled out in the two abstracts 

include buffer solutions, pH, and glyoxylic acid concentra

tions. Because the latter variables were not available, 

only the first five were compared. 

Section thicknesses of 6 to 30 ym were examined. 

While monoamine fluorescence could be observed in all of 

them, the thinner slices never developed the intensity ob

tained with the thick ones. This was probably because 

fewer monoamine-containing cells were present; the amount of 

substrate available for fluorescence reaction was therefore 

reduced. The thick sections, however, also presented a 

problem: less of the ultraviolet light (which could not be 

increased in intensity) passed through them, thus greatly 

lengthening photographic exposure times. Moreover, thick 

sections markedly increased background fluorescence, such 

that discrete localization of cellular monoamines was more 

difficult. Section thicknesses of about fifteen microns 

were considered optimal. 

The amount of time that a tissue had to incubate in 

glyoxylic acid solution varied with the temperature. Even 

with cold solutions, however, prolonged periods (longer than 

seven minutes) resulted in increased background fluorescence 

and decreased cellular intensities. Although room tempera

tures permitted development of endogenous monoamine 

fluorescence, cold temperatures (0 to 2°C) allowed a longer 
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incubation time, one that can more easily be monitored. 

Similarly, the time that tissues could be left in the oven 

varied inversely with oven temperature. The latter 

variable could not be well controlled; the temperature of 

an oven, regardless of its size, drops rapidly when it is 

opened to place slides inside. 

Since such a variety of parameters affect the 

resultant fluorescence, the glyoxylic acid technique 

probably ought to be used simply to detect (not quantify) 

endogenous biogenic amines. For that purpose, any standard

ized procedure which yields repeatable fluorescence may be 

used so long as the variables of time and temperature are 

watched closely. 

Histofluorescent localization of endogenous cate

cholamines was attempted in this study for two reasons. It 

was important to find out whether "Nissl LC" was homologous 

with "biochemical LC," and if the locus coeruleus of the 

mouse was truly homogeneous with regard to neurotransmitter. 

Should the answers to these two questions be affirmative, 

LC could serve as a model system for a variety of investiga

tions . 

The answer to the first question is "no." As re

viewed earlier in this discussion, traditional LC is not 

identical with LC as seen with glyoxylic acid-induced 

fluorescence. Thus, the use of mouse LC as a target in 

manipulative studies does not mean that effects will be 



exerted on noradrenergic neurons alone. Such an effect, 

however, could possibly be realized if investigation was 

restricted to specific sub-areas of LC, particularly its 

caudal extent. 

The answer to the second question is also "no." 

The rostral end of LC was seen to be composed of fluorescent 

and non-fluorescent nerve cell bodies. There is also 

scattered fluorescence medial to locus coeruleus. Indeed, 

the extent to which LC extends into the adjacent central 

gray is difficult to determine. This medial fluorescence 

may be explained in three ways. First, there are efferent 

LC axons here, as well as LC dendrites. There may also be 

monoaminergic fibers of passage in this region, some of 

them afferents to LC. Monoamine stores in any of these 

processes would be expected to fluoresce. Second, the mono

amine may be in the perikarya of medially located smaller 

cells; it may be contained in very small packets hitherto 

not detected by less sensitive methods. And third, the 

fluorescence medial to the fusiform cells could result from 

both sources-T-from intrinsic monoamine in the smaller cells 

as well as from that in the various processes mentioned. 

It remains to be seen whether the smaller cells of 

LC (defined with Nissl stain) can be regarded as a part of 

LC with respect to their neurotransmitter content. They 

might be part of another noradrenergic system, or they 

might not be noradrenergic at all. Thus LC, although an 
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immensely attractive region for study (as reviewed in the 

introductory material), is not as easy to define nor as 

biochemically homogeneous as would be desirable in a model 

system. 

Is any part of the locus coeruleus (i.e., caudal LC) 

homogeneous in neurotransmitter content? This third ques

tion might be answered by preparing the area for fluor

escence, photographing it, and then restaining the section. 

Camera lucida drawings of the latter could then be super

imposed over the micrographs. This method was tried on 

caudal LC, but although it worked well in areas where only a 

few fluorescent cells stood out, so many cells and processes 

glowed in caudal LC that individual cellular elements were 

obscured. Consequently, investigators must use high-

resolution fluorescence techniques or ultrastructural 

immunohistological localization of noradrenaline-

synthesizing enzymes to solve the problem. Recently, both 

types of methods have been presented (Grzanna et al. 1977, 

Pickel et al. 1975). 

The report of Grzanna and co-workers (1977, p. 129) 

states that with their technique for identifying dopamine-

B-hydroxylase they were able ". . .to focus through the 

fluorscein-stained perikarya [of LC] to visualize their 

proximal dendrites in three dimensions, shown in a fashion 

similar to Golgi-impregnated neurons." This claim heralds 

a distinct improvement, for while the present study and 
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others (Sladek and Parnavelas 1975, Felton 1977b) have 

described neuronal profiles in various brain stem areas, 

discrete delineation of cell profiles within areas of high 

noradrenaline content has not been accomplished. Thus, the 

histofluorescent profiles of individual nerve cells within 

the relatively homogeneous caudal LC have not been defined. 

An indication, however, of the appearance of coerulean 

cellular morphologies has been determined from less compact 

LC regions. Here fluorescent profiles could be seen which 

correlate well with LC neuronal perikarya impregnated by 

Golgi methods (Figures 24 and 26). 

Two additional structures within the vicinity of LC 

frequently showed fluorescence. One was found within the 

fibers of the superior cerebellar peduncle. It could not 

be observed in tissues not treated with glyoxylic acid; 

thus, there exists the possibility that the fluorescence 

observed was due to endogenous monoamine stores. The 

fluorescence was, however, found in the peduncle, where 

interfascicular oligodendrocytes should lie. But these 

cells should not be classified, even after their staining 

with Nissl dye. The SPG-treated/fluorescence-examined 

sections did not yield sufficient cellular detail to allow 

their identification. 

The other fluorescence structure found in proximity 

to LC was the nucleus of mesencephalic V. Its neurons 

exhibited an autofluorescence of varying intensity. Similar 
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autofluorescence was also consistently found around the cell 

bodies of Purkinje cells in the cerebellar cortex. This 

observation reiterates the problem in interpretation pre

sented by autofluorescence (see DEVELOPMENT OF METHODOLO

GIES) . 

Electron Microscopy 

Ultrastructural observations in this study suggest 

that there are at least two types of nerve cell bodies in 

the locus coeruleus. The discovery of at least a bimodal 

variety of coerulean nerve cells, recognizable at the EM 

level, was first reported in rabbit (Mizuno and Nakamura 

1972) , later in cat (Ramon-Moliner 1974), and recently in 

mouse (Afanassiev et al. 19 77) . Distinct coerulean neuron 

types have not been stressed as characteristic of rat LC in 

the large number of ultrastructural reports presented 

thereon (Lenn 1965; Fuxe et al. 1966; Hokfelt 1967a; Shimizu 

and Imamoto 1970; Descarries and Droz 1970; Pickel et al. 

1975; Lewis and Schon 1975; Leger and Descarries 1976). 

Why is it that two types of LC neurons have not 

been reported in ultrastructural studies of rat? They 

apparently exist; Shimizu and Imamoto (1970, p. 230) de

scribe (from light microscopic observations) rat LC as 

being . . composed of medium-sized nerve cells, which 

. . . in the rostral part of this nucleus are situated less 

closely together and mixed with small-sized oval or 



fusiform cells." Thus, either caudal LC of rat has but one 

type of coerulean neuron (unlike the situation in other 

species and contrary to the report of Shimizu arid Imamoto) , 

or else the variety has simply been overlooked. In the 

mouse, there are certain LC nerve cells which exhibit char

acteristics of both type A and B neurons. It could be that 

in the rat there exists a broader spectrum of cell types 

which complicates identification of individual distinct 

varieties. 

The presence of "several types" of mouse coerulean 

neurons was first reported by Coursen (1977), based in part 

on ultrastructural observations. Since that preliminary 

report on the progress of the present investigation, a 

second report on mouse LC has appeared, this time from the 

Soviet Union (Afanassiev et al. 1977). The latter describes 

two types of coerulean neurons, based on ultrastructure and 

perikaryal size. The first criterion would seem to be quite 

reliable, and a similar approach is presented in this study. 

But the apparent size of a neuron will depend on plane of 

section (see above). Furthermore, neuronal size may not be 

constant over time. Indeed, it has been reported that rela

tively rapid changes in neuronal nuclear size occur in LC 

of rabbits sampled in different physiological states 

(Bubenik and Monnier 1972). Thus size (without considera

tion of serial sections or varying functional states) 

appears to be a variable criterion. The "type 1" 
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classification of Afanassiev and co-workers may correspond 

to the cytological description presented here for the "type 

A" LC neuron. Their "type 2" may be the "type B" or "type 

C" neuron observed here, or it may include both groupings. 

Alternately, the coerulean neurons here called type A and B 

may correspond to Swanson1s (1976) multipolar and fusiform 

medium-sized neurons. This grouping may also be identical 

with the type 1 of the Soviet group and with the "medium-

sized" neurons of Ramon-Moliner (1974), Mizuno and Nakamura 

(1972), and Shimizu and Imamoto (1970). The ultrastructural 

variety tentatively identified here as "type C" LC neurons 

might then be the "small cells" of the latter three groups 

and the type 2 neuron of Afanassiev et al. (1977). 

The macroglial cells seen in this study are essen

tially the same as those seen in other works, but a few 

peculiarities may prove to be characteristic of coerulean 

glia. The first is the consistent paucity of fibrils in the 

substance of LC astrocytes. This is surprising in light of 

the statement of Peters et al. (1976, p. 242) that . .as 

with fibrous astrocytes, their [protoplasmic astrocytes] 

most characteristic feature is the presence of cytoplasmic 

fibrils." Thus, they may be more specialized astrocytic 

forms. Recently a velate form of the protoplasmic astro

cytes has been described. The definition of velate 

astrocytes at the EM level is dependent on establishing 

their continuity with membrane-like processes (Chan-Palay 
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1977). Accordingly, the ensheathment provided coerulean 

neurons by these nearly fibril-free glial cells could cause 

at least some of their number to be classified as velate 

protoplasmic astrocytes. 

A second glial peculiarity was the finding of 

oligodendrocytes that had no apparent relationship to 

neurons or myelinated structures. This precluded their 

classification as either satellite or interfascicular 

oligodendroglia. Therefore, their purpose cannot be ascer

tained from current data; however, serial sections might 

show that they simply participated in routine oligodendro-

glial associations at points other than those examined. 

The endothelial cells of LC can apparently take on 

two different morphologies--either compact and electron-

dense or diffuse and electron-lucent. These two varieties 

were seen, with some area-specific segregation (see above), 

in all LC material examined—regardless of the quality of 

fixation. It is felt, therefore, that these represent true 

morphological distinctions in endothelial types; however, 

the type could vary depending on the physiological condi

tions. It is of interest to note that Lewis and Schon 

(1975, p. 378) found that, while most blood vessels (like 

the adjacent neurons) in LC were heavily stained for acetyl

cholinesterase (AChE), certain vascular elements were 

". . . totally devoid of reaction product despite their 

close proximity to heavily stained neuronal processes from 
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locus cells." The vessels without AChE activity were in the 

minority. Afanassiev et al. (1977) found that asphyxia 

caused swelling and an increase in pinocytotic vesicles in 

LC capillary endothelium. 

The nucleolus-like body which was observed fre

quently in the perikaryal cytoplasm of coerulean neurons 

deserves special mention. Its presence in mouse is not 

species-specific, for it has been mentioned in reports on 

the rat (Shimizu and Imamoto 19 70) and rabbit LC (Mizuno and 

Nakamura 19 72) as well. Yet scant attention has been 

afforded this distinctive organelle. Similar structures 

have been found in other parts of the brain and in the 

peripheral nervous system. In particular, they have been 

seen in substantia nigra and sympathetic ganglia (Peters et 

al. 1976), structures well-known to synthesize catechol

amines. The nucleolus-like body has been well defined in 

the latter and was there termed a "nematosome" or "thread

like body" (Grillo 1970). Although the LC nematosome is 

decidedly more compact than that described in sympathetic 

ganglia, its location in several distinctive catecholamine-

containing areas suggests that it plays a role in mono-

aminergic function. 

Morphology of the Locus Coeruleus 

While the locus coeruleus exhibits no apparent 

cellular architectonic grouping into morphologically 
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distinct functional units, certain patterns and generaliza

tions do emerge: mouse LC is compact caudally, and in 

proximity there to the lateral extent of the fourth 

ventricle. It expands rostrally, losing its homogeneity 

both with respect to cell morphology and neurotransmitter. 

It breaks into dorsal and ventral components, apparently 

before losing these homogeneities. In all regions, mouse 

LC shows two, three, or more distinct types of neurons. 

Coerulean dendrites seem to lie in a more or less hori

zontal plane, and extend both caudally and rostrally from 

their cell bodies of origin. LC axons, by contrast, meander. 

They travel backwards down the brain stem and into the 

spinal cord (Nygren and Olson 19 77), sideways into the 

cerebellum (Hokfelt and Fuxe 1969), and forward into the 

prosencephalon (Ungerstedt 1971). Coerulean cell bodies 

are compartmentalized by astrocytic ensheathments and 

satellited by oligodendroglia. Throughout the extent of LC 

they are found quite near small-caliber blood vessels. 

In the brain, whenever one encounters a compact 

grouping of neurons with extremely diversified connections— 

a "control center"—one expects to find an overlying regu

latory mechanism. Thus, the hypothalamus has its limbic 

system, the amygdala its uncinate temporal cortex, and so 

forth. If we look at the environs of LC, a similar logic 

comes to mind. It might be reasonably argued that if the 

overlying deep cerebellar nuclei (with their wide-spread array 
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of target structures) are modulated by such a highly 

developed neuronal ensemble as the cerebellar cortex, then 

LC (which projects to an almost unbelievable range of 

diverse neuronal populations in the CNS—approaching 

ubiquity) ought to have at least some type of similar ex

trinsic regulation. None is readily apparent. There is, 

however, a similarity between inputs to LC and deep cere

bellar afferents. The modulatory input to deep cerebellar 

nuclei comes from one group of cells, the Purkinje neurons, 

which synthesizes a single neurotransmitter, gamma amino-

butyric acid (Palay and Chan-Palay 1974) . The input to the 

feline LC proper also apparently comes from a single source, 

nucleus raphe dorsalis, which may communicate via a single 

substance, serotonin (Sakai et al. 1977). 

In order to pursue this analogy between locus 

coeruleus and deep cerebellar nuclei, there needs to be a 

common input to raphe dorsalis and LC, as there is to 

cerebellar cortex and deep nuclei. Climbing and mossy 

fibers provide information to Purkinje cells which, in their 

turn, communicate with deep cerebellar nuclei neurons. The 

latter integrate refined cortical output with raw input 

transmitted by climbing and mossy fibers directly to them. 

Since there is no known common raphe/LC input, the analogy 

here breaks down. (Even without this analogy, however, 

there needs to be more than one source of LC afferents— 

singularity of input allows little, if any, integration.) 
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Yet, common input might be supplied these monoaminergic 

nuclei through a different kind of neuronal afferent. Both 

LC (Finley and Cobb 19 40) and raphe nuclei (Scheibel, 

Tomiyasu, and Scheibel 1975) have been suggested to have a 

vascular sensory function. Might blood vessels supply the 

common input? 

LC Morphology and Its Proposed 
Functions 

The areas of the CNS to which LC sends axons are 

extremely widespread. And coerulean axons have a very 

small diameter. These two statements illustrate a major 

problem in assessing LC function: the unknown nature of the 

net effect produced by the firing of an LC neuron. It is 

no more correct to claim that LC serves as a major CNS 

control center because of its nearly ubiquitous efferent 

connectivity than it is to suggest its insignificance on the 

basis of paltry efferent fiber size. Receptor sensitivities 

to noradrenaline must play a large role in determining the 

ultimate functional importance of LC connections. And the 

exact identity of the specific targets for LC terminals 

needs to be clarified. Indeed, it is now wondered if non-

synaptic noradrenaline varicosities might release trans

mitter at some distance from potential receptive structures 

(Irwin and Dismukes 1977). At the least, the omnipotence 

suggested for LC by its global efferent connections is now 

seriously questioned; for example, Robinson, Vanderwolf, and 
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Pappas (19 77) have recently shown that LC is not important 

in cerebral activation (measured as electrical activity in 

neocortex and hippocampus), a conclusion which conflicts 

with previous concepts of overriding LC function. 

Therefore, the significance of the locus coeruleus 

must be re-examined. This study has sought to do so, not 

with regard to its sphere of influence, but by looking care

fully at the nucleus itself. One important observation I 

have been able to make from two different viewpoints is that 

LC is not everywhere the same. It is not homogeneous with 

regard to its fluorescence, and it appears to be made up of 

at least two--possibly more—cell types. The heterogeneity 

in fluorescence indicates that there are either certain LC 

cells with less noradrenaline-content than others, or that 

there are coerulean neurons without noradrenaline—or that 

both conditions exist. Thus, the neurotransmitter homo

geneity which once made LC such an attractive model for the 

study of noradrenergic neuronal function comes into ques

tion. And, therefore, its suitability in that role probably 

also needs to be re-evaluated. 

Other significant observations of LC made here 

include an ultrastructurally detectable difference in its 

intrinsic blood vessels and the light and electron micro

scopic findings of somal appendages and glial ensheathments. 

The latter may serve to compartmentalize entire LC neurons— 

not merely patches of their electrically excitable 
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surfaces—making each an individual unit isolated from the 

welter of synaptic boutons (terminal and in passage) seen 

within LC. This wrapping of coerulean neurons might well 

have been anticipated; an important generalization, first 

enunciated by Cajal and affirmed by an outstanding electron 

microscopist a decade ago, is that nerve cells found within 

neuropil containing a great number of synapses are usually 

enveloped by astrocytic appendages (Palay 1966). These 

glial processes may also serve in other functions, such as 

neuronal support, nutrition, or ion exchange. Furthermore, 

these glial investments need not be fixed structures. They 

may change their patterns, continually putting forth and 

withdrawing processes as dictated by their surroundings 

(Palay and Chan-Palay 1974). 

If Palay's (1966, p. 9) generalization is pursued, 

then LC must receive afferent information from a variety of 

sources for "... when the afferents represent a variety 

of sources and, therefore, carry information of different 

kinds, then synaptic terminals are segregated into compart

ments by neuroglial septa . . . ." This is at odds with 

the observation that in cat afferents to "LC proper" are 

essentially restricted to a single source, nucleus raphe 

dorsalis (Sakai et al. 1977)? although a variety of inputs 

projec to LC (a fringe area they distinguish). It should 

not be forgotten that cat LC neurons are also surrounded 

by a glial investment (Ramon-Moliner 1974). 
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The somal spines noted on cat coerulean neurons have 

been the subject of investigation (Tatemichi and Ramon-

Moliner 19 75). These feline appendages contain a paucity 

of cytoplasmic organelles (except for smooth ER, multi

vesicular bodies, and membrane-bound vesicles which are 

present in significant number). The lack of synaptic densi

ties has left their functional significance unclear (Swanson 

1976). In the mouse, however, synaptic contact with somal 

spines, while not the rule, has been observed (Figure 47). 

If the synaptic properties of somal spines, like those 

generally associated with dendritic spines, are excitatory, 

then these appendages may serve as a controlled route for 

excitatory input for LC. 

Perhaps the most intriguing observation made 

during the course of this study is the heterogeneity in 

capillary endothelium. A variety of external and intrinsic 

parameters can be thought of which might cause this condi

tion. Physiologic differences might occur in capillary 

membrane permeabilities or in blood-flow mechanisms. The 

former would ultimately allow an influx of water (or other 

substances) into the endothelial cell body either from blood 

or solutions used in experimental preparations. The net 

result would be an increase in internal volume and swelling 

of the endothelial wall. The shift in permeability could 

be accompanied by increased membrane folding and/or pino-

cytotic activity of the capillary plasmalemma adjacent to 
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the blood space; this would permit the reversible decrease 

in luminal membrane size while that along the basal lamina 

could remain relatively constant. Alternatively, if blood 

or preparatory solutions are preferentially shunted through 

certain small vessels, morphological variance in the 

vascular wall again might possibly be observed. Even if 

all capillaries possess identical propensities for swelling, 

a difference in the observed fine structure of endothelium 

coule result depending on the point in time that fixa

tive reaches the vessel. Those fixed faster may show less, 

or more, swelling than those which come into contact with 

the fixative later. Thus, if flow is retarded through one 

region, then that area could ultimately appear morpho

logically different with respect to the condition of its 

endothelial wall from other regions where flow is unre

stricted . 

External parameters, such as the influence of 

anesthetics, anticoagulants, fixatives themselves, and 

other materials used in EM preparatory procedures, also need 

to be examined. Indeed, it remains to be established 

whether this is strictly a coerulean phenomenon or a situa

tion seen commonly throughout the mouse brain. (Preliminary 

examination suggests that the dense/nonswollen type of 

endothelial wall is the predominant variety outside LC, but 

there may be others.) 
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Swelling between vascular and parenchymal basal 

laminae has been observed as a feature of spinal cord ultra-

structure (Anders and Rennels 1977). Such swelling in LC 

differs, however, in that it occurs within the endothelial 

wall and not between basement membranes. In this connec

tion, it is of interest to note that Griffiths, Irving, and 

Dixon (19 76) observed vesiculation in the endothelial wall 

after vascular infusions of adrenaline. 

De la Torre (19 76) has shown that adrenergic vari

cosities (which are probably of central origin) can be found 

in dog and monkey brains in close relation to intracerebral 

arterioles. He found that stimulation of LC causes a sig

nificant decrease in telencephalic blood flow, a result 

earlier noted by Raichle et al. (1975). Thus, it may be 

that the locus coeruleus can control central vasculature, 

possibly via a previously hypothesized non-sympathetic 

adrenergic innervation (Edvinsson et al. 1973). Raichle 

and co-workers have suggested that the central noradrenergic 

system controls CNS microcirculation in a manner analogous 

to the peripheral sympathetic regulation of general body 

vasculature. 

A close association between LC and central vascula

ture is also suggested by data which demonstrate structural 

changes in coerulean neurons and vessels after several 

alterations in blood volume (Bubenik and Monnier 1972) and 

major reductions in arterial oxygenation (Afanassiev et 
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al. 1977). It is here suggested that heterogeneity in 

coerulean endothelial structure further supports noradren-

ergically mediated variations in vasculature. 

There is evidence to suggest that endothelial cells 

are capable of regulating blood flow through individual 

capillaries (McCuskey 1971). In liver, endothelial 

sphincters respond to various vasoconstrictor and vaso

dilator substances. In that organ and others (spleen, 

pancreas, bone marrow, and lung) evidence suggests that 

endothelial cells actively contract to regulate flow; they 

are not merely swelling due to fluctuation in intracellular 

osmolarity. 

Noradrenaline is well known to have vasoconstrictor 

activity. Capillary endothelium, in certain substances, may 

participate directly in regulation of blood flow. The locus 

coeruleus is, at least in part, a collection of noradren

ergic neurons. Fine, beaded processes (impregnated by Golgi 

methods) have been observed which appear to arise from 

coerulean neurons and to reach blood vessels of small 

caliber, presumably capillaries. Clusters of these beaded 

processes have been observed to lie apposed to vasculature. 

Impregnated coerulean dendrites have been observed to lie 

in proximity to coerulean vasculature similarly impregnated. 

There is, therefore, both morphological evidence and physio-

locigal data to support the possibility of coerulean regula

tion of brain microvasculature. Data presented elsewhere 
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suggest that this function affects brain areas distant, even 

remote, from LC. The current study presents the added 

possibility that LC may control its own local blood flow as 

well as that of other regions. Such self-regulation would 

confer an unusual degree of flexibility to LC, over and 

above that provided by the usual neuronal feedback servo-

mechanisms seen throughout the CNS—a degree of local 

autonomy that would almost surely have far-reaching and 

perhaps global effects. 
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